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jjue to the complexities and peculiari t ies of IM/Export 
marketing, i t needs special attention and assistance. No 
doubt sincere atteo^ts have b een made to study the opportunities 
available in the^xport but l i t t l e attempts^^are-maqle to see the 
e:^ort mrls^ through exporters eyes* This assi@lment has been 
taken to view ttie e3?)art world tr through i t s dwellers* I t is 
an attenqpt to look from inside out* ^ view is that , there are 
no lack of opportunities in export marketing, even f ac i l i t i e s 
are there, but we have not made much real progress due t> our 
own fault* We have, ourselves, becooe "Limiting factor** In 
export market* I t has been assidiously t r ied to locate the threat 
areas* 
RESEARCH ftESIGM; 
(a) The main objectives of the present work may be ^ilrtmmerated 
as follows : 
1* Tb make exporters familiar with thsproblems of IM. 
2* To have an idea^or"over a l l leather trade & Industry* 
3» To identify the w^k and strong areas of leather export 
industry in Kanpur* 
M-* lb a'ssess the style of working of the experts firm in 
Kanpur* 
5* To pin point their problem areas . 
6* To judge MteeXker exporters are well acquainted ^ t h 
government f ac i l i t i e s and assitance* 
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7* To assess government*s export pol ic ies . 
8 . To have direct access to^Jiiae-'ttlfferent studies nftde 
on the leather exportT"^ 
9» To suggest measure to improve our 5-eather export 
performance a t micro (firms) and macro ( governmental lel iels . 
10. TO explore the prospects in internation markets. 
(b) Five main methods were applied to under tike the present 
study* I t inc lua | . 
1« Visits to Inst i tutes and government agencies l ike Indian 
Ins t i tu te of Foreign Trade(IIFT), Delhi, Export Promotion 
CJouncil for finished leather and leather manufacture 
(LEXPORT), Kanpur* 
2» Heeling with opinion leaders l ike important persons of 
IIFT,LEXPORT, JOl India leather Goods Association(Kanpur) 
4AII India Saddlery Exporters association, Small Scale 
Industries, TQimeries association etc* 
3* Questionnaire method; I p ;p^red a detailed questionnaire 
on the project and met wir€h some of the leading Sxporters 
of Kanpur* TheiT_per^;^^ijCfi_Jwere made known to me by EPC 
Kanpur* 
k» Infervigu With various persons_gf__l©atteer Industry and trade* 
5» Frequent u t i l iza t ion of secondary data available on(the 
subject* 
The measures adopted to achieve these objectives are quitec 
valid because most of the concerned person were expressing th^ 
same views and secondary data were verifying i t to a large extent 
Ky personal observation also helped me to reach the conclusions 
which have been drawn in the study* 
CHiPTER -1/i 
Why this <A3si@iment ? Research Desigi. 
India has largest live-stock population in the world and 
she has been a leading exporter of finished leather and leather 
manufacturers which give us valuable foreigi exchange* But in 
recent years India 's leather export has declined or not shown 
much progress* I t may be due to prevailing recession in the world 
market there may be other reasons also( which are described in 
forth-coming chapters)* 
International marketing i s a much more complex subject as 
compared to domestic maiiceting because each country or area has 
i t s own pecul iar i t ies , feats, fashions, t a r i f f and non-tariff 
barriers etc* According to Vem Terpstre^ (International Marketing 
(IM), Holt, RLwehart and Winston, i^'\y?Z)^ in IM, basic function 
the marketing mix( U^  Ps t Product, {price, pla^'^and Promotion) Is 
more or less same as that of Domestic marketing, but the Imple-
mentation of the firms marketing/l^ograraiie can be very different* 
"The parameters that determins the nature of a firm's marketing 
programme are l ikely to be different in each of the firm's foreiga 
market* One can easily imagine that the *un-controllable factors 
i*e* nature of demand, competition, res t r ic t ions and distr ibution 
structures( Characterstics peculiar to each, national market), 
Would not be same in say USA, India, fiance & Brazil" . ^ e n 
controllable factors ( M- Ps ) may vary* 
I t Is proper to mention here the reasons for the selection 
of Kajnpnr as a place ot^Qh study. Kanpur's share in the India's 
total leather export i s about 25J5. I t has monopoly in the 
country for the production of sole leather and saddlery itemf, 
which are a i l expfti^d. In addition to thls» 'Export Promotion 
Council to finish^dri-eatber and leather aianul^ ctures<LBXPOBf> 
is situated in Kai^ur* fhese ^ d other factors ha^e siade this 
place quite suitable for such studies* 
!aie dissertation is divided into three parts, part I 
consists of background study^ ^ solie aspects of chemical eind 
machinery in chapte:^, governiaont'sTcQiTent export import policy 
in chapter 3 . 
part II i s main part exclusiire2y dealt wjjbh different aspects 
of leather expprt^s* I t Includs a susfi^ sary of existing 
facil i t ies plus actual position of the surveyed leather 
Bxport market of Kanpur* 
Part HI Critically examln^ «ie export data country-wise ani 
products-wise and t ry^o explore the opportunitlestl^e* 
I t also includes summafy of flndlngya^d recommendations. 
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CHART E.1? 1/2 
BACKGaPUND STUDY 
INDIA'S FOREIGN TRADE:* Speiae Inden^ndee our pa t t e rn of trade 
has considerably c h ^ e d . Before 19^7, the hulk of India*s 
foreign trade was confined to UK and few commonwealth countries 
While experts were basedgn-^ew primary commodities and Baw 
materials, imports consisted mainly of manufactured ar t ic les* 
I t was very limited in quantum, value and variet ies* Changes, 
though i n i t i a l l y very slow, were noticed after Independence* 
Exports, which had been nere or less stagnant during the 
decade 1951-60, averaging a l i t t l e over Bs*600 crores per annum, 
started increasing between 1961 and 1966* On March 31st,1966, 
experts stood a t about Fls*806 crores* There has been a tremendous 
a l l round graiith in exports since then* In I98O-8I, Indians 
export was Rs*67lO*6lf crores* Import has also notjbfien-behind i t* 
The following datei would give the bet ter account of India 's 
foreign trade* 
TABLE No*1 
IMPORTS,EXPORTSCINCL.RE-EXPORTS) AND BALANCE OF TRADE DURING 
THE YEARS 1970»71 TO 1981-82 (UP TO DEgSMBBR. 1981)* 
Value in Bs*Crore) 
Years Imports Exports Balance of (including Trade* 
re-exports) 
1970-71 16^-20* '"*lji^l6*"*"*-990ll.'77'" '**" ' ' 
1971-72 182i|-5^ 1608-22 -216*32 ^ 
1972-73 1867-Mt 1970-83 +103*39 
1973-7^ 2955.37 2523*ifO -^31.97 
197^-75 'f518.78 3328*83 -1189*95 
1975-76 5265*20 If0lf2*25 -1222*95 
: 6 { 
Years Iiaports Exports Balance of (includln g Trade, 
re-exports) 
1976-77 5073.79 51^2.25 +68 A5 
1979-iJI 6O25.29 ^kOk.ze -621.03 
1978-79 6814,30 5726.26 -1088.0lf 
1979-80 9021.75 6^-58.76 -2562.99 
19o0-81@(up-dated)l25Q0.9^ 67l0.6if -5790.30 
l980-81§up to 8969.1^ 501^*55 -395^«59 
Dec .80) 
iUvlsed -i+109.11 
1981-82 @(up|Oj 9^^26.15 53l7.0if $n%MSk 
Provisional -5500.00 
@ figures are based on the press note, Issued by Director 
General of Commercial Intelligence and S t a t i s t i c s , Calcutta 
for the month of December, I98I. 
I t may be noticed that our export growth in refeent years 
has not been very encouraging, ic tual ly , India i s fc/r behind 
when compared to the ^owth of world export. Since 1977-78 our 
export growth has b e ^ on an average, only about 6% or so . On 
the contrary, worn export has increased even faster and ,conse-
quently our share in world exports has almost continually declined 
I: In,^31ion^GS^|j ^TA^LE.^ ^ . I I ^ ^^0,0^,qPI^|S,gyPOg^_, ear * World inn3a!^^\ India 's Jtonual r a t e ' jgshare of Indiais 
Export rffe o^^export. of growth. export to world Expo 
Exports 
1970 280000 12Via 2,026 - 0.72 
1975 788IOO 2,52 N.,393 11*78 0.56 
1976 897500 13.68 5,526 25.79 0.62 
1977 IOI83OO I3.U6 6,378 15«^1 0.63 
1978 1176100 15.50 6,61i+ 3«70 O.56 
1979 11^ 75900 25.49 6,702 1.33 o*k3 
(Jan.Mar.) I98O MfOOOO I9.25 1,578 -5.82 O.36 
I98O - - - - 0.5 
IQftI - - - - 0.H 
I98I -
SDURCE: Economic Trend. 
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The* fact is tha^.-^^'-— 
^J&i^^rBQme smaller countries l ike South Korea,Taiwan 
Singapore's oxpartffdT exceed these of India* 
inotber aspect of India 's foreigp trade is that j the 
broad pattern of regional distribution of exports and imports 
has been unchanged for many years. The TopjfS in their decreasing 
order of their exports and inserts wiit India are as followsj-
1. European common Market(ECM) - Z^% to 30jg of India's Export 
and import are with tbetn.* 
2* Economic & Social Coii^ssion of i^ia and Pacific(ESCiP) 
countries. I t include Japan,Korea,China,S:Lngapore,Iran,Indonesia 
Malaysia etc.-about 2^^. 
3 . fttddle l a s t countries- Export i s continuously r i s ing 
( 16 to ZQ%). 
h* North imerica - IM-jS standsti3dr-iE^jrts . 
5 . Bast European & Oommxmst countries(EE&C) 10-11 jg decreasing 
one. - -— 
inother feature is tha^ 5 the exportis have not only gone 
ul<, but CLso witnessed in/increasing diversification in recent 
years. The increase has-been well spread over a no.of commodities 
l ike tea,Coffee, cotton manufactures, cheDiicais, iron ore, engi-
neering goods, finished leather and manufSLCtures there of, footwear 
e t c . However, fluctuation was also there. 
: 8 J 
GflOWTH OF FINISHED LEATHER & LEATHER MMPFACItgiES INDUSTRY&IRABB 
A shorts Pistoyys 
Finished leather, leather shoes and footwear,and leather 
goods industry was established in India since past 50 years . 
There were a fewtamiefles and shoe units who exported a porticaa 
of their production sinceyfcheir inception. However, such export 
was restr ic ted Dainly to foreign owned companies* During the 
world war II(W«W,), the Bnglani faced a severe shortage of leather 
Thus i t was «« i l l f6r the want of Horse Shoe Nail" the Indian 
leather Industry ojjis-tts-initial establishment and growth. 
During this i n i t i a l growth period finished leather was 
mainly a consumer item and not a fashion need l ike that of today. 
^After the end of W.W.II, there was a sudden recession in the 
leather t rade. However demand picked-up very soon. During 19^5-195^ 
leather was the 3rd largest foreign exchange earner for India but 
the value earned was mainly for semi-finished l a s t India(E.I . ) 
Tanned leather . The E.I* sector^^ew very strong and organised 
due to better earning through export and th is selctor always 
resisted the idea of making fully finished leather . 
For the pregffess of leather industry, Central leather 
Research Institute(CLRI) was established in Madras after independem 
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Ihat fact is ti^^^-j-
J;tSi!Csome smaller countries l ike South Korea,Taiwan 
Singapore's exports^fdr exceed these of India* 
another aspect of Indians f o r e i ^ trade is that ; the 
broad pattern of regional distribution of exports and imports 
has been unchanged for laany years* The vepj^ in their decreasing 
order of their exports and imports wlili India are as followss-
1. European common Market(ECM) - 2^% to 30% of India 's Export 
and import are with thetii. 
2« Economic & Social Coii^ssion of i s i a and Pacific(ESCiP) 
countries. I t include Japan,Korea,China,Singapore,Iran,Indonesia 
Malaysia etc .-about al+jS. 
3 . Middle East countries- Export i s continuously r i s ing 
( 16 to 20jg). 
h* North imerica - 1^% stand^tiiar-^^Rjrbs. 
5 . Bast European & Oommimst countries(SE&C) 10-11^ decreasing 
one. 
Jtoother feature is that^ ; the exports have not only gone 
u^^ but also witnessed in/increasing diversification in recent 
years. The increase has-been well spread over a no.of cofflsodities 
l ike tea,Coffee, cotton manufactures, chemicals, iron ore, engi-
neering goods, finished leather and manufactures thereof,footwear 
e t c . However, fluctuation was also there. 
J 9 i 
^tween I95O-I97O there was very l i t t l e progress in the 
export of fully finished leather, inspite of sam^^iUacentive by 
Government* 
During the above period tremendous progress in leather 
technology was achieved by Europe and U.S.A. Sophisticated 
machineries, chemicals dyes and finished-werB^innoirrated. But 
India remgin fqr_beliini» 
nouring 1960-1970, in India there was a shif t from the 
t radi t ional s . I . leather towards Wet pickled skins and l a t e r 
to Wet Chrome tanned hides and skins because the tanneries in 
U.S.A. and other develpped countries faced stringent anti-palMtion 
measures. I t was natural that the unwanted Wet process was t rans-
ferred to poorer countries where treatment of tannery/affluent was 
unthinkab] 
So due to lack of f o r e s i ^ t ,low investment and easy money 
in B.I . leather, l i t t l e was done for the growth of leather 
Industry. I t resulted in st%n*tion during the period. 
The real impetus came in 1970 Efforts were made for the 
formulation of national policy for the development of finished 
leather and leather manufactures. I t was the Seetharamaih 
Committee whichsdone i t s home work we^Jr^ln 1972* Several measure 
were adopted to in^^^age—tbe-«gl5ort of finished leather and 
leather 4tf i^oods. Government clamped down on export duty of 7% 
adyCt&remC now 10%) for the semi-finished leather, i t announced 
; 1 0 % 
a export duty cut of 2^% on the export of finished leather . 
Increasing res t r ic t ions and bans were imposed on the e^^ort 
of hides and skins. 
'of the recommendation of the Seetharamaih OomnAittee 
emg^d^d that (only) 2^% of 1972 B.I . e ^ o r t level be made 
so 
ivailable for eijport. This was more BK^ in the context of ICI 
(International Council of Tanners) Doctrine which envisages that 
a l l member countries of ICT(India i s i t s member) would give 
free access to 25^ of RM or semi-processed materials free from 
res t r ic t ion and that a l l member of ICT would open cut the i r 
markets up to 25/2 of leather, leather footwear and leather 
manufactures. 
Another important report foriJiheH^ro^ess of leather indus-
try was « High Power Task force*Beport on leather - 1978" 
prepared by P.K.Kaul & others* i t made an assessment, besides 
other things, of the finishiiig capacity in relat ion to raw hides 
and skins resaiasoe^u^Jascording to the report, we would have 
achieved 90.3ifjg finishing capacity for hides and 90*27% for 
skins by 1982-83 and additional capacity has to be established 
only for the balance ^0%^ The above target is again under review. 
M a resul t of these and other endeavors export of f inisted 
leather increased from 8s.2.l3 crores(1970-7l) to Rs.l6.56 crores 
in 1972-73 and now i t i s Rs.205.05 crore to I98I-82 (provisional). 
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Now Government discourages the export of finished leather and 
encourages the export of leather goods. For detailed Export 
figures for finished leather, leather manufacture from 19/^75 
to 19-81-82, see jinnesure - I . 
Mb rid Leather Trade;- Inspite of the progress in finished 
leather and manufacatures thereof, India 's share in to ta l world 
production i s negligible. 
In 1977> the to ta l area of leather, u t i l i zed by the 
leather products industries a t global level , was IlifO million 
square meter( out of the hand bags production accounted for 1^+8 
million squard meter wnich come about 13^ of i t ) and in India i 
3 nriLllion square meters were flStimated to Jie--Tlsed~for this 
purpose which works out to 2% of the global consuaiptionCTanner 
Tune 81.)• 
India 's share in global world trade was a mere 1»2J^  In 
1978 in respect of leather goods. The share of a l l developing 
countries in the world trade of leather good has increased from 
37'7% in 197^ to k&.2% in 1978, whereas India 's share declined 
from 1.8^ to 1.2jg. C T<^*^*^«< f^^y ">S0 
The above position had not changed much. On the other hand 
these developing countries who have made much progress in leather 
Export are Singapore, Taiwsm, South Korea and Hong Kong e t c . 
t 12 : 
Some liidat on India 's leather Exportt-
The above facts should not imply that ; 
India has not taade much progress in her leather Exports. 
TaHM i^g 1968-69 as 100, the Indest number of Export in 
m i t Value Index has increased to 361( 197S-79) for leather and 
Manufactures thereof and Footwear Index No,increased to 296 in 
1978-79• In Quantum Index for Export( base year 1978-69 =100) 
i t i s 125 in 1978-79 for leather and leather manufactures thereof 
and 99 for footwear. 
t a b l e - I l l 
For comparison to j i 
j ' " " " " ^ * 
TiBLB-III 
t t b e a r a r t i d e s see the 
INDEX NUMBER OF EXPOHTS 
JJnlt value Index 
(1968-69 =100) 
Commodity Heal, 1970-71 197'+-75 1975-76 197^77 1977-78 1978-79 
R>od 101 
Chemicals 92 
Machinery and 
Transport equp- 10^ 
ment 
i l l Manufactured 111 
goods 
l ea the r & Manu 102 
faetures thereof 
Footwear 122 
Food 112 
Chemicals 167 
Machinery Trans. 
Equipment 166 
411 I&nufactured QJ, 
gaods *^^  
Leather and manu- Q„ 
faetures thtoeof ^ ' 
Footwear 102 
201 
191 
125 
20lf 
231 
16^ 
f^ ANTUM 
138 
229 
386 
86 
136 
209 
182 
180 
201 
251 
228 
21 if 
195 
181 
232 
335 
235 
3^1 
175 
19^ 
231 
328 
223 
INDEX ( 1968-69=100) 
I63 162 131 
208 2^ 301 
325 373 397 
110 1if5 157 
110 108 1(h 
105 137 117 
252 
172 
186 
257 
361 
296 
159 
376 
1+86 
150 
125 
SOUHCE: Report on Currency & Finance Vol.1X1979-80 p.138. 
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IMPORTANT CENTKES; 
The important centres of finished leather and leather 
manufacture are Madras,Calcutta,Agra,Kanpur,Delhi4cBonibay« 
75% of the leather goods produced in the country is 
contributed by Tamil Nadu with ^33 Tannaries Calcutta has 200 
tannaries. 25 tannaries are found in other s t a t e . In to ta l , there 
are 6^5 tannaries( Source: Kothari Industrial Guide 1978-79)• 
The tannaries in Madras specialise in the manufacture of 
l ight leathers l ike Wet KLue Chrop-'|oat skins, hard grain morocco 
leather, chrome suedes, clothii(g leather and finished rep t i l e 
skins. The galcutta tannaries produce mainly chrome tanned hides, 
chrome uppers, Wet HLue chrome hides and skins* The Bombay 
tannaries on the other hand mainly concentrate on the production 
of Wet HLue goat skins. Kanpur mainly specialise in the manu-
facture of sole leather and saddlery, i t has recently taken to 
the production of finished leather as well( Source* IIFT commodity 
study Beport/). 
Leather GoodsCitiess-
Calcutta 100 Units, K§npur-ifOO units,Bombay- 350 Units 
Madras I50 Units and others 500 Units, Calcutta,Kanpur,Bombay and 
Madras and to lesser extent Delhi( 50 m i t s ) and Banglore(20 Units) 
In to ta l more than I5OO units are found. 
J 1^ i^  
Footwear Industry;-
I t is concentrated In North India mainly ^ b Agra, Kanpur 
Calcutta, Delhi and Bombay* 
Finisheg leather Units:-
Numbering about 35 in organised Sector and 200 in 
Ha-organised sector are concentrated in Kanpur,Madras and Calcutta 
Leather garments:-
I^a^units are found in Bombay,Madras, Calcutta, Delhi and 
Kanpur. There are about 70 leather garments making units in India 
engaging about 500 skilled workers. 
Leather Sports Goods;-
I t s units are concentrated mainly in Jullundur,imritsar, 
Meerut,Calcutta( Source: Kothari Industrial Guide 1978-79 and 
Tanner January,1982.). 
Employment; 
Leather Industry gives employment to about 8.5 lakh persons 
FUTURE PLMIMING 
The Sixth 5-year plan, envisages on overall growth ra te of 
around ^% in Exports a t 1979-80 pr ice . I t i s contended that the 
growth envisaged in respect of Industr ial output should produce 
"Substantial exportable surplus, especially of engineering goods, 
garments, text i le products, s i lk woolen and manmade t e x t i l e s , 
chemical product p las t ics , leather products(notably Travel goods 
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and Sports goods) and yariems other handicraft items including 
carpets and gems and ^ e l l a r y • 
The export targets in respect of manufactured items in 
6th 5-year plan are as follows: 
TABLE -IV 
Rs.Crores 
Items 1978-80 198i+-85 
Leather and leather manufactures 
Sugar 
Marine products 
Jute Manufacture 
CJotton piece good 
Apparel, hosiery and other cotton 
manufactures 
tfenmade fabrics 
Iron and Steel 
Engineering goods 
Chemicals & a l l ied products 
Gem & ^ewellary 
other handicrafts 
233 
150 
285 
28if 
265 
^ 5 
36 
30 
700 
330 
515 
260 
515 
185 
555 
3^5 
IfOO 
680 
n 
85 
1275 
510 
900 
if l5 
Source:- Economic Trend 1-9-81 • 
TABLE -Y 
Capacity and production Estimated for Leather footwear 
.80_ iSaitrBl Ao^ualTanticiapted Target 
Capacity 'Production Capacity production 
Value in Million pairs 
20,80 13 30 25 
Sources Beport on currency and Finance Vol.11 1979-80. 
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In next two decade India's population increase would be 
more than ^0^. So assuming that the present per capita consumptiOE 
of 0.3"! pairs of leather Footwear is maintained, the to ta l require 
ment would be about 332 million pairs in 2000 ID. 
I t is estimated that for every 100 million additional pairs 
« 
we require 12 million Mdes OR 6 million hides plus 2h million 
goat skins. So the export of 7»k million hides and skins(1979-80) 
and Famillier hides based finished and semi-finished leather 
(wet blue tanned chrome leather(s export was 2.5 million pieces 
and 2^.7 Kgs of finished leather •s export in 1979"80) would have 
to be discontinued and import would be necessary.(Also see Annex.. 
1 & IX B and chapter II-1 for present condion of Industry). 
We see that leather manufactures got 5th place in Export 
( in term of total rupees value) in our 6th 5"y«ar Plan. The l i s t 
in preceding direction would be as follows s-
1. Engineering goods. 2 . Gem & Jewellery 3 . ipparel,hosiery 
and other cotton manufactures. k» Marine Products J* Leather and 
leather manufacture e t c . 
According to the sixth 5 year plan's documents, leather gx> 
have ample opportunities for Export. 
Actually the shift is to\i/ards fashion goods. Leather is no 
more a consumer item but has been becoming a fashion item-footwea 
bags, leather garments e t c . have fashion appeal(IIFT Report). 
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CHAPTER 1/3 
LEATHER SECHHQLQGY 
SOm A^SPECTS OF MCHIBEHT. CHEMICALS 
I t i s a cheiDical based industry* According to a study 
of Central l ea tbe r Besearcfer-Xndustry(C.L»R.I), chemicals accounts 
for 35% of the t o t a l cost of production in India(Capi ta l Jan.1982) 
whereas according to an UNCTAD study chemicals represents 15-17/^ 
of the t o t a l cost of production the world over* Price of chemicals 
have gone up. I t s import«i t duty var ies from kO% to 200jg. So a 
study on the role of leather chemical in th is export of finished 
products would help us to appreciate i t s true significance* 
CHBCCALsl 
The projectftcb requirements of tajining and finishing 
auxil iaries and chemicals for leather has been rou^ily estimated 
by Planning Comnission at if«5 lakh tons for the year 1982-83» 
Accurate s t a t i s t i c s for the production of individuals items of 
auxil iaries are not maintained and therefore estimates as given 
below are made on experience of the industry. 
"• • Emulsifiers and Detergents;-
These are used in leather as soak:Lng agents, emulifying 
agents, degreasing agents, dye levell ing agents, dearing 
agents, penetraters, welling and i^e-welling agents e t c . 
The . :approx share in tonnage of these auxil iaries is 0.2jg 
SOURCE: Indian Express(Supplement),New Delhi dated April,1C 
1982. The ar t ic le was written by A.S.Naik,Bombay, 
2.Yojana,June 16,1981. The a r t i c l e was written by 
Dr S.Santhappa,Director GLRI. 
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India i s self sufficient in this l ine of the auxiliary* 
M.t leas t 100 different types of surfactants are rov offered 
to ser^e various needs* As a matter of fact i t has been possible 
to do emulsion polymerisation of various res ins , emiasification 
of lacquers. 
I t s share is 0»1^ in the total tonnage. They are used in 
sooking, wet salied raw hides and skins and wet leathers for 
exports• In fatt iquors, and the various stock solutions used in 
finishing* Mostly phenai and nitrobenzene based materials in 
acquons phase were used. The demand shot-up when the export of 
Wet chrome leather and wet salied hides suddenly grew up. Since 
l a s t ten years, indigenous production c a u ^ t up with the demand. 
Special organic preservation useful for shoes and leather goofls 
suitable for tropical countries are being explored by the 
industry and CLBI, Madras^ 
3* EACH BEM)VER;AMD BEIM HOUSE CHEMICALS; 
Theipe share is 13«3J^  of the to t a l tonnage. The main 
chemicals are aftdlum Sulphide and 11ms, Baling :Qizymes,immonlum 
sulphate and chiroride. We are self sufficient In these, they are 
toxle and diff icul t to elimLnate from the effluent. 
The effluent from the beam house i s a constant eye-sW«'€r'^ 
the tanners and pollutlan-control autho3?ltles. ma^ al ternative 
auxiliaries which will toe less toSrie and more easy to eliminate 
from the effluent should be made, 
^* PRB-TMNIHG MP TANMIMG AUgLIARIBS? 
•Jta-sfaare i s 9«63^« India i s self sufficient in i t s 
production. Couaion sa l t , Mineral, and Organic Mids and the i r 
a lka l i - s a l t s , jBasic chrome sulphates, l-roma»tic Neutral 
syntans come under this group. 
Here again the tannery effluent i s poisonous and dangerous 
D^inly due to chrome. Lot of research has been done to eliminate 
total ly the use of chrome. Stabilised basic s i l i ca te of Jluminius 
has been developed and used successfully xinder a US patent 
Zirconium, Titanium and Silica s t ^ d in order of wet preferences. 
Complete substitute QX chxome i s s t i l l to be developed. 
5» IJ^NING AND RETAIICCNG^ IgglHG MP SFLWJ^ MlMTSt 
I t s share i s 22A^ in the t o t a l tonnage.;About 16-25^ 
consists of vegetable tanning extracts , mostly wattle extract 
imported fro-m ^ s t i f r i aa . Local plantation of wattle are 100 
meagre. 
Syntans is a f ield which i s well developed and i t s import* 
can be total ly banned. 
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Dyes of a l l type are now made in India. Bit complete 
segregation op^he dyes suitable for the leather is to be made. 
I t w i i a r^ J^ l i t a t e to formulate the dye-mix to sUmt exacting 
demand of the buyer. 
gATILIQUURS.aOFTNBSS in the fbrm of anionic non-conic, 
ca1;i)]^»c amd eqiphoterie self emulisifiable fatty materials and 
free o i l from animal, vegetable, mineral and synthetic origin 
form a veiy important port in this group. I t s natural resources 
are available in plenty in India. 
6. FINISHING AGMTS; 
I t constitute 3.3^ of the to ta l tannage. However in value 
th is category will constitute about 20^ of the t o t a l , i t i s very 
important. 
Organic and inorganic pigment pastes in water, solvent or 
mixed phase are made by many firms 0 in the organised and cottage 
scale sector. The demand for solevent and water phase ^synthetic 
resin bound pasts for top coats is mostl,y res t r ic ted to j e t t 
black and pure white materials and need to be exploited. 
Specially concentrated dyes with high water solubi l i ty , 
bri l l iance and finctorial value, bet ter l ight fastness e t c . are 
useful in finishing. Here again a lo t needs to be done by the 
Indian dyestuff industry. Solvent soluble dyes and dye solution 
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are now made in our country water soluble solvents with slow 
evaporation rates are also made in our country. There is no 
need of import in this category. 
Film forming materials, firlm mod4fier§^_-in acqueous 
solvent and mixed phase are the most important material in this 
l i ne . Natural r ising l ike casein and shellack, natural and 
synthetic wax emulsions, Silicone emulsions, solvents and 
diluents are a l l made in India.Synthetic res ins , for leather, 
laDStly acrylic plolymers/co-polymers or graft polymers are made 
in India- ieryb-ni ts i le , Vinyledene, Butadiene JUsrylic Co-poly-
mers, PolyOurethene and iOkyd resins are s t i l l not fully exploite 
in India as cooling materials on leather . The aciylic resin 
emulsion made in India can meet entire demand of the leather 
influstry. The research In developing better finish effects with 
Speciality resins is so fast in lurope and USA that we have to 
import some of these products to serve the fashion in vogue a t 
different times. A lo t need to be done in film forming polymers 
to meet the exacting demand. 
Ifeny newer resins are developed every day. Polyurethane 
emulsions, are bound to play a major role in leather in the 
near future. 
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OTHER LITEST TRENDS; 
Indian lea ther ijjettistry has to face many challenges In I98O. 
There is a need o f ^ l t e r n a t i v e technologies to avoid the use of 
chemicals causing pa l lu t ion and to save energy* 
In the f i e ld of tannery, pa l lu t ion cont ro l measures l i k e 
the conservation of waiter( ^0% econoiDy of water) avoiding and 
reducing the use of pa l iu t ing chemicals, and eliminate^jjf^ Common 
s a l t s in the preservation of hides and skins are'Deiiig adopted. 
P a r t i a l subs t i tu t ion of chrome with almuminium, gheteraldehyde and 
acry l ic syntans has diminished the content of chrome by 90% in 
the effluent* In one or two process chrome has been completely 
eliminated, subs t i tu t ion of chrome is very important due to the 
fadt t ha t chrome has been very harmful for u s . 
In the Bam house process l i n ing operation r e s u l t s in large 
amount of sludge. Affluent from l i n e yard contains high degree of 
a lka l i n i t y and t a x i c i t y . A new process ejnvisages the treatment 
of re-hydrated hides and skins with ammonium s a l t s , Urea & Gastic 
soda fa l iand dehairing system. The ha i r i s removed very next day 
and the they are t rea ted with a l k a l i to get the required plumping 
Use of Enzyme for unhairing has helped to el iminate Sodium 
Sulphide which i s highly toxic to aquatic f lora and funa. 
Further research to the area ' ' ..j%nd closer Co-operation 
between CLEI and leather auxil iar ies industry Is heeded. The 
growth of the auxil iaries i s affected by the high cost of basic 
materials• This is mostly due to the excise and iE5)ort duties 
levied on the raw materials and intermediates required for 
auxil iaries and chemicals, 
MACHINERIES? 
Out of 70 different types of chemicals tanning materials 
used in the leather/Lndustry, more than 5^ ^re manufactured indi-
geneously. Best ^ iniported* 
>fechineries are_other baale important required-for the 
better leather manufacture. 
The internationally approved basic leather test ing equip-
ments are as follows: Permeometer, Penetrometer, Tensometer, 
Abrasion Tester, Humidometer, Adhesion Tester, KLexometer, Ts 
ippratus e t c . 
Important Machines used in finished leather production are 
l i f t i n g suffing machines, curtain, cooling machines. They are 
not available in India* Automatic spraying and dyeing units which 
are essential for producing quality leather is also not available 
indigenously* However bulk of the machines came from local peseas 
resources•• 
Yojana,16th June,1981 and IIFT Studies. 
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Machinery and equipments used in footwear are sp l i t t ing 
machines, sole leather ra i l ing machines, punching and eyeletting 
machines e t c . standard quality i s not avai lable . 
CIRI which came into existence in 1953 in Madras, has taken 
No.of studies to iniprove the existing technology* 1 no .of new 
designs for handbags, pouch Isags, leather album and l ight weight 
softy brief case have been develc^ed# certain machines l ike , a 
plywood bending machine for sui t cases, etc* have been developed. 
Studies on biophysical aspects of normal and abnormal feet 
and i t s relationship with f .w, hav^ been studied. Ekcbromyographic 
studies have been conducftein&o eaaludtej the behaviour of leg and 
foot, both in s ta t ic and noving phases. KiLnematic analysis of 
locomotion of children whiUe working bare foot was conducted using 
cinematographic technique. 
A iBBO/m sp l i t t ing machine has been fabricated for leather 
industrial organisation.strap cutting machine, skiving machine, 
hydraulic dicking press and vaccum dryer .'ire in the process of 
fabrication. Design drowing for M-00 mm. S]plitting machine havebeen 
completed. 
CLRI are /ondj^ts seminar, sympozia of leather technology. 
4nd International demLnar on Transfer of technology in leather and 
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411$ed Industries sponsored by the ESG^ was organised by the 
CLBI during Jan.,ifeb.1980 at Madras in whj.ch delegates for ISOJiP 
c^tr^es, DNIPOjBOA, 100 e t c . as well as from . A l l ^ e r India 
part icipated. 
B^cili t ies under open general licence(OGL) are available 
for the iniport of most of the important miichines not available 
in India. !Ehe biggest hurdle^ in the u t i l iza t ion of the import 
faci l i ty i s non-availability of trained and skil led personnels• 
Finance comes next.( For detailed l i s t of meachines uded in 
leather industry, see annexure IV)• 
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^G Ji_AJP_T_E_R J ^ _ 
IMPORT -EXPORT POLICY OF GQVERi#l]SNT OF INDIA 
(1982-1983) 
IMPORT POLIGIBS-^^ BIRDS EYE -VIEW? 
U) AGTJJM. USERS ( i ) O.G.L. 
(ii) ^ tomatic Licences, 
(lit) Supplementary Licence, 
(B) MiNUFACTURS EXPORTER (i) 0GL(100^ Export Oriented Iftiit). 
(ii) REP Licence. 
( i i i ) Import Licence before Exporter 
take p l a c e . 
( i v ) Advance Licence. 
(v) New Units( S..S.I) i s backward area 
( Indus t r i a l Uni t ) 
(C) OTHERS Expor t s House , T e c h n o l o g i c a l , D e v e l 
ment Fund(rDF) M o n i t e e r i n g A s s i s t a 
Cell(MAC) e t c . 
I t has been largely said tha t the recent ly announced Import 
Export Policy of GovernmeatXI982-83) i s a l i be r a l i s ed Import 
po l i cy . The ma;)or po l i cy ' s objectives are as follows j 
1 . To provide to Indus t r i e s , special3.y in the small scale 
( S . S . I . ) Sector, Easier and more regular excess to t h e i r 
requirement of imports, in order to maximize t h e i r inputs 
and improve t h e i r product iv i ty . 
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2« To reduce or dispense with licencing formalities and 
procedures specially for exporters, 
3* To extend support to upgradation of technology to f a c i l i t a t e 
cost reduction and maximize output* 
h» To support indigenous industry where necessaxy, 
Hlcai LIGHTS: 
!• Import under Open General Licence(O.G«L«);" ^ many as 
100 new items of raw materials(R.M.) and components have been 
allowed to import under O.G»L. Imports under 0#G«L» was about 
as»300 crores in 1981-82. 
R)r Small flcale and Cottage Sector un i t s , source of the 
items permitted under O.G#L» have been allowed for import not 
only by Actual Users but by others also, for more economic imports 
and off the shelf service to the users . Bepeat Operationg 
2 . Imports ^Against iottomatic Licence s- Actual Users whese 
Automatic Licence for 1981-82 was not more than Rs.1 lakh in value 
have been allowed to u t i l ize the same licence on a 'repeat* basis 
during I982-83. Subject to conditions s t ipulated. I t dispense 
with the formalities of obtaining fresh Afatoiaatic Licence for 
1982-83. 
Actual Users who exported a t leas t 2^% of the i r productior 
of select products( leather e t c . included) subject to a minimum 
of Es.5 Lakh, or who exported select products of a t leas t Bs.1 cro; 
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(FOB) in any of the two previous f inancia l years , have been 
allowed to u t i l i z e the i r Automatic Licence for 1982-83 in a 
•repeat* basis during I982-83, i r respect ive of i t s value, subject 
to conditions s t i p u l a t e d . 
Higher value AutomaticMcencest- The value of Automatic 
Licences issued to Actual Users has been ra i sed by 10^ on the 
ac tua l pas t consumption in value terms. The increase w i l l be 20^ 
in the case of Actual Users who export a t l e a s t ^Q% of t he i r 
production of se lec t products and a lso in the case of Actual Users 
who obtained both Automatic and Supplement^iry Licence in 1981-82• 
3» BecLuirements of Eicport Oriented Units ( a ) ; - Actual Users 
who had exported a t l e a s t 2^% of t h e i r production of se lec t 
products, subject to a minimum of Bs.5 Lakh o r who exported se lec t 
products of a t l ea s t Rs.one crore(f .o .b) in any of the two financial 
years have been allowed to u t i l i z e t h e i r Supplementary Licence 
for I98I-82 on a ' r e p e a t ' basis during I982-83 i r r e spec t ive of 
value in addi t ion to the ' repeat operat ion ' of t h e i r Automatic 
Licence. 
Actual Users who exported a t l e a s t ^0% of t h e i r production 
of s e l ec t products can e i the r ava i l themselves of the ' r epea t ' 
f a c i l i t y of t h e i r Supplementary or obtain a Supplementary Kicence 
for 1982-83 without sponsoring authori ty upto ^0% of the value 
of the Automatic Licence, 
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(b) Manufacture - Exporters desiring to use thei r own 
REP Licences for production in thei r factories, will bave subs-
tan t ia l fe lx ibi l i ty to import any item they need, subject to 
certain r e s t r i c t ions . 6^n additional value equal to 10^ of the 
FOB value of the relevant export will also be provided in the 
same REP Licence to enable the manufacturer- Exporter to import 
item from the Automatic l i s t which any other Actual User can import 
against i t s Automatic Licence. The intention is tha t , as far as 
possible, manufa^cturer- exporters should get a l l the i r requirements 
of iEHported inputs through their RHP Licence i t se l f . 
(c) ^proved 100^ export oriented Units have been allowed 
to import a l l their requirements under OGL. This i s a major 
procedural simplification. 
h» Imports bv new Industrial Unitst- Value of i n i t i a l licences 
for R.M. to new units in the small scale sector has been raised 
substantially. Comparative higher fac i l i t i es are available for 
units set up in back-ward areas. 
5« Liberalised Imports of Capital Goods;- 85 new industr ia l 
machineries have been included for import undeir OGL subject to 
indigenous clearance• 
SPECIAL PBQVISIQMS FOR EXPORTERS: 
Manufacturer-Exporters who exported a t leas t 10% of their 
production of select products subject to minimum of Rs.5 lakhs, or 
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who exported select products of a mtnimuiaj of Bs«1 crore (FOB) 
in value, during oisor of the two previous financial years will be 
allowed to import machinery upto lis«20 lakh a year against their 
own RIP Licences, without the recommendation of sponsoring 
authority and without the indigenous clearance. Manufacturer 
Exporters having a lesser export performiance will also toe allowed 
to import machinery in the same manner upto a value of Bs.50,000. 
Application for import of machinery valued upto Ss.2 lakh 
will be cleared very eas i ly . 
j ^ a measure of delegation of powers and procedural 
simplification, the power of the regional Capital Goods Committee 
has been raised from Bs.10 lakh to Bs.20/- lakh and the Capital 
Goods idhoc Committee under the GGI&E fix>m fe.a? lakh to Rs.lO lakl: 
^ a further step I'oHwards simplification of procedure the 
DGTC( Directorate General of Technical Development) will announce 
a l i s t of machinery( cleared from indigenous only ) for which 
no advertisement by Importer will be required now. 
6. The l i s t of E.M.& components eligible for consideration 
fo^ Advance Licences under Duty Exemption Scheme ( without pay men" 
of custome duty for Sxport production) has been further enlarged 
The scope of Duty Exemption Scheme has been fvirther extended and 
procedures are simplifind. 
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The scope of the Duty Free Scheme for in^or t aga ins t HEP 
Licences has been enlarged by adding new items t h e r e i n . 
SOME OTHEE MEASURES 
7* EXPORT Houses and Trading Houses;- They wi l l be allowed 
to import machinery for s e t t i n g up common servic ing centres for 
t h e i r supporting manufactures. Trading Houses wiH be allowed to 
s e t up warehouses and offices abroad without having to obtain 
p r io r approval of the Reserve Bank. 
8 . Import for Technological Upai'adation:- The value l i m i t per 
uni t for import to promote technological up-gradation and moder-
n i sa t ion under the Technological Development Fund(T.D.F) has been 
doubled from USi2.5 lakh to D| 5.0 Lakh. 
[ ^ v i s i o n for imports of technocal samples and proto types 
have/}5een fur ther l i b e r a l i s e d . A committee has also been se t up 
examine specif ic proposal from indus t r i a l undertakings. 
9. Kbn-resident Indian have been encoura-g^ for investment 
in I n d i a . 
10. Support to Indigenous industry ; - Some item of Capital 
Goods and R.M.have been taken out of O.G.L* Some items have been 
included in the Banned Lis t and same shi f ted to the Limited 
Permissible L i s t ( e a r l i e r known as Banned L i s t ) . L is t of canalisei 
Item have been further extended. 
©yen the measures of l iberal isat ion of licensing are with 
a view to accelerating Indigenous production for producing 
dependence on Imports. 
l l * Allotment of Code Nos.to Importer;- Importers would he 
give "Code*' Hos as were done by the Beserve Ban^RBI) For exporters 
This would greatly help Importers themselves, 
12. Changes in itemssub;iect to Export Licencing Central: 
Export Central will continue to apply only ^ to 9 limited 
extent, and the report of a few commodities. I t has been further 
l iberal ised for commodities. The minimum export price for footwear 
has been abolished except for closed leather shoes. 
Minimum export price for different l ive ania&ls and their 
meats have been raised. 
Export of Samples have also been l iberal ised• Some l i f e 
item like lizards e tc . and so®e type of seed and o i l have been 
banned. I t includ^ import of paraffin wax a l so . 
13• A tfonitoring and Assistance Cell(MC) has been set up in 
the office of the Chief Controller of Imports and Exports(OCI&S) 
New Delhi, to under take analysis of periodical returns showing 
exports, imports and disposal of imported materials. Where 
necessary, this ce l l will help to identify areas in which exporte: 
I 33 i(^> 
and Industr ial units need assistance for timely execution of 
their export programme. The cel l will also be responsible for 
monitoring the progress of lOOJ^  export-oriented, units and torn 
ass i s t them on a continuing basis . 
1^. In the present policy statement, some terminologies were 
rightly changed. The change in name is as follows:-
(a) Banned Items were named as Limited Permissible Items 
(b) Absolutely Banned ItemsMere named as Non-Permissible items 
(c) Restricted I terns were named as j^utomatic Permissible items. 
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PART I I 
C H A P T E R - I 
1.1 Overa l l Lea the r Exports - a b i r d ' s eye view: 
A sho r t h i s t o r y about the p rogress of I n d i a n l e a t h e r 
I n d u s t r y has been descr ibed i n Chapter (1/2) as a background 
m a t e r i a l S ~ T o r ^ r e s e n t s tudy . 
In the fol lowing l i n e the s tp ic^ t t re of our f i n i s h e d 
l e a t h e r and l e a t h e r manufactures Exports has been dealtfe. 
wi th i n a very siimmarized form. De ta i l ed s tudy about the 
d i f f e r e n t a spec t s of l e a t h e r expor t s i s s i n t h e fo l lowing 
c h a p t e r s . 
Exports - India exports following item to different countries 
of the world, 
1, E.I. tanned hides and skins 2. Finished leather. 
3. Chromo tanned wet blue 
leathers 
5. Harness and saddlery 
7, Small leather goods 
9. Bristlers, hairs etc. 
3. Leather garments 
(Jackets only) 
6. Leather goods like 
travelling goods 
8. Footv/ear and their 
components 
Total leather export (excluding E.I. tanned hides 
and skins) v/ere as follows: 
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Table V( a) (Value in crores rupeesS* 
1974-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 
2 3 4 5 
78-7 S? 
6 
79-80 
7 
80-81 
8 
81-82 
9 
Total 105.7 155.0 235.2 226.2 237.2 364.0 274.5 342.3 
Export 
% incre-
ase or 
decrease 100 146 22.5 214.0 224.3 344.3 259.6 323.8 
when 
1974-75= 
100 
/' 
In the total export^ %age of finished leather has been 
as follows: 
Table V(b) ^ 3 ^ 3 6 7 8 9 
%age of 
finished 28 34 44 47 75 72 69 60 
leather 
Leather Goods include follov/ing items: 
1. Travel goods such as suitcases, brief cases etc. 
2. Leather garments 
3. Saddlery and Harness 
4. Small leather goods such as wallets, billfolds etc. 
Its share in the total export has been as follows 
Table V(c) 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
% age of 
leather 6.5 6.00 6.1 8.8 6.3 5.0 4,2 7.0 
goods 
Average = 6.2%. 
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Table V(d); Percentage of other Important items 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Tootwear 15 12 10 8.6 6.3 4.9 7.4 5.6 
Footwear 1.3 ,5 2.5 6.7 3.4 7.9 6.15 17.2 
components 
Industrial 
leather 
.9 .5 .3 .4 1.3 .9 4.0 3.2 
For exact figures see annexures I & II 
(Sources: E.P.C, for finished leather and leather 
manufactures, Kanpur). 
Besides above leather items, other leather items like 
tanned furs, bristles and other hairs, and brushes for varnish 
and paints are unimportant in teirms of export earnings. Semi-
finished leather like E.I, Tanned Hides & S]d.n and Chrome Tanned 
wet Blue hides and skin have substantial export earnings. 
The different tables in this chapter indicate following 
facts: 
1. Ihe growth of overall leather exports and their 
different items has been fluctuating , , Hovjever tendency is 
towards the increase grov^jth-s-
2,^5^K^share of finished leather ia total exports has 
been more than 60% for the last 4 years, 
3, Leather goods export is more or less stable. The 
average share in the last 8 years has been 6,2%, 
4. Footwear export is decreasing while export of foot-
wear components is on increase. 
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5. Industrial leather has shown good progress for 
the last two years. 
Importing countries: The major buyers of Indian finished 
leather and leather manufactures are USSR^ Italy, UK, USA, 
France, Gennany, Japan, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and others. 
(Report Currency & Finance 1977-78, Vol. II, page 143 and 
E.P.C. Kanpur). 
Price Condition: The whole sale price Index (W.P.S.) of 
leather and leather product (base year 1970-71 = 100) was 
366.2 on Dec, 19, 1981* It was on Dec. 20, 1980. So %age 
change was (-) 5,13. Wholesale prices of all the commodities 
and manufactured products have increased during the period 
(except in fewlproduct). It was due to recession in the market 
I tj international price is lower than their domestic price 
(see Annexure X and Chapter 11/2,3), On the other hand cost of 
input is increasing as complained by exporters. 
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CHAPTER I1/1.2 
Raw Mategials & Personnel etc, 
It has already been said that Inda.a has largest live-
stock population in the world. The bovine (Cattle and 
buffaloes) population in the country is around 244 million 
and sheep and goats population is about 113, million (see 
Annexure III for detailed livestock population in the country). 
The optimum availability of raw hides of such population 
is about 28 million pieces per annum, but their actual utiliza-
tion has left much to be desired. Same is the case v/ith goat 
and sheep population. Other developing countries are not 
behind_iia^ -___Out of the 66% of the world' s cattle population 
in developing countries y^nly about 42% of the total hides 
production o£ the worz took place in such developing countries. 
Out of the 30 million cattle death, every year in the 
country/ only 24 million pieces of hides are processed, of 
which 22 million hides are obtained from fallen animal which 
offersnot_very good quality. The animal waste of the 30 million 
cattle deaths are also literally wasted (except the hides). 
Waste can be utilized in exotic leather, violin strings, glue 
and gelatin, bone-out blood meal etc, (Tanner Feb, 1982). 
It^ J,s--strange phenomenon in the country that raw 
haitles market behave differently from the leather market. 
It thus places the tanners in very adverse condition. Tanners 
(a) 
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have little control over basic raw materials. (TA./»««-r Mtf**'8/y 
Finished leather - The surveyed units have rightly said that 
the quality of finished leather depends on the quality of 
hides and skins. But as the animals are neither well fed nor 
well cared, these hides and skins are of low quality. In 
addition to this most of the hides are obtained from the fallen 
animal^ not from slaughtered animals which are of fine quality. 
So hides are generally of poor quality. It suffers from grain 
defects. Facilities for flaying and caring hides are very 
inadequate with the result that the hides also suffer from flay 
cutS/ warable marks and bacterial damages. 
The industry in general and Kanpur in particular is placed 
in better position as regards the availability of skin as compared 
to that of hides (also confirmed by IIFT Study report). 
(b) East India Tanned Skins: It is essential RM for the 
manufacture of handgrain morocco leather/ clothing leather/ 
aniline goat upper and other types of finished leather which 
according to Kanpur Industry sources/ have good proppects for 
exports. Problems, however/ are being faced in the clicking 
of these leather under mechanised condition./ rendering it 
difficult to bring about the unique grain pattern in the leather 
component in matching condition. 
Two methods are applied for tannings 
i) Chrome Tanning 
ii) Vegetable Tanning (including E.I.Tanning and Village 
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based Bag tanning). It is more-frequently done. 
Tanning Materials - (Also see annexurea ' f^ and Part I 
Chapter ij. ) . 
r 
( a) Chemicals - There is a deaj::h of indigenously £s3£n^ ±eed 
produced standard chemical tanning materials. Sometime shortage 
of sulphuric acid is felt in the country. In addition to this, 
many materials are not of standard quality. Dyes and furnishes 
standardised exclusively for leather, are not available in the 
Goantry, 
(b) Machinery and Equipment - Majority of them are made 
indigenously. CLRt's contribution in this field is commendable. 
Rest can be imported under OBL, 
Hov/ever/ exporting COs. in Kanpur are not utilizing all 
facilities available in the field. Shewan Tannery Kanpur, 
which exports finished leather of more than Rs, one and half 
chores, is very old one. Modernization of old factory requires 
huge investment v/hich is not available on easy terms. 
Cost;- They complained the increased cost of R,M. 
and inputs. It cuts their margin of profit. 
Footwear - The footwear making two main of leather are used 
a) Upper leather - mainly cow leather is used. It is 
either taneed or crome tanned, 
b) Sole leather - Generally Buffalo leather is used. 
Sometime rubber sole is also used. Bad q;uality is their main 
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problem which is causing great harm in the international market. 
Brazil which is main competitor, has advatnage of quality leather. 
Price o£ leather is also high here. It makes it less competitive 
in export market (also see Chapter Iljf^ .j) 
Ancilliary Chemicals - As I observed in Kanpur, generally 
no finishes are required. Other anciiliary R.M. like Lacquers, 
"Sandering, scale, thinner, adhesives, grindery and stamping foil 
are used, The5e are available in India but with low quality 
and high price. Import duty on these materials are bausing 
rise in price. 
Machinery and Equipment - The machines mentioned by 
exporters of Kanpur areSplitting machines, band knife splitting 
machines, cutting press, skewing machines, buffing machine, 
band saw, triming press etc. All are available indigenously 
Although we see many names in the list but it is devoid of 
many other important machines used in western countries for 
better finishes. 
Inventory Generally one months R.M, inventory and maximum 2 
'it 
months inventory (RM) are kept. SoiS. requires little investment 
in R.M, inventory. AS RM, E.I. tanned leather (semi-finished) 
has been popular up till now. It was brought from Madras which 
produces good quality and E,I, leather. But the trend is 
changing, Nov/ finished leather is more in the demand. After 
some time only finished leather would be bought. 
As far as footwears inventory is concerned, it entirely 
depends on orders. As demand in the international market is 
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fluctuating/ it is wisely kept low, 
Ladiesjaqs/ Traveling ^ ood (Leather goods): 
They are comnri&ed-of 80% leather, 15% fittings and 
remaining 5% tir^ads, rubbers, adhesives and others cow hide 
leather is used for bags. Chemicals are not much in use. 
Sev/ing machines, skewing machines, splitting machines, lining 
machines and other tools are used. 
The problem, faced by exporters in the procurement of 
R.M, chemicals and machines are more or less same as faced by 
the manufacute/exporter of the leather manufactures. Prices 
are high and quality is low. Scratches, saiw cut etc, are common 
Depression in demands is found, Hov/ever transportation cost is 
not much. 
One months inventory is kept here. 
Saddlery 
It consists of 60% leather and 40% brass waxed cotton 
threads etc, Adhesives is generally used as ancillary R,M, 
Machineries are in iise: skewing machine, stiching etc. Saddlery 
work is not very mechanised here. The Foxivood (India) where I 
visited, is registered under small scale Unit, These units use 
very little machinery. There main problem is leather cowhide, 
which is used in saddlery, is scarce in market. Availability 
of ancillary and machines is not problem for these units. On 
the other hand the big units feel dicciculty in obtaining 
machines due to high cost and unavailability of trained per-
sonnels,. 
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Leather garments; Production of leather garments may be divided 
into two broad manufacturing processes (a) Cutting and (b) 
Assembly (mainly sewing). The all factories leather is cut 
by hand. This processes is__jszer7'''33^ ficult^ "£o^  be mechanised. 
So even in highly industrialized countries like Sweden leather 
is cut by hand (UNCTAD Report, ITC, 1974), Sewing is done by 
machines. The principal machines used in the industry are 
(1) Industrial sewing machine (2) Buttonhole machine (3) 
Button, Stad, sleeve, patch and product fixing machines. Life of 
these machine is about 10 years. 
Leather garments industry faces more or less>ame problems 
that of footwear, regarding quality of leather. Fine quality 
cov/ hides are not available here. The medium Indian cow-hides 
with thin fine grain structure could be finished as Nappa Leather 
which is used in leather garments. Sophisticated machines are 
also not in use here. 
Personnel side: 
2 Hrs pov/er + 50 labour - Excise duty levied 
Jlactory Act applicable for employers e^r^ tkc J>f©b|«.ws o^  otoner; 
The biggest company in my survey was Shewan Tannery which 
employes 400 labourers. Top executives are appointed among the 
family members. Although they are efficient, this practice 
blocks the prospects of subordinates. Other units have 20-22 
employees. It depends upon the b«:giness. Small scale units 
and many other units employers labour on contract basis. They 
are given Rs.400/- per month. Some incentives and benefits are 
5'V€A to pif^no^'htni t-»D^)o'^€€i 
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on special occasions. 
Labour are not organised here . There i s no union in 
most of the companies. There are scarci ty of t ra ined and 
technical personels.>*t±ch l imi t s the use of sophis t ica ted machines, 
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CHAPTER II/I.3 
STANDARDIZATION AND QUALITY CONTROL (Q.C.) 
The present status of standardization and quality control 
in the field of leather, footwear and leather products is given 
belov/. 
For earning larger amount of foreign exchange through 
value added itaTis, financial incentives, like cash compensation 
schemes (CCS) and disincentive of 10% export duty on semi-finished 
leathers are available. For administering these incentives, the . 
Customs Authorities che;ck all leathers, being exported on the 
basis of minimum member of operations which are essential for 
finishing the leathers. These operations are listed in IS: 
8170-1981 Guidelines for Identification of Finished Leathers for 
Export (Third Revision) which also tabulates the minimum number of 
operations for each le&ther. These standards are prepared by 
Indian Standards Institution (ISI), New Delhi, Customs Authori-
ties evaluate finished lea-t^ jaece-nrrly' visually and only at the 
shipment stage. Dispute cases are generally referred to the 
Central Leather Research Institute, Madras, for final verdict 
on the basis of IS:Bl7o-198l, It would thus be seen that in 
view of financial incentives some quality control is being 
exercised by the Customs Authorities for finished leathers being 
exported from the country. 
Another form of quality control is through ISI Certificatior 
MarlcLnq Scheme, In this case, quality control is much more 
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intensive as it involesj 
i) ISI's appraisal of controls exercised during production 
and the facilities available for carrying out tests 
on raw materials at the in-process stages of produc-
tion and on the final product. 
ii) Each licenseee operating a well-defined scheme of 
testing and insepction (STI) which prescribes specific 
tests and the frequency of conducting them, 
iii) Regular and surprise inspection of the licensee's 
v7orks by qualified inspectros of ISI, DuriBgH;he 
inspection random samples of products are taken and 
tested either in ISI or other independent laboratories 
recognized by ISI, Besides/ records of the tests 
carried out by the licensee are also checked, 
iv)Testing of market samples of goods Carrying ISI Mark. 
The samples are drawn by ISI and tested in ISI or 
other laboratories rec ognised by ISI, 
v) A system of entertaining complaints from purchases 
and consumers. Whenever a complaint is found to be 
genuine/ free-of-cost replacement is arranged in 
respect of the sub-standard goods. 
Hov/ever/ the ISI Certification Markds Scheme is operated 
only on a voluntary basis. Consequently^ only a few items have 
been covered and only a small number of manufacturers have joined 
the scheme. Full details of manufacturers and products are given 
in Annexure VA which would shov/ that: 
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a) Only fi itmes have been covered so far. These are -
Full chrome Upper Leather, Ankle Boots for General 
pmrposes. Safety Boots^ Safety Gloves and Gauntlets 
and Mittens. 
b) TAFCO, KANPUR, RIC and only three State Leather Corpora-
tions, namely, Bihar, Orissa and U.p. have joined the 
Scheme in a limited manner for few items (West Bengal 
Leather Industries Development Corporation and KVIC 
have recently applied for a few items). Besides, a 
number of footwear manufacturers have joined the Scheme 
possibly because bulk purchasers normally prefer goods 
carrying ISI Mark, 
c) Specially for various types of leather, for which a 
number of Indian Standards are already available (See 
Annexure B), ISI Certification Marking Scheme is yet 
to make a break-through. 
As stated above, Indian Standards are already available 
for a large number of Iv.athers, leather products, semi-finished 
leather and raw materials. The detailed list is given in 
Appendix B, which would show the wide range of Indian Standards 
already complied. Expeditious implementation of these standards 
would go a long way in standardization and quality control of 
the industry. 
It should also be added that although the existing 
standards cover a wide range of items, there are some items for 
which Indian Standards Still remain to be developed. These items 
are listed in Annexurg^. 
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FUTURE STAREGY 
It should be recognised that the existing visual inspection 
of leather at shipment stage is inadequate. At best^ its utility 
was only for an interim period which should now end as early as 
possible. 
It would be desirable that the leather industry switches 
over to a more intensive mechani^UKOf quality control through 
the ISI Certification Markds^cheme. Particularly^ State 
Leather Corporations and"^harat Leather Corporation (a Govt, 
undertaking) should join the Scheme iromediat^iy. It would moti-
vate other manufacturers to follov;__Jik^ suit thereby setting a 
healthy trend for the entire industry, specially for all types of 
leathers and items |>roduced by them. This would strengthen the 
existing measures being taken by the Customs Authorities and 
it v/ould improve the infrastructure for leather goods. 
It should be added that while joining the ISI Certification 
Marking Scheme, manufacturers may experience some difficulties. 
These should be communicated to ISI, so that the existing Indian 
Standards can be reviewed/amended/revised. The Institution 
would also welcome receiving proposed Draft Standards for items 
listed in Annexure C. These drafts should be provided by the 
manufacturers producing these items so that the Indian Standards 
are on a realistic basis. Subsequently, these standards would 
be processed expeditiously/ so that Indian Standards are available 
for all the items needed by the industry. 
In Surveyed Units 
Quality is checked mainly at three occasions namely at 
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at the time of 
1. Purchase of Raw Material 
2. Processing, and 
3. Shipment. 
Although it is done by experts, but it is always done 
h 
visually and maually. Only measuring is done through machines. 
Different other testing and Q.C, machines available in the 
market are not utilized here. 
Standard set by I.S.I, are not follov/ed, Theysay that it 
is too difficult to be followed. 
Many of the tanners disagree that their quality is inferior 
in^ J-a-tgrnational market. Import of sophisticated machinery is 
not enough, Exceptisacow hides, which are obtained mostly from 
fallen animals, other R.Ms, available are of good quality. This 
is confirmed by the fact that our semi-finished leather are 
converted into (by foreign country) quality finished leather. 
So quality of our finished leather is our main problem. In foot-
wear, also, exporters complain about the bad quality of available 
materials. 
One more thinawould not be irrelevant here to be mentioned. 
It has been noticed during the survey that there is no common 
agreement on the precise defination of ' finished leather'. 
However 1000 items come under the category. Some are as follows: 
Wet blue chrome hides and skins, chrome tanned hides and 
skins, chrome crust hides, chrome uppers, chrome suede, hard 
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clothing leather^ gloving leather, apron leatJner, glazed kid, 
hard grain morocco/ aniline uppers, printed leather, finished 
reptile skin, case leather etc. 
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PART IVJO - CHAPTER 2 
EXPORT MARKETING 
CHAPTER 1 1 / 2 . 1 
Identifying Foreign Markets and Introducing 
to Buyers. 
"Any traveller without information is a bird with-
out wing". 
Like any other marketing, export marketing precedes 
v;ith the gathering of information about the markets. Stepping 
in v/rong sho^ is, without knowing it, may hinder the further move-
ments. It is better tonconcentrate in few markets, atleast in 
initial stage, so that better results may be obtained, A former 
chairman of S,T,C. had rightly said, "It is easier to increase 
business where you have a stronghold rather thafa increase 
business in new area". But^ -tJ^  to fluctuating nature of the 
markets and stiff competions, the process of identifying foreign 
biiyers in foreign markets does not end at any time. Opportunities 
seldom come again. 
In the following lines sources of information are 
mentioned and then the actual practices iji—th©- Kanpur exporters' 
world are bing described. 
Sources of Informati on;- Exporter 
An exporter or would be exporter can get information 
from may sources. We may categorise them as follov/s: 
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A, Internal source - company's own past records 
B. External sources - They include many organisation 
and Institutions - Secondairy data are in abundance in 
these institutions. Some o£ them may be anumerated 
as follows: 
1. Leather Export Promotion Council/ Madras, 
2, Export Promotion Council for leather and leather 
manufacturers (LEXPORT), Kanpur, 
Federation of Indian Export Organisation (FIEO) 
4, Respective export organisation for particular 
product ii~ 
a) All India Saddlery Exporters Association, Kanpur 
b) All India leather Goods Association 
c) Footwear Exporter Association 
d) Tanneries Association 
5, Small Industries Service Institutes, Nex-j Delhi (SISt) 
6, U,P.Export Corporation 
7, ECGC^Coramerical BanHs 
8, Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industries 0ICCI) 
9, IIFT, New Delhi 
10, Trade Development Authori ty (TDA), N. Delhi. 
11, State Trading Corporation (STC) New, Delhi 
12, Director General of Commerical Intelligence & 
Statistic, 1, Council House Street, Calcutta-1. 
13, Trade Fair Authority (TFA), New Delhi 
14, Free Trade Zones at Kandla and Santa Cruz^ 
15, Foreign Embassies in India and Indian Embassies 
in foreign countries. 
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16, Tours in £oreign_CQiintries. 
17, Journal/ yearbooks, directories €;tc. 
Actual Position; 
Registration v;ith respective Expoirt Promotion Council 
is must for getting export licences/ eaeh assistance and other 
benefits. Registration v;ith other bodies is more less voluntary. 
All the surveyed and other exporting companies are 
members of the respective export organisation. But many o£ 
them were ignorant of the existance of some very important 
organisation like TPh, TFA, IIFT etc. 
Exporters feel that, EPC contributes very little in pro-
viding information to exporter. The exporters' organisation, 
A, 
according to them are mere place of enjoyment and get together, 
r 
Exporters in Kanpur get t he i r information about foreign market 
mainly through following two methods: 
a) Personal v i s i t s 
b) Par t i c ipa t ion in Trade F a i r s . 
They do not have confidence in export: promotion council 
e t c . 
Tours: They gefierally go on tours twice or thrice a year to 
prospective markets of the Europe, North America etc, which have 
already shown substantial imports from India, The countires 
generally visited are Italy, West Germany, U,K., U.S.A,, 
Australia etc. Most of the tours are arranged on the occasions 
of trade fairs and exhibitions. 
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Exporters easily get "Exchange Blanket Permit" which 
has a limit of Rs. 1 la]ch for expenses on such journeys (see 
page 70 ) They did not mention any problem in this regard. 
Sample: Problem mentioned by exporters of Footwear was of 
peculiar in nature. They had odd pairs of shoes as sample on 
foreign tours or visits. These odd pairs of shoes are levied 
with duties in every country of their visits. It is causing a 
r 
great harm to the footwgar exporters, Itjhamfulness magnifies 
because you can' t sell to anbody an odd shoe. 
The exporters take little use of the different foreign 
trade journals and magazines. They are not satisfied with the 
information given by them. They complain about the inadequate 
library facilities available in India. They mentioned the name 
of ' Thomas Register' in American libraries which p rovide 
detailed information about exporters and importers in each 
country. No such thing is available here. 
Today leather Manufacturers industry is a fashion industry, 
It requires regular contact with fashion circle. But these 
exporters have very little or no comjjict with them. 
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CHAPTER II/2.2 
Product Planning 
International Marketing is the marketing across national 
boundaries covering people with different sets of tastes, inte-
rests and culture. Ttiis fact necessitates product planning for 
export. 
Product planning refers to the process of determining 
the length and deptl>S' of the product. The length is the number of 
(produgt^^ane^-w be offered and tH^^epth is variations of a 
product (Root^ FR: Strategic Planning for E:Kport Marketing) . 
As our study is limited to the finished leather and leather 
manufactures, we do not need to bother about the length of the 
product line. So our tasi^  is limitted to identify fevaitems oi 
of the exsisting line which will offer maximum potentialS/<for 
growth in the target market 
No exporter or manager can avoid making assumptions about 
the future. In a sense, therefore, he can not avoid planning 
since inevitably his activities will be affected by the assumption 
which he makes. For whatever degree of value a manager places on 
it, consciously or unconsciously, the planning process will be 
carried on in his mind. The choice does not lie between planning 
and not planning, but between a purposeful attempt to make effec-
tive plans or placing the business at risk by neglecjjjog-^  
Effectiveness is likely to depend on two elements - Good 
Information and the Penetration Analysis of that information 
(IM - Payer weather). 
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Reason, for proper planning are mapy. Some of them 
are given below: 
i ) At regional level the creat ion of Trading blocks 
l i k e EEC, EFTA t ) , LAFTA ( ) has a l te red the 
pa t t e rn of t rade , a t global level steady presence within GATT 
are working toward general world wide reduction in t a r r f f s and 
the removal of other hinderances for in te rna t iona l t rading 
( In te rna t iona l Marketing by Varshney & Bhattacharya). 
i i ) The rapid gr&wtb of income amongst hundreds of 
mi l l ions of ind iv idua ls , p a r t i c u l a r l y those l iv ing in western 
s t y l e economies and recently the Arabs, has given the i n d i v i -
duals for more 'purchasing power' and the means, therefore ^OE 
force manufacturers to pay heed to the reasons for which 
products are se lected or re jec ted . 
i i i ) The rapid generation of new technologies increases 
the ra te of product obsolescence and in t ens i ty of competition 
iv) Pecul iar cha rac t e r i s t i c of fashion goods, tha t 
changes i t s form continuously. 
Since the f i r s t aspect of planning process , the information 
gathering has already been dea l t with in the previous chapter, 
now we would concentrate with i t s second aspect , i . e . , analysis 
of information for adoptation and/or Standardisation of the 
product in the p a r t i c u l a r market. 
The aforesaid function requires separate and permanent 
Marketing Research Department or c e l l in the company. But i t i s 
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very sad that no company which I surveyed, and great majority 
of Co in Kanpur, do not have this cell worth the name. 
Tannaries which produces semi-finished leather and 
finished leather seldom have direct link with Central Leather 
Research Institute (CLRI) which conducts research on different 
aspects of leather, their machineries and chemicals. Very little 
communication and co-operation are found between the two. 
However, big tanneries like Shewa International follov; 
the standardisation policy (uniformity of product in all markets). 
Instead of product modification in finished leather production. 
Due to use of technology and mass production in standardisation, 
economic of scale, economics in R & D and economies in Marketing 
is possible results in low cost and high profits. 
Great majority of manufacturing functionileather goods, 
like bags, garments saddleries, and footwears etc. is generally 
done through hands which restraints the standardisation of the 
product. Machine may help them in this direction. But the fashion 
goods which change its forms, designs, styles, size and appearance 
continuously, also require continuous adoptation in the product. 
So a problem of 
"f|ow to have a balance between standardisation and 
adoptation" is there. 
In saddlery items only few change come into the product. 
Diff-erent designs are adopted for different product. Coin 
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International produced 50 new designs in saddlery and same 
niomber in bags, but half o£ them were abondoned in the lafet 
5 years. Same is the case with footwear whejre market has been 
very fluctuating. 
Leather garments;markets have been explored very little. Only 
one or two units in whole of the Kanpur produce leather garments 
for exports. 
Main causese of abondonements of new deigns etc. are as 
follows: 
a) Rapid change in fashions 
b) High price. 
c) Competition - especially internal within the country. 
Standardisation in footwear is necessary due to mass 
production. But due to little use of machinery it is not wholly 
possible causing decline in margin of profit. 
Product Life Cycle; 
Fashion goods have very small and uncertain life-cycle. 
They cap^^die' at any time. Hov/ever^ many marketers in Kanpur 
are not ^are of this concept due to Aack of professionalism in 
their v^orking. Different strategies^re needed at different 
stages of life-cycle of a product.^. But due to lack of proper 
studies, respective strategies could not be adopted or planned. 
a product. The industry have very little contact with relevant 
Packaging - It is also very important element in the ^ /jRrk^ ng of 
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agencies. No contact with Indian Institute o£ Packaging was 
found. 
So the import-ant reasons of inadequate or no planning may 
be summarized as follows: 
1, Lack of contact with fashion circle in foreign coun-
ries. 
2, Lack of contact with relevant agencies, 
3, Lack of professionalism 
4, Lack of proper infomnation 
5, Rapid changes in fashion 
6, Stiff competion and price-war 
7, Lack of proper guidance by the government. 
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CHAPTER 2.3 
PRICING FOR EXPORTS 
"BEV^ ARE'. IT IS BUYERS' MARKET" 
Pricing decision plays a significant role in the 
marketing of any product in the export market. Unfortunately 
no simple mathematical formula is available for an international 
marketer in arriving at the right pricing decisions. Only proper 
knowledge of the product, place (Market), people and prevailing 
prices would provide guidance in this area. 
In International marketing generally Marginal pricing 
method is adopted. But as most of the Kanpur based exporters 
a|iiig. 100% Exporters/ they have to meet full cost in tlrie export 
pricing. But for a fashion good li?ce leather and leather goods 
having^ v e ^ competitive market, rolling prices have to be 
accepted. It is specially true for Middle and lower-price seg-
ment of the market where Indian exporters have their business. 
High-price segments are the monopoly of developed countries. 
However, exporters managed to sell goods on profits, 
Indian exporters are the victim of fluctuating inter-
national leather market, where cut-throat competition exists 
betweenpi exporters. So stable method of price fixation was not 
notice. Negotiation has been a common feature. 
Majority of the leather Cos, sell their leather goods 
directly to the specialized retailers and retail chains in the 
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international market. They don't sell their product through 
agents who charge minimum 5% commission at f.o.b. as fixed by 
RBI, So they save it (Agents__commission in Europe is about 
10% based on f.c.b, price). 
All COS surveyed and contacted, take the assistance 
given by our government for reducing price disadvantages. 
These include duty drawback, C.C.S., A.F.S. (explained latter 
in chapter Z.i )• However, other such facilities like Tax 
concession for import of technical knowhow are seldom taken. 
C.i.f. quotations, are mostly preferred by buyers when 
the products are required to be lifted by air flight. 
Markup ei varies from country to country and depend>on 
the type of the products. Generally in Kanpur, exporters' markup 
is about 10% of its f.o.b. guotation. 
Retailers markup is more than 100%. Intermediaries markup 
varies according to level of distributors. 
As regard to tariff and non-tarriff barriers, exporters 
reaction was va^ v^ n^q, _5eme criticised RBI and some praised it. 
Big exporters complained about foreign exchange fluctuations. 
Exchange rates of foreign currencies are not stated in relation 
to Indian ruppe. MarkAs, sterling pound did, not always show 
stability in foreign exchange market. Exporters of footwears 
complained about non-tariff barriers in U,S,A. 
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•iKe &dy that non price feature like quality, fashion 
requirements/ country' s image/ prompt supply, accetance and settle-
ment of claim are very important in export trade. Credit facili-
ties are asked in the tase of travel goods. 
However, Export Prices for Indian Cos are lovjer than 
domestic prices (see Annexure X), Indian e^ xporters prefer to 
export because of available government assistances and facili-
ties like duty drawback, air freight subsidy (AFS), import 
facilities etc. (see page f^ for details) so export marketing 
becomes very attractive. 
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CHAPTER 2.4 
OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 
AND 
MARKET ENTRY 
There are essentially tvjo methods of entry into the foreign 
market^ one is knovm as Direct Exporting and other is known as 
Indirect Exporting. 
In direct exporting, the manufacture^ takes upon himself 
the tasjj;^  of managing the export sales. In indirect exporting, 
the title or ownership of the goods does change in the Cos ov/n 
country and then the new title holding Co takes the responsibility 
o|/actual exportation with all its risks. 
All surveyed units, and majority of leather companies in 
export business in Kanpur, are manufacturer - exporters, instead 
of merchant-exporter. Manufacturer-exporter does production 
as well as export function at the same time. Bulk buying is made 
at trade fairs. The second major feature of majority of exporters 
.n Kanpur is that they do not operate in foreign countries through 
agents. They deal mostly v/ith retailers and less v/ith importers, 
H^olesalers, The reason is agents' commission which they want 
to avoidr' Foo'twear export sale is almost done directly through 
retailers. 
But the matter isNiot so simple. The bulk of the trade 
is handled through the following intermediaries in the importing 
countries: 
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Agent - Importer - wholesaler - Manufacturer - Central 
buying organisation (CBO) - Department Store -
Independent Retailer, 
Agents who vrork on commission in the major importing 
countries act as useful links between tl'ie importers and exporters. 
Importers differ from central buying organisation (C.E.O.) 
in a number of ways. 
Importers can handle both small and large consignments, 
since they sell to an unlimited number of outlets which require^^ 
large quantities. C.B.O. fulfils only the smaller requirements 
of their own retail outlets. 
to 
Importers can sell all types of customers, both indepen-
dent and those organised in groups. Even. C.B.O. often purchase 
through importers. 
Importers are usually interested in finding new supply 
sources; they are not confined to a limited number of market 
sectors as are C,E,Os, with their long experience and specialisa-
tion in the leather goods business and with a flair for finding 
new supply sources and products, they serve the exporters, 
particularly from developing countries very effectively with 
required information on markets and products. 
Like other marketing decisions, channel decisions also 
depend besides other things on the type of product and the kind 
of market. Leather product, being consumer and fashion good, are 
not exception to the rule. 
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According to an IIFT study impoeters cire the main 
channel of distribution of finished leather in Europe. Over 90% 
of leather goods in Europe, are sold through agent (Indo 
Chamber of Commeroe Report No.7'), Remaining 10% are sold by 
wholesaler. The export sales are often made at trade fairs or on 
buyers' visits at exporters' factories. Overseas suppliers nor-
mally operate through agents/importers/ who may carry out v/hole-
sale functions. Fashion goods are commonly sold through agents 
and general items like small leather goods, brief cases etc are 
operated by importers. 
In the case of l_eather garments, large garments manufac-
turers or fashion leader exports directly, others depend on inter-
mediaries. Importers play a significant role in the leather gar-
ment trade.prductaaan from develojoing countries are marketed 
through importers (ITC Publication Geneva), 
There is hardly a field of retailing in which specialized 
shops play as important role as in the sale of footwear to the 
ultimate consumer: Independents ajid_multiples or chains inf.w, 
trade account for more than 70% of all sales.ehanne'l 
This also explains the importance of the puirchasing organisation 
and purchasing cooperatixfcfis organised by independents in this 
field vjhich handle approximately l/3rd of all purchases made by 
retailers. Of course, the large retail establishements in the 
f.v.', trade (multiples, deptt. stores, mail order houses etc.) buy 
the bulk of their supplies directly from industry ie, exporters. 
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_^^a^e^^ee in the footwear line in contrast to many other 
consumer goods independent wholsalers and importers play only a 
minor role as suppliers to the retail trade. Direct imports 
by the Retailers are of comparatively great importance, 
•^ ^ saddlery items, most of the imports come direct 
through follov/ing three channels: 
i) Importers who act as wholesalers 
ii) Manufacturer - wholsaler/retailers, 
iii) Retailors 
a) Saddl :ry retailers 
b) C.B.O.s, 
c) Chain stores and Departmental stores 
(Source: International Trajde Centre, ITC, 
Geneva 1974). 
Going th£o]Jjgh the paijis^ _o£jAfrjLtjrflg~The abuv-e--iJ-Qgs_^ __I_^  
may conclude here that channel decisions taken by majority of 
Kanpur exporters are not very satisfactory. Agents, services 
should be utilised wherever necessary, without hesitations, 
Channel should alv/ays be used as a 'means' to reach the consumers, 
not as an 'end' in itself. Different products require different 
channels in different regions or countries. One channel could 
not be used for all products. 
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CHAPTER 2.5 
PROMOTION 
Propu&feion of products requires systematic and regular 
actiorrs and follow-up activities. We can summarize the promo-
tion activities in the follov/ing areas: 
1) Presentation of product either through the traditional 
distribution channels^ through representation in foreign country, 
or in trade journals and fashion books. 
2) Participation in fairs and exhibitions - analysis c^ 
of fairs and follow-up activities. 
3) Generating of a certain amount of publicity by public 
relation activities. 
4) Establishing personal contacts through mutual visits 
or by other means. 
5) Creating a favourable image of the Indian manufacturers 
and their products. 
All the exporters in Kanpur perform some form of promo-
tion measures for enhancing sales. But going in the details I 
found these promotion activities are of very limited nature. 
Their promotion budget is negligible-—0,4% or less (Rupees 10 
thousand a year in Rs 25 to 36 lakh f.c.b, sale), of their 
annual sales. Almost in all cos I visited, in many other cos 
also, no sales promotion literatur^'t^^r^found. They excuse 
that facilities for publishing sales literature and preparing 
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promotion materials o£ International Standard are not available 
here, 
A manufacturer - exporter of ladies handbags, told me 
that he advertises his products in the journals of wholselers 
only. Other f,w, exporters expressed his view that he did not/ 
care to advertise in g^eral magazine. Perhaps faults lie^ v/ith 
their Brand deceairons. 
Most of the Cos do not give their ovm brand name for 
their products. The Cos which give brand naime to their products, 
can advertise in general magazines for promotion. So Brand 
loyalty is not created and future sales are not guaranteed due to 
lack of branding. This lack of branding may be due to their 
unability £0 maintain standards. 
Visits to the foreign countries and in faijrs are a regular 
feature of exporters here. Foreign exchange is no problem. They 
get "Foreign-Exchange Blanket Permit" for this purpose (See 
Assistance Chapter, Page €>9 ) . However, they do not take the 
help of TFA for participation in fairs. Ma^ y were not even av;are 
of it. 
The only problem mentioned by exporters of footwearf was 
their sample ~ problem - odd pair of shoes. Custopte authorities 
charge duty on every entry to or exist from, a country. They are 
not for sale purpose. It is causing hardship to the exporters 
( see detailed on page t/6 ) • 
No planning for publicity by Public Relations activiti es 
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CliAPTER - 2.6 
Government's Export Promotion Measures And Various 
Facilities Available for Exporters of Finished Lea-
ther and Leather Manufactures. 
('^) Facilities; A large number of facilities for promotion 
of exports are available in India. Many of these facilities 
are built into the Export - Im.port Policy which is announced 
at the beginning of every financial year. There are some 
other facilities which fall outside the purview of Export -
Import Policy, In the following lines the various Export 
Promotion Measures v;ould. be categorised and summarised for 
quitfe and easy understanding, 
1) Policy Measures 
2) Export Incentives given by a) Ministry of Commerce & 
b) Ministry of Finance. 
3) Institutional Arrangement 
4) Others. 
1. policy Measures; 
These measures are described in the Export - Import Policy 
issued at the beginning of every f inancial year . Over the 
years considerable s implif icat ion in the procedures and re laxa-
t ion in the Import Export po l i c i e s have been made. Today the/"' 
export control i s only in respect of ce r ta in basic RK. O ^ t h e 
import s ide , many f a c i l i t i e s are available to ensure supply of 
imported injputs required for export production. 
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Important export promotion measures have been taken 
by the Ministry of Commerce in the recent past to accelerate , 
:h@--i:eather export. Export duty on semi-finished goods was 
eealed/down from 25% to 10% ad-valorem with effect from 6.1.81 
TSr the year 1981-82, the incidence of qu.ota cut on the export 
of semi-finished leather has been subtantially reduced, cash 
dompen satory scheme (CCS) to the tune of 5% of F.O.B, value 
of exports of sole leather was pennitted from 6.1,81. In the 
interest of making available a larger volume of finished 
leather to the leather footwear and leather goods industry 
the export obligation on the finished leather unit has been 
brought down to 40% which was ranging from 60% to 90% or even 
100% in some cases. The export floor price structure for foot-
wear for 1981-82 had been suitably revised. Finished leather 
and leather manufactures including footwear have been included 
in the list of products which are eligible for specieal faci-
lities on the grouped of 100% exports. 
Facilities provided in Export - Import Policy (1982-83) 
can be .seen in Chapter-5/47 (See also anneixure VIII). 
2, Export Incentives; 
Various incentives are provided by the Ministry of 
Commerce: - Cash Compensatory Support (C,C,S,), Air Freight 
Subsidy (A.F.S,), Registered'Exporter Policy (REP), Market 
Development Assistance (MDA) etc. 
(b) Provided by the Ministry of Finance: Duty drawback. 
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Income Tax Rebates, Allocation of Foreign Exchange, blanket 
permit etc. 
Incentives offered by the Governmentof__I-nrii a a£e_jiot an 
isolated processin the international relation. Incentive 
should be so calculated or formulated as to ensure that they are 
justified and the exports of product getting the various 
incentives do not result in causing injujcy to the similar product 
manufactured or produced in the exporters' country. 
By and large the rates of incentives are calculated on 
the basis of the data furnished by the exporters accounting 
for not less than 60% of the exports of each item. Moreover, 
total incidence of incentives (CCS + DBK + AFS + Duty Advantages) 
should not be more than 25% of the F.O.B» value of exports. 
Only a "Registered" exporter i.e. one who is realstered 
with Export Promotion Council, is eligible for the incentives 
offered by the Ministry of Commerce under the Import Policy 
or otherwise such as CCS, AFS, REP and MDA. 
A registered exporter is eligible for CCS, AFS and REP 
in respect of his export made during the 12 months preceding 
the date of registration and during the validity period of 
4 years of the registration. All applications should be mite-
submitted within 3 months of the end of the quarter in which 
the export were made and further delays v/ill result in graded cuts 
in the entitlement of the benefits. Exports which are more 
than 24 months old cease to be eligible for CCS/REP. The 
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various incentives are as £ollov/s: 
a^ i) Cash compensatory Support (CCS): The scheme of 
grant of CCS on export of specific non-traditional products 
like leather and leather goods to make Indian goods competitive 
in the international markets has been in operation since 1966. 
This form of assistance is given primarily with a view to 
compensating the exporter for the un-refunded taxes and levies 
which he has paid on the exports goods and on the inputs going 
into the manufacture of such goods. The extent of the support 
normally varies from 5% to 25% of the f.o.it*. value. It is 
periodically reviewed by the government. 
In 1918-19f Rs.400 crores were spent on the cash aid. 
Leather and leather manufacture share was 7,4% wiJJsr^ ]^5^ ^^ C)tal. 
iiX Air Freight Subsidy; (AFS) 
In items like finished leather and leather goods, 
garments etc, changes of fashions, seasonal changes etc, 
influence the demand considerably and the goods have to be sup-
plied before the change take place. In this Air Freighting 
these goods are essential and to make them still attractive in 
terms of price the Government gives subsidy on Air freight. 
This subsidy is available in nationalised Air cos like Air 
India only. 
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Dfetails o£ Airfreight subsidy;Table VI 
S.No. 
1. 
P roduct 
2. 
3. 
All products of Finished 
Leather (exc ;pt sole leather 
w.e.f. 10,10.79) Leather 
belting, picking bands, buff, 
sheep calf roller skins and 
leather. 
Leather footwear & compo-
nents of footwear (excluding 
canvas f ootvjear) . 
Light categories of travel 
Sc other leather goods like 
attache cases, brief cases 
ladies hand bags, wallet 
purses, fashioned leather 
and gloves etc. 
4, Leather garments 
5, Heavy leather goods likely 
leather trunks, leather 
suitcases etc. 
Airfreight subsidy on exports 
effected on or after 1,9,80 & 
valid upto 31,3.1982 
40% of Air freight paid but 
limited to 7% of the FOB 
value. 
40% of Airfreight paid 
but limited to 8% of FOB 
value. 
40% of Air freight paid 
but limited to 11% of 
FOB values. 
40% of Air breight paid 
but lirrdted to 8,5% of 
f,o.b. value. 
40% of Airfreight paid but 
limited to 11% of the f.o.b, 
values. 
^^i) REP Benefits; (Registered Exporter Policy) 
These are the replenishment licences issued as 
per norms of the Import Policy as also other benefits under 
the registered Exporter Policy (See chapter 1/4). 
iv) Market Development Assistance; 
Market Development Assistance are offered to 
exporters for various export promotion activities inside and 
outside India such as exchange of trade teams, for market 
commodity research programme, participation in exhibitions and 
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fairs opening branch offices, bringing out sales literature 
and other publications for export promotion purposes and so 
on. This assitance is given at a prescribed percentage of the 
expenses on each type of specified activity. It is available 
to export houses directly. To the other registered exporters 
this assistance is offered through the programmes of the Export 
Promotion organisations of which they are members. It is to 
the extent of 60%, In 1977-78, Rs.324 crores v/ere spent under 
this head, 
b) v) Duty Drawback; 
Exporters get drawback of customs and eiscise duty 
levied on inputs to the export products at rates prescribed on 
the basis of average experience of imports for each export 
products and the rate of duties levied from time to time. 
Whenever rates of duties are chanjed Drawback rates are also 
changed. The revised rates for leather and leather goods are 
furnished below which are effective from 1.6.1981. This is 
disbursed by the Customs/Central Excise Authorities. At the 
time of export the shipping bill or air bill should specify th6t 
the export is subject to duty drawback claim. Rs, l5o crores 
were spent under DDA in 1978-79, 
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TABLE - V I I : HIDES^ SKINS, LEATHER,ARTICLES OF LEAIHER OR 
ARTIFICIAL LI'JATHER, OTHER GOODS AND TE^VSL 
GOODS. 
Sub. 
SI.No. 
(1) 
Description of goods 
(2) 
Rate o£ drawback 
(3) 
Allocation 
Cus.C.Excise 
(4) 
2101 HideS/ skins, articles of 
leather/ or artificial 
leather, other goods and 
travel goods not else-
where specified 
2102 E.I,tanned hides and skins 
namely cow hides, buffalo 
hides, kips, hides/skins 
of cow calf and buffalo 
calf, goat skins, sheep 
skins and skins of their 
young ones. 
2103 All types of finished 
leather other than 
reptile skins and rep-
tile leather, fur skins 
and hair-on skins 
a) Vegetable sole 
leather belting^ 
picking bands and 
buffers 
b) Others : 
i) Those from hides of cow 
buffalo and their young 
ones(including kips) 
ii) Those from skins of 
sheep and goat and 
their young ones. 
Rs. Rs. 
Rate to be fixed 
on application from 
the individual 
manufacturer/ 
exporter 
Rs.2.25(Flupees two 
and paise twenty 
five only) per kg. 
2,15 0.10 
3.7%(Three point 
seven percent 
only) of the 
f.o.b, value. 
3.85%(Three point 
eighty five per 
cent only) of the 
f.o.b, value. 
3,l%(three point 
one percent only) 
of the f.o.b, 
value. 
62% 38% 
72% 28% 
86% 14% 
EXPLANATION: 
"Finished Leather" mentioned in sub-serial 
No,2103 shall have the same connotation 
as in the notification of the Ministry of 
Finance, Department of Revenue, No.333-
Cus-dated 2,8,76, as amended from time 
to time. 
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TABLE - VII: contd 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Rs• Rs• 
2104 Light and heavy categories 
of leather goods, not other-
wise specified, excluding 
those made of reptile skins 
and hair-on skins. 
a) Harness and Saddlery 
goods of all sorts 
b) Leather apparel 
c) All leather goods, not 
otherwise specified 
3.5%(Th:ree point 61% 
five percent only) 
of the f.o.b. 
value. 
39% 
2.5%('IV7o point 
five percent 
only) of the 
f.o.b,value 
2%(Two percent 
only) of the 
f.o.b. value 
84% 16% 
84% 16% 
plues 
where the leather 
goods covered by 
(b) and (c) are 
fitted with impor-
ted or indegenous 
zip fastners the 
exporters shall 
also be paid the 
duty of customs 
or the duty of 
Central Excise, as 
the case may be 
provided that the 
exporter produces 
evidence to the sa-
tisfaction of the 
Asstt. Collector of 
Customs regarding 
the import duty paid 
per piece of zip fas-
tner of the relevent 
size fitted to the 
export goods and the 
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TABLE - VII Gontd 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Rs. Rs, 
Said zip fastner has been 
imported v/ithin a period of 
three months(to be counted from 
the date of clearance against 
the entry for honie consumption) 
preceding the date of exporta-
tionof the said leather goods, 
and the said qiaantity of zip 
fastner has not been -
a) Similarly co-related to and 
accounted for eigainst any 
other previous exportation of 
leather or other goods and/or 
b) Previously re-exported as 
such or in any other form 
with or without claim or 
drawback 
OR 
i) The whole of the duty of 
Excise paid per piece of zip 
fastner or relevant size 
fitted to the export goods, 
under item 53 of the first 
schedule to the Central 
Excise and Salt Act/ 1944 
and the said zip fastner has 
been procured v;ithin three 
m.onths from the date of 
exportation of the said 
leather goods 
PLUS 
ii)The drawback at the rate of 
admissible under sub-serial 
no, 5902 for the sizes men-
tioned therein. 
vi) Allocation of foreign exchange, blanket permits 
etc, for foreign travels for opening of offices abroad etc. 
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Applications should be addressed to the Exchange Control 
Department of Reserve Bank of India through the concerned export 
promotion organisation. Blanket jaermits are issued to apply 
every time a tour or purpose occurs, 
vii) Income tax rebates under section 35-B of the I.T.Act 
are given in respect of expenses incurred on export promotion as 
listed in that section. 
Generalised System o£ Preferences (G.S.P.): Under this scheme 
developed countries are granting duty free entry or entry at 
reduced rates to imports coming from developing countries like 
India. The scheme of G,S,?, is certainly helping India's exports, 
The G.S.P nov/ consists of 16 separate schemes involving 
19 market economy and fc socialist countries of Eastern Europe, 
The centres or group o£ countries applying the scheme and the 
years of entry into force of such schemes are as follov/s: 
Country^roup of countries Year of entry 
EEC I July 1971 
Japan 1 August 1971 
Non^ fay 1 Oct, 1971 
Finland 1 January 1972 
Hungary .do-
New Zealand -do-
Seweden -do-
Czechoslovakia 28 Feb, 1972 
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Svjitzerland 1 March 1972 
Austria 1 April 1972 
Bulgaria -do-
Australia 1974 
Canada 1 July 1974 
USSR 1 Jan. 
Poland 1 Jan. 1976 
U.S.A. 1 January 1976 
Gdodgs )fjh±ch are listed under the GSP scheme o£ each country 
--anrdrsatisfying the conditions laid dovm therein (Namely the 
product originating the country of export and having less 
than a specific percentage of imported inputs) are eligible for 
GSP benefits which could be claimed by submitting GSP Certifi-
cation Form 'A ' duly filled in and certified by any certifying 
authority of the benefit receiving country. For our exports^ the 
certifying authorities are Export Inspection Agency, Port 
Export Promotion Offices and various offices of the licensing 
authorities where no port Export promotion office exists. It 
may be noted that these certificates are different from the 
Country of Origin Certificate which can be issued by any recog-
nised Chamber of Commerce, 
(3) INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEt4BMTS; 
Institutional and other arrangements are absolutely 
essential for the implementation and monitoring of policies 
and for better coordination among various organisations to 
achieve maximum benefit out of our efforts. The Ministry of 
Commerce itself has been divided into various divisions to deal 
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x-^rith each aspect of the export effort. The various divisions are 
Export Assistaj^ ce/ Coordination Division, various commodities 
division, edport production division, foreign trade division with 
separate units for each region and the office of the Chief 
Controller of Imports and Exports, The Ministry of Finance, 
Ministry of Industry, Ministry of Shipping and Transport are also 
connected with the successful implementation of the export efforts, 
The other organisations set up by the Ministry of Commerce 
are IIFT,SISI, New Delhi, IDA, TFAT, LEXPORT, <SCQC) th_e^ a^rious 
Scope Committees along with regional panels, Export-Import 
Adv^i^ry Committee, Export Inspection Agency etc. All India 
Shippers Council and its regional Shippers Association assist to 
the shipper in various ways in tackling problems on transportation. 
The Reserve Bank of India also has its important role to play 
v;ith regard to plicies in export finance as well as allocation of 
foreign exchange for export promotion purposes. The functions of 
the above organisations are furnished in brief. 
Export Promotion Council for Finished Leather and Leather 
Manufactures (LEXPORT), KANPURj 
It is a non-profit and non-trading government organisation 
founded in October, 1963 with 37 members. It is a LINK between 
trade and Government and Exporters and Importers, Its functions 
are dissemination of information, market surveys, publication, 
publicity, researches and development, arbitration etc. It 
adopts measures to boast leather exports. In 1980-81, its total 
number of members were 1810 v/hiih included 150 to 200 members 
from Kanpur, Its monthly journal is LEKPORT. 
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Small Industries Service Institute: 
Its Head Office is in New Delhi, It provides guidance 
to Small Industries. It has several publication to its credit, 
Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT) and Trade Development 
AutiTiority ( TDA) ; 
The IIFT make a study of problems related to exports and 
advise the Governmenton various policies and procedures. It 
also conducts various training courses for the benefit of the 
exporting community. The TDA is more concerned with the deve-
lojjment of the trade. 11< studies are oriented towards the assess-
ment of markets/ development of trade pattern, dissemination of 
information on trade both in the country and abroad, TDA has 
overseas offices at London, Tokyo, Nev/ Yorks, Frankflurt. IIFT 
publishes quarterly journal "Foreign Trade Review" and a monthly 
"Foreign Trade Bulletin", 
Trade Fair Authority of India (TFA): 
This organisation corrdinates the participation in trade 
fairs either in the country or abroad. It performs a number of 
useful services to the exporting public by furnishing advance 
information about the trade fairs, organisation in participation 
in trade fairs, booking of space, customs clearance of exhibits 
etc., and also acts as a medium through xi/hich specific foreign 
exchange allocation by foreign government or other international 
bodies are channelled to the trade. It publishes four (4)journals 
in English & Hindi. It provides authentic information to 
exporters. 
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Export Credit and Guarantee Corporation^ EGGJC) : 
Tiiis institution helps the exporters in informing them 
about the credit worthiness of the importers and making pre-
and post-shipment finances available both directly as \-fell as 
through Commercial Banks by means of the various guarantees 
and insurance policies. Packing Credit Guarantee is available for 
leather exporter. Value of risk covered for leather is increasing 
every year. See detail figure in Annexure VI. 
( 4) OT[^ £RS; 
i) Export Awards; Government of India have insituted a 
number of export avvards to give recognition to the efforts of 
the exporters. These awards are not given merely for a value 
wise or quantitative increase in exports but also for efforts 
made in diversification of markets and products, so that even 
the smallest exporter need not feel himself ineligible to 
apply for such awards. Exporters should submit their applications 
to the respective Councils, Commodity Boards etc. by August/ 
September every year furnishing all relevant details relating 
to exports of the previous year like value, quantiom of exports, 
export efforts taken to create new market etc, in the prescribed 
form without waiting for the circulars from the Export Protmotion 
Council etc, xvhich may be delayed due to administrative reasons. 
ii) Scope Committees: The Standing Committees on promo-
tion of Exports have been set up under the Chairmanship of the 
Additional Secretary of the Ministry of Commerce to deal with 
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the problems on transportation of different modes, namely, 
shipping, air and rail. The Scope Shipping has also set up 
regional panels with a view to achieve better reaults in res-
pect of the problems relating to shipping. These Committees 
have helped in bringing out Air-Cargo Complexes at different 
airports in the country. Export Documentation Centres for the 
ports. Inland Container Depots in the various hinterland areas 
of major ports. The Inland Container Depot at Bangalore is 
one mong them which has started functioning from 10.8.1981, 
Similar ICDs at Delhi and Ahmedabad are also coming up. These 
Committees a<Ct in coordination of All Indian Shippers Councils 
and Various regional Shippers Association which provide the 
shippers a forum through v/hich their problems on transportation 
such as frequency of services/ freight rates, utilisation of 
cargo space etc., can be represented. 
•i-^i) Export-Import Advisory Committee: The Bxport-Import 
Advisory Committee have again been revived and these Committees 
acted as very efficient forum to ventilate the problems of the 
shippers with regard to various aspects of the export effort, 
so as to obtain through its very representative nature of 
membership, proper attention to shippers problems and quick 
results towards their solution. The first meeting of such 
comraittee for the southern zone Vv'as held on 31,5,1981 wherein 
a number of points were discussed and taken up with the concened 
authorities with necessary recommendations. Some of the 
recommendations have also been accepted by the Government. The 
Second meeting was also held on 9th November 1981, 
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Facilities Actually Utilized; 
( a) To maaay questions on the utilization of government' s 
facilities^like OGL, automatic licence, supplementary licenee, 
import replenishment licence, REP licence, advances licence, 
foreign colloborat@^i>netc)available to exporters for the promo-
tion of exports. Exporters ansv/ers were not encouraging. Out 
of above mentioned facilities only OGL was utilized by them. 
It was for the purchase of certain machineries from Industrially 
advanced countries. No problem was mentioned by them in thes 
regard. 
REP licences which is transferable are transferred to 
others. The reason of non-utilisation of the licences was 
according to them, inclusion of unimport(j(iSl item for this faci-
lity so it was suggested that relevant items should be included 
for the facility. 
(b) Facilities for reducing price disadvantages are 
D, D. Dyafllback, C.C.S., Manufactur in Bond, AFS, tax concession 
for import of technical knowhow, registration of long term 
contract and other. Majority of exporters in Kanpur are utili-
zing only three facilities namely D. Drawback, C.C.S. AFS. 
No problem is faced for getting assistance and concession under 
cash compensatory Support (C.C.S.) and Air Freight Subsidy. 
Regular payment to exporters are made to in the case of above 
two assistances. The problems are faced with Duty Drawback. 
Exporters are not getting the regular payment. It takes years 
to receive full payment under theheading. Custom and Excise 
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authorities do not take proper caue to solve the problems. 
The existing scheme of rebates of excise duty on drawback 
of duty does not take into account the full incidence of indirect 
levies at all levels. Rules 56--A of Central Excise Rules is 
too restrictive to be of any real benefit to Export goods. 
Then there is the incidence of sale-tax, purchase taxes, cesses, 
octroi and other levies imposed by state government and local 
bodies on Raw Materials/ feul/ pov/er, component and finished 
products. These are not at all rebated, 
F«w. exports get 33% rebate in taxes. They also get 
Machine Development Allox\rance which provides 25% allowance 
for new machineries. 
(c) Market Development Assistance and Export. Market deve-
lopment allowance are generally not utilized by Kanpur Exporters 
Even many of them are not aware of^G.S.P. is always utilized 
by all exporters. Answers concerning assistance from institu-
tional arrangments was very discouraging. 
Many of them have not even heard the name of IIFT, Trade 
Development /authority and Trade Fair Authority. ECGC is helping 
them very much (See Annexure VI). 
Only EPC for leather and leather manufactures, Kanpur 
was providing seme information to them. But xfexis its function 
is not satisfactory as told by many Exporters. Up-to-date 
.ned that even information i s not available her07,-,Tt-Ji/^s complaii 
•J __ ^ ' • ^^ 
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fake addresses of foreign importers are found in the infor-
mation provided by an government agency. Their main source of 
infoxroation is their own personal visits contacts. 
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CaZkPTER - II/2.7 
7. EXPORT FINANCES 
The scheiTie o£ export financing available to an exporter 
in India af^ f^asonably liberal and it may be safely stated 
that no export contract would normally be frustrated for lack 
of finance, Financial institution like Commercial banks, 
require basic procedural formalities to be completed between 
buyer and exporter to enable them to provide the necessary 
financial facilities to the exporter. But be^re describingtWe^ 
export financing aspect (for leather) let us very briefly knov/ 
by what methods an exporter gets paid for an export order. 
There are five methods of payment which involve varying degress 
* 
of risk for the exporters, Thestare: 
1. Payment in Advance 
2. Open Account 
3« Documentary bills 
a) Documents against acceptance (DA) 
b) Documents against payment (DP) or 
Cash against document (CAD) 
4. Documentary credit under letter of credit (L/C) 
a) Revocable and Irrevocable L/C 
b) Confirmed and unconfirmed L/C • 
5, Shipment on Consignement basis 
(* See annexure for meaning of these terms). 
Exporters of finished leather and leather manufacture 
favour and adopt following methods of paynients in order of 
priority; Irrevocable L/C, confirmed L/C, Cash against 
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documents (CAD), Documents against acceptance (DA), 
Pre-shipment And Post-shipment Finance 
An exporter needs finance (used as working capi ta l ) for 
producing/procuring the goods for an export order . Pre-shipment 
finance i s provided to the exporter to meet such requirements 
before the shipment of goods. Post-shipment finance i s intended 
to bridge the f inancia l gap betv/een the time of shipment of goods 
and receipt of payment thereof, 
(1) Pre-shipment Finance: 
All the surveyed and other manufacturer/exporters receive 
•^w- ——-— 
pre-shijoment finance.from Commberical banks in the name of 
' Packing Credit". 
Packing Credit 
In order to avail himself of pre-shipment short-term 
finances, the packing credit, an exporter has to make a formal 
application to his bank. As in the case of any other advance, 
the bank takes into consideration a number of factors before 
making the necessary advance to the exporter viz., 
i) honesty, integrity and capital of borrov/er, 
ii) Exporter's experience in the line, 
iii) security offered, 
iv) the margin and the rate of interest, and 
v) the bankls experience about the exporter. 
The security can be provided in the folloviing forms: 
i) Letter of credit, 
ii) Confirmed order as evidence of having 
received an order, 
iii) Relevant policy issued by the Export Credit 
and Guarantee Corporation (ECGC), and 
iv) Personal bond in the case of party(ies) already 
known to the banker. 
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The amount provided under the pre-shipment finance 
xvould normally cover the follov/ing costs: 
i) Cost of purchase of production 
ii) packing cost, 
iii) Cost of special inspection or tests required by 
the importer, 
iv) Internal transport costs 
v) port, customs and shipment agents service charges 
vi) Export duty or tax, if any, 
vii) freight and insurance costs in ttie case of c.i.f, 
cost contract. 
Amount^ jpf loan; 
The amount of packing credit loan depends on the f.o.b. 
value of goods and the incentives thereof, and generally 
conforms to the norms set up by the ECGC under its Export Produc-
tion Finance Guarantee Schemes, The limits laid down for this 
purpose by the ECQC are 50% over and bbove the ±i f.o.b value 
of goods, subject to a maximum of 100% of the domestic cost of 
the export product. The ECGC covers the financial risks of 
the bank xvhile such packing credit loans are extended. Period 
for fesr which this packing credit loans are available: 
The period for v/hich this paclcing credit will be available 
w is 90 days to a maximum period of 180 days. 180 days facility 
is for producer or capital goods and construction contracts. 
For consumer and non-traditioned good like finished leatlier 
and leather manufacture this is 90 days only. In special case, 
where the export of capital good are involved, the period of 
credit may be extended by the permission of R.B.I. 
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Interest charges: 11.5% per annum is charged for 90 days whifl^ h 
may extended by another 45 days at an interest rate of 13,5%. 
The credit for specified medium and heavy engineering goods 
like capital goods etc, the rate of interest is also 11.5% for 
180 days v;hich may be extended by another 90 days at an interest 
rate of 13,5%, 
Over and above the period mentioned the banks are free to 
charge normal lending rates. 
For the packing credit scheme/ exporters did not mention 
any problem. They were quite satisfied with it. It was only 
suggested that credit limit imposed should be further liberalised 
or extended, 
(2) Post-shipment Finance - Short Term 
Post shipment Finance may be of three types. 
1) Short-term: It is available upto the periods of 6 months 
and provided by banks. Leather trade lies in this 
category. 
2) Medium-term: It is usually the period upto 5 years. It 
is for durable consumer goods and light capital goods. 
3) Long-term: It is usually upto the period of more than 
5 years and provided for the sale of capital goods, 
complete-plants, and tBm-key jobs. 
Once goods are exported as per the te:cms of the contract 
the exporter nigcr^ irates the documents through his bank with a view 
to realising'^e proceeds according to the payment terms. If the 
payment terms are by a confirmed L/C irrevocable L/C, the exporter 
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realises the full value of the goods exported against the 
presentation of documents to the negotiating bank in India. The 
bank purchases the bill. No problem is noticgxi,—-
In the followip-g three conditions, exporters may get 
delayed payment of his exports after the shipment, 
1, When payment terms are other than L/C say CAD or DA. 
2, When exporter agreed to give credit to the foreigh 
buyers. 
3, When payment of export incentives and bnefits like 
cash compensatory support (CCS) duty drawback etc. are 
delayed due to procedural formalities. 
S£u-«ts--,a measure of export promotion and to help the 
exporters, the RBI has spelt out a scheme which enables the 
commerical bansk^to provide loans or credit, to the exporter for 
the period oibetween the date of actual shipment and date of 
realisation of payment. 
Butt3 my surprise thit to a question about whether they 
(exporter) receive the post-shipment finance, their answer was a 
categorical No. The even say tha't they don" t need it. No problem 
was mentioned in this'regard. The reasons for their repeated 
Nos may be as follov/s: 
1. Finished leather, leather goods, footwear etc are 
fashion goods whose delivery time is made very short through air 
lifting. , 
2. Due to the explicit (fashion) and the implicit (chemical 
& physical) characteristics of the goods, buyers have to take 
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immediate possession of the goods , so payment term under CAD 
poses no problem. No credit is involved here, DA may take some 
time in comparison to CAD. 
3, Availability o£ ECGC risks coverage aja^ ^ ?S. 
4, Benefits under CCs and AFS is immediately paid. Duty 
drawback takes sometime. But it has limited amount, 
5, Due to the fact that European leather industry does 
not favour the blocking of funds in L/C. So pEompt payment is 
made, 
6, All cost is met by the pre-shipment finance. 
7, Exporters may not be aware of it. 
However^ they demand more cndlt facility. 
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II CHAPTER 2.8 
Export Doctiments and Procedures 
Before taking into account the problem faced by exporters, 
it is better to present these procedure in a very summarised 
form for better understanding and appreciation of the sub-topic 
under discussion. 
(1) After knov/ing the export potential and getting the addresses 
of foreign buyers. Exporters must get in touch with them giving 
full details about the product. Exporters should try to create 
interest in foreign buyer for his product, 
(2) The proposal submitted by an exporter (be in the form of 
letter, quotation etc) is referred to as the 'OFFER'. Ihe offer 
when accepted by the foreign buyer, become an 'ORDER', The 
offer made by the exporter is usually in the forro of a proforma 
invoice containing 
a) the consignee or the buyers name and address, 
b) description of goods 
c) Price, 
d) condition of sale etc 
( 3) Some time full details are not sent to the importets at 
the beginning. If the foreign buyer sends any enqufrey or wants 
some further details or the quotation, then the exporter sends 
polite and courteous reply £o the importers giving him full 
details and quotation which should include the following: 
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a) FOB/CIF/C&F/FAS prices 
b) Delivery schedule 
c) Terms of payments (against L/C, CAD, DA etc.) 
d) packing specification 
e) Commission and discount if any 
f) Arbitration clause 
g) Any other important terms & condition or clause 
If the above quotation and terms (offer) are acceptable 
to the buyer, he will place the order with the exporter other-
wise he will negotiate with the exporter. The door of negotia-
tion should alv/ays be open, 
(4) The exporter should carefully scrutinise the export order 
with refvjrence to the tf^ rms and condition of the contract and 
should coHvey his acceptance to the buyer immediately. 
(5) The important documents which are usually demanded by the 
importers are as follows: 
a) Bill of Exchange 
b) Commericial Invoice 
c) Bill of lading or Air-way bill 
d) The concerned Insurance Policy, 
^h Packing list 
f) Certificate of origin etc. 
(6) As soon as export order has been confirmed, preparation 
for timely despatch of goods are started. The following proce-
dure are to be follov/ed. 
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a) The clearance of the Excise Authorities (i£ needed) 
has to be obtained. 
b) Export Inspection Agency is approached for pre-shipment 
inspection, if required, 
c) The goods are dj^atched to the port or air-port o£ 
shipment or Railways or Transport Receipts is obtained, 
(7) An application is sent to the Insurance company for 
marine insurance cover or air insurance cover. 
At this stage all formalities in relation to floor price 
regulation, canalization, certificate of origin, ECGC cover and 
the required invoice^should be completed. 
(8) The clearing and forwarding agent (at ports) or air-ports) 
takes delivery of the goods and arranges its, storage in the 
warehouse. Thereafter the agent' prepares the requisite number 
of Shipping Bill in the case of marine shipment) or Air-way 
bill which has been passed by the Custom and port authorities, 
(9) The clearing, forwarding agent returns the documents to 
the exporter who presents the following document to the negotia-
ting bank (in India). 
a) GR-1 form 
b) Bill of Exchange, 
c) Full set of clear-on-board Bill acM of Loading and 
like that. 
d) Original L/C, 
e) Commerical invoice. 
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f) Customs invoices - where necessary, 
g) Certificate of origin (2 copies), 
h) Packing list (4 copies) 
i) Insurance policy (2 copies), 
j) Bank certificate in prescribed fozm (2 copies) 
k) Other necessary invoices, 
10) All the documents are scrutinized by the negotiating bank 
who then sends sets of documents to banker of importer. 
( 11) The exporter makes claims for import Replenishment, 
Cash Assistance etc, after presenting the documents to the Joint 
Chief Controller of Imports and Exports, for getting assistance 
and information etc., exporters must be registered xvith the 
conci-med registering authorities like Export Promotion Council, 
Commodity Board etc. 
(12) Many of the procedures are done simultaneously. 
(II) 
The time taken for processing of an export order varies 
according to the quantity and types of the product (order). 
Generally ofder of Rs.lO lakh takes about one month for its 
shipment to the imp orters. 
No publication and Act are consulted as mentioned by 
exportes's, in connection with the processing of an export order. 
The reason is that, that most of the office work involved are of 
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routine type. In addition to this, there are agents who 
comiolete most o£ the formalities of export. They function on 
commission. 
The important docximents which are usually demanded by the 
importers are as follows: 
a) invoice) b) Packing list, c) Air-way Bill/Shipping bill, 
d) Country of origin (GSP formalities), e) Bill of 
exchange, f) Special Custom Form (55^5 form and 5523 form 
for footwear export to USA etc. (See Annexure^ j*! 
They are not concerned with the clearance of the Excise 
Authority. Most of them are not involved with this at all. 
To my question about the problem' pQtfi.&^ with respect to 
Export Inspection Agency, marine insurance, shipping bill, air-
way bill, state trading, most of them did not mention any big 
problem. Air-v;ay bill consists of 6 sheets. One is called 
Export Promotion copy which is signed by the AC (Custom) when 
goods have been cleared and air-lifted. This copy ccme$very 
late to exporters. This is required for applying for cash 
incentives. 
All the Exporters v^rere of the view that export and other 
related procedures should be further liberalised and simplified. 
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G H A P T E f i - I I I / 1 
PB3SPB0IS IN INTMillONiL MAEIKSTS 
(*) Analysis of past Export figureiCC3ountry-wise and Product wise) 
(**) Expansion of expor ts . 
(***) Unexplored areas and j o i n t ventures . 
*• W5 are a l l continually faced with a s e r i s of great oppor-
t u n i t i e s b r i l l i a n t l y disguised as unsolveable problems. 
(John W.Gardner) 
To manage a business well i s to manage i t s fu ture , and to 
manage i t s future i s to manage information. 
( Marion Harper , J r . ) 
My in ten t ion , in the following l i n e s , i s to identify the 
opportuni t ies avai lable in the in te rna t iona l market through the 
b e t t e r management of avai lable ihformation. 
FINISHED LEATHER 
TIBLE VIII 
QTY.IN THOUS-iND KGS. 
Countries 
WEST EUBDPE 
E.G.M.Gountries 
Denmark. 
I t a l y 
France 
U.K. 
W.G. 
Others 
1979-
w. 
25 
7025 
2000 
19^7 
2607 
-
Sub-Total=lJ+3^6 
.80 
value 
.22 
77.22 
17.68 
19.1^ 
32.97 
-
1"53.^ 2 
Value 
I98O-8I 
qty. 
Mf 
28if1 
1271 
1276 
1971 
-
B^2 
= Crores 
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.39 
35.85 
8.26 
10.25 
21.10 
-
79.88 
; • 
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. Value=-if8 
; 9 1 J 
Countries 1979-80 1980-81 
yty ~ value ^ y . " value 
Comments 
E»F«T«^«Countries 
Portugal 
Switzerland 
Others 
183 
5*23 5^3 
2.33 ^3 .69 
Sub Total =~72r 
0»E»C»Coun tries 
TogoSlavia 
Others 
939 
Sub Total =1816 
B»E.<SC Countries 
Bulgaria 136 
Czechoslavata k-^ 
East Germany 3^5 
Hungry lOg 
Runania 28 
U.S.S.R. l|-11 
Poland 62 
Sub Total 1136 
North ^ America 
U.S.A. 
Canada 
3550 
559 
Sub Total = 3910 
South America 12 
•FTfT 5Sr 
12.32 813 
20.70 1375 
Total Wfest Europe=16885 182.61}- 1095^ 
.96 
.68 
1.01 
6.26 
.85 
117 
7 
1551 
26 
15.76 2257 
3;f.72 
lf.87 
1727 
285 
" 3 9 ^ 2013 
.3^ 6 
"STTS" 
10.55 
11+.17 
160.82 -35^ Qty 
'^5% Value 
11+6 
1.13 
6.28 
.50 
1.25 
28.57 
•55 
38.6if +98« Qty 
+1.^5^in 
va lue . 
17.07 
3.10 
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5 0 ^ n va: 
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Sd2. ; 
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Bast & South 
China Rep 
Hong R)ng 
Indonesia 
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Korea Rep 
8ter^°^ 
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Ji3ia 
63 
286 
2 
W19 
299 
21 if 
+ 
2366 
West i s i a & North Africa 
I ran 
Saudi Arabia 
Cyprus 
Others 
30if 
ifO 
15 
+ 
Pf3 
•80 
Value 
.78 
2.28 
•3 
5.82 
2.9"^ 
1A2 
+ 
2if.38 
2.55 
0.19 
. 6 
+ 
2.b9 
1980-
(^ty. 
31 
336 
•. 
189 
196 
275? 
+ 
1699 
105 
25 
23 
* 
163 
•81 
Value 
1.85 
2.68 
m. 
3.27 
2.02 
1.96 
+ 
18.01 
5.31 [' 
0.23 r 
.23 
+ 
6.08 
Cpmments 
+I7^in Qty+17 
in va lue . 
-55^in ^ty'hh% 
in va lue . 
-29^ in Qty 
-27^ in value 
-66^ in Qtv 
HloBjSin value 
-38^in Qty., 
+21^ in value 
-6^^in Qty 
+110^in value 
GRiUD TDTlLs 2lf7,82 265.86 171,53 186.0lf-3l^in Qty. 
-cM4„ujT 4-u "31^ in valu€ 
Finished Leather "^  '^ 
SOURCE: EPC, Kanpur. 
TABLB-IX 
^tage increase 
over previous years 
197^-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 (Provision 
79" "9T T W W "=ir •mr 
Actual Export(Value in Crores) 
30.56 5^.83 105.27 107.^9"T80.25 26;)TF6 ibe.oif 205.95 
s93 : 
FINISHED LBAIHER; 
Finished leather has been a major foreign exchange earner 
in Indians export in general, and in leather export in part icular 
Jifter the han imposed on the export of unfinished leather in 1972, 
the share of finished leather in the over a l l leather export 
was continuously increasing from 2Q% share In 197^-75 *9, i t 
rose to a n time high 75% of to ta l leather export in 1978-79• 
Ofcourse, after 1978-79* i t i s decreasing which i s due to 
India ' s policy to encourage the exports of leather manufactures 
and discourage the finished leather 's export* 
TABLB IX 
PSRGSNTAGB i%) INCREASB OVER PRSVIOUS YEABS 
I97C-75* 75-76 '76-77* 77-78 '78-79' 79-80 *80-8l* 81-82(|rovlsio 
79* ' '91* ' ' 2 * * 67* ' '^7 * * -31 * 'l'+ 
ACTUAL EXPORI(VJa.UE IN RS,CB3RES) 
30.56 5J+,83 105.27 107.69 I80.25 265.86 186.0i+ 205.95 
But i t s share is s t i l l 60jg(l981-82). So we can ' t neglect this 
product. I t i s time to concentrate in the more profitable 
segment of the international market rather to expand in a l l 
segments. 
Looking over the past figures we can say that Wfest 
Europe, Bast European and Communist countries, North America, 
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East and Sourth A3ia and West Asia( in decreasing order) are 
of earning the major areas where we export finished leather 
In West Europe our export decreased( 1980-81) -3^% in quantity 
and k^% in value over the 1979-80 figures. In North America 
and East & South Asia 99S89P figeu?© finished leather export 
decreased by ^0% and 27% respectively, both in quantity and 
value• 
Most encouraging Export results may be seen in B.S.& C 
Countries( See above Table YIII) and Hest Asian and Middle East 
countries. In E.S.& C Countries, increase in quantity was 98^ 
(from 11.36 lakh Kgs to 22.59 lak Kgs) and 1^5^(15f 7 crores 
to 38.6crore) in value. In west A3ia increase nay decrease in 
quantity was 6^% and increase in quantity was 110^( Rs.2.8crore 
in 1979-80 to 6.0 crores in 1980-31). Iran and Saudi Arabia 
were the main buyer in tae region. So we see in the above two 
regions( communist & W»Asia) the per unit value of finished 
leather increased tremendously. This trend is s t i l l continue 
in according to a recent Trade Development Authority(IDA) 
forecast, these countries are expected to import more in the 
present financial year. 
According to an IIFT'S market survey report the main 
•Selling point ' in finished leather e35)ort to the West, is 
their Quality- required for fashion leather manufactures. 
A UNO publication of 1975 which is s t i l l ceSsi says that , "Owing 
to the nature of the leather trade and'variable fashion require-
ments finished leather are not easily exported from developing 
countries. The more valuable fashion leathers are not easily 
produced in developing countries• This i s especially true when 
the finish has to produce a certain effect, such as the 'Wet look' 
that become popular recently." There are other reasons, also lilss 
lack of 'Good Image» or presence of low image about Indian Export* 
no or low correspondence between sample and bulk inadequate cont«< 
with importer e t c . 
Now I v^ujj. talk_about some of the quality requirements 
of the Western market. 
European boVine leather is characterised by softness and 
uniform thickness. I t is used in shoes. The popular method for 
sole attachment is vulcanisation which required leather of 
uniform thickness. 
Cow Nappa which i s used in gojernments n&klng an imported 
from other countries. Argentina ani Brazil are our competitors, 
but due to scratches in the grain layer, which affect cutting 
value in garments making, the European Industry is in need of 
quality material. The small and medium Indian cow hides with 
their thin fine grain structure could be bet ter finished as exgoi 
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quali ty nappa l ea the r . 
India i s i n advantageous pois i t ion in respect of Buffalo 
l e a t h e r . The unique grain pa t te rn of buffalo hides has a great 
a t t r a c t i o n to western l ea the r , provided tha t problems, as 
mentioned in R.M. chapter no( ) are solved. 
Europe depends heavily on imports for Goat skin l e a t h e r . 
The following items of finished lea ther could be Exported. 
1. Sheep Nappa. 2 . Glace k id . 3 . firtrrp"and Semi-ari i l i t ie kid and 
goat lea ther h. Cow Nappa l e a t h e r . 5» ihilliKie finished kuffa lo 
hides . 6 . Safty cow upper l ea ther 7« inilixje buffalo c a l f . s M 
8 . Sheep l i v i n g lea ther 9« Soft pr inted l e a t h e r . 
Middle East including Iran and Saudi ^Arabia could be very 
good prospects for f inished lea ther impoHjs*. I f we want to wiploi 
^ a b markets, f i r s t we have to-erfber i n to Egypt which i s s t i l 3 
the fashion centre and trend^^se^er in modern ^ a b woyld. Due to 
recent r iches in middle eas t , they have enormous buying power. 
That i s why in the region, decrease in the lea ther export quai i ty 
was 6ifJ^(from ^.^3 lakhs to I .63 lakhs Kgs.) but increase in value 
of the export was 110^. 
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OTHER GOODS:- The shar i of lea ther goods in the export finished 
l ea the r and lea ther manufactures has been as feaiows since 197^-7! 
s 
<^ GOODS PERCEMTAGB IN TOTAL L M H I R BXPORTS 
197^-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 Average 
(Prov.) 
197^75 
6.5 6.0 6.1 8.8 6.3 5«0 ^'2 7-0 5*1% 
6.92 9A2 lif.W 20.07 1^ .1+2 18.26 11.57 23.99 per Jm 
L.G. EXPORTS 
TABLE-X 
36^ 52^ 39^ -29^ 26^ 37^ 11^^ 
— . — . * " • — . — . — . " " . " . * " . " . " " . — . ~ . * * . " " . * " . " • . * " . — . * • . " . * • . — . " * . " . " " . " • . ' " . ' " . — . " . " • . " " • 
Despite fluctuating percentage change of L.G's exports 
over previous years, the leather Goods percentage in to ta l leather 
exports has been more or less s table . I t was h i ^ e s t in 1977-78 
(Rs.20.07 Crores) with 8.8^ share in to ta l Leather exports. I t was 
lowest in 1980-81( fis,11,57Crores) with \.Z% share. Average ^ g e of 
leather goods in leather exports was 5«3^ >. Leather Good's export 
is most encouraging in 1981-82 with 1% in to ta l Leather Goods « 
(Bs.5%-3Grores). Percentage tfainu aase over previous year was 11V^. 
Now i t i s better to compare 1979-80 and 19«0-.81 figure 
(See below) to know the most stable market which withstand the 
diff icul t periodC Bs.18.26) Crores in 1979-80 and {is.ll.57 crores 
in I98O-8I for leather goods. 
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TBLE XII 
Leather goods 
Countries 
(Value in Crores) 
1979-80 1980-81 ^ | e decrease or 
increase.. 
West European countries** 
I.E.&C#Countries 
USA & Canada 
South Jtoerica,Cuba 
^•Indies 
^ r i c a 
Bast Asia & South Asia 
West Asia & N.Africa 
12.10 
1.00 
2.Jf1 
0.03 
0.06 
2.^-5 
0.18 
18.26 
6.6if 
>77 
l . i tS 
0.05 
0.05 
2.32 
0.23 
11.57 
-50^ in value 
-33^ in value 
-39^ in value 
- 5 ^ in value 
+27% in value. 
-37^ 
a)UBC:E: E.P.C.Kanpur. 
** Italy had shown oryincrease ( 65 lakh in 1979-80 to 
Bs.78 lakh in I98O-8I). 
The above data indicate that as West (VfestemSurope, EMC 
countries and North America) had shown about k-% decrease in import 
with India, East Asia and south Asia shown only 5^ decrease and 
-VfeSt^ia shown 27^ Increase. The 37^(as.18.27 to as.ll.57 crores) 
was daerease in India 's to ta l leather Exports was due to crack dowr 
in Western Sirope where i t s fa l l was frorn Rs.12.10 Crores to Bs.6.^ 
Cro2?es. 
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1 .LEATHER GOODS t- 45 the area of threats (West) and opportunities 
are (East Asia and South Asia and Middle :s^st}l^Qm hnw j e s s e d , we 
shall discuss the two areas in respect of leather goois^eapecially 
t ravel good) excluding leather Garments* The case of leather 
Garments would be separately dealt with. 
(a) Western Market:^ Leather goods market in west may be divided 
into two- high-fashion lines(leather luggage*) and non-fashion line 
Western Europe and Iforth America are dominated by former due to 
mounting consumer affluence there* l&stern European countries have 
already acquired a substantial share of the import trade in non-
fashion-lines such as small leather goods, brief cases and document 
cases and travel and shopping bags. Lebanon,for example, has succe.' 
fully penetrated the narket with good skin travel shopping bags. 
The choice of the consumer rests on three main features 
(described in decreasing mariner 5f preference) such as- Price-
High, medium and low. 
- Vfeight. 
- Colour. 
In the high and medium priced leather luggage the r e t a i l 
mark-ups are aoas-dtscffifc 100^ in many specialised shops. 
One more thing we should understand that our biggest 
importer in W.Europeaa, is West Germany who imported leather 
:ioO's 
good worth 8s,5,52 crores in 1979-80 and Bs.3«59 crores in I98O-8I 
ilr 
In W.Germany,90j2 of the leather goods are sold through agents and 
^0% of the to t a l trade is accounted for wholesalers. With a 
population of 07 er 6 ctores people and high level of per capita 
income, W.Geraaany is the second largest world laarket for leather 
goods, the largest market being the U.S,A» So how we can neglect 
them* 
India 's main competitors are Taiwan,Hong Kong,South Korea 
and Brazil . 
(b) Bast Asia and South Asia Mai^et:- The main exporting countries 
in the arda are tustrai l ia ,Japan, Singapore, Hong Kong e t c . In 
1980-81, India 's import to formuJa»,Indoneasia, Ifelaysia and 
Phillipines was Nil.(* Australia may be considered as a part of 
Vfest.)* 
Jpcording to an IIFT study, the I98O Sept,the leather hand 
bags and small leather goods sector constitu1;;^g bulk of the 
demand in these countries i s segmented oxyzhe basis of PKEGE-
High,Medium, and Low. 
The high and medium end segment, having a l ion ' s share of 
the market are growing in both size and importance with the 
increase in the purchasing power and in bui l t consumer preference 
for the genuine leather goods. The consumer patronising high to 
medium price leather goods are Fashion and Brand conscious. They 
have developed a preference for European fashion and brands beside 
* fGCC report 13^9 
t 
qual i ty and f i n i s h . P r ice , however pays an important r o l e in the 
low pr ice segment which i s comparatively smal l . 
% India i s confined to Shantiniketan type lea ther good which 
catepr to tjae reoLuirments of e i t h e r low end segment of the l ea the r 
^ o d s market or re-export sector which are smaller«India has to 
take advantage of the growing demand for medium to high chrome 
tanned lea ther good having a suf f ic ien t ly large and growing narket . 
2 . LEAIHSR GARKSNTS; 
During the l a s t ten y e a r s ^ h e in te rna t iona l market for le«lther 
garments and accessories bfiCs changed considerably. In the l a t e 
s i x t i e s and early s e r ^ n t i e s the developed countr ies were the 
major suppl iers of lea ther garments to the d i f fe ren t world markets. 
However,because of the continuous sharp increase in labour cost , 
the developed countries were forced to confine themselves to the 
production of high qual i ty l ea the r garments which enabled the 
developing countries to en ter the market with low and medium 
quali ty garments. 
Despite Raw Material and cheep lahoui', I n d i a ' s l ea the r garment, 
industry i s %)9s infancy, spec ia l i s ing only in the exports of men 
and women jacketST-not s h i r t s , s u i t s , dresses t rousers c o a t s , s k i r t s 
e t c . On the other hand Hongkong, Taiwan, South Korea and Mexico are 
now dominalJfc exporters of lea ther garments to the developed countr i 
Market sesodentSLtioa:- The Western Market i s segmented 
according to/following iiiiiiiii 1ir 
1. lijuality and Price - Low, medium, High. 
2 . Style and Colour - Fashion and Class ica l 
3 . Leather Used Variety of or igin( goat,cow,calf e t c . ; 
var ie ty of f inishCSuedes,spli t ,napa e1 
if. End Use - Women's and men's wear. 
imong them quali ty and pr ice are most important . 
(Source: ITC Study.) 
(a) Price-segment nay be of three types : - High,medium and low.Hi^ 
priced qual i ty garments segment, cons t i tu t ing a smaller segment, 
i s dominated by exports from developed countr ies l i k e I t a l y . 
Class ical type suede lea ther ^rments are very popiklarrQuality, 
a high degree of workmanship and f in i sh , s ty le and p r i ce are of 
Xurmanfirnt importance for increased sales of these segments. They 
do not depend so much on change in fashion. 
Low and medium priced segment, cons i tu t ing a very big segment 
i s dominated by exports from developing coun t r i e s . For the buyer 
of low pr ice segments fashion and pr ice are more important than 
q u a l i t y . 
^^® fashion type garments of medium qual i ty and p r i c e , a r e 
preferred by younger consumer and account for bulk of sa les whiiS 
qual i ty of lea ther used is a secondaiy considerat ion witn tnese 
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consumers who are mnable to judge quali ty), they are very much 
concerned with fashion and p r i ce . . 
(b) Style ioid type of leather:- Jackets(beited,Safari type and 
blazers) , windsheeters and shir ts have come to stay as the most 
inrportant skin garments for men, while short blouses, combined 
with loose, free flowing skir ts beyond the knee has become the 
most popular dress for women. Nappa and suede are the variet ies 
of leather preferred for garments. Leather garments for the 
international i^rket are required in a variety of skins, which 
are soft, flexible and elegant* However most commonly used hides 
and skins are cow hides and shftfep skins. Very expensive and 
exotic skins of rare animals are mea^ for highly s tyl ish and 
quality consciens markets, 
(c) Role of fashion;•» The international market for leather garment 
is getting more and more sophisticated in terms of quality and 
style with advances in research for producing ever softner, l i ^ t e 
and " easy to care for "leather in uniform thickness, shape and 
tejsrtetliupft Besides th i s , fashion plays an important role in the 
sale of leather garments*E^y and large, leather fashion fallows 
the general fashion trends of t e x t i l e s . I3eing relatively expensive 
the fashion created in leather garments Is designed to l a s t for 
more than one season, particularly for the expensive, medium 
quality and the classical type garments, a l t hou^ minor changes 
1104: 
ti 
in s t y l e are made to avoid repetion» Par^s and Rome are the 
fashion lead«j>and others aR followaiej.However developed countries 
a lso introduce t h e i r own s ty les in l ea the r garments. Peak ig-iods 
for lea ther garments - July- October( in the West). I nd i a ' s 
l ea ther export has lis.5.20 crore in 1981-82. With buyers- U.K., 
M.Germany & USi.. 1965 is l a rge t for lea ther garments i s of 11 
million pieces ( of Hs.WO c r o r e s ) . 
In view of a v a i l a b i l i t y of Best qual i ty sheep skins in the 
world( Red Hair sheep) India can turn to be a leading exporter 
of garments. 
(B) s a d d l e r y ; e t c . ; - During the period 1968-72, the over a l l demand 
for saddlery and harness gDods increased rapidly in most developed 
countries where horse r id ing has become an increasingly popular 
sport and spare time a c t i v i t y . 
But i t s manufacturing has been N i l l in th^se coun t r i e s . I t 
i s becuase of the fact that th i s industry i s highly labour-
intensive industry and p o s s i b i l i t i e s of mechanized production is 
l imited and there is a lack of Raw Material a l s o . ( For d e t a i l s 
see In te rna t iona l Trade Centre 's publicgtion-Saddlery and Harness-
Makers' Goods Geneva, 197if. 
So India with her large labour force and abundant R.M.can 
becoDoing a leading exporter of saddlery i tems, ^ t e r 1977-78 i t s 
export i s continuously increas ing. There was about 2W% increase 
(in earning) in I98I-82 over l980-81(See Annexure-I & I I ) . 
India may also have good markets in Middle East where horse 
r id ing is quite a Igaown th ing . 
FOOTWEAR 
In the following t ab l e , the main buyers in d i f ferent regions 
are shown. There percentage( ^ g e ) increase or decrease in I98O-8I 
over 1979-80 i s a lso given Table XIII below. 
TABLE-Xin 
( Q^t^.ln p a i r s . ) 
Countrie s . 
West Europe 
EGM Countr ies . 
France 
I t a l y 
U.K. 
Others 
^ ty . 
378 
397 
730 
+ 
Sub Total= 1986 
Others + 
Total ;Vfest Surope=20W 
E.1.& C.Countries: 
U.S.S.R. 38 
Others + 
Sub-Total = 
North America: 
U.S . I . 
Canada 
Sub-Total= 
South J^er ica j 
Guba&iif.Indies 
Sub-Total= 
51 
1102 
33^ 
1^36 
^ 36 
1979-80 
Value 
198C 
Qty. 
1.68 858 
1.09 869 
2.53 1370 
+ + 
6.83 3688 
+ 
7.00 
O.lflf 
+ 
0 ^ 9 
^.01 
1.12 
5,13 
0.6^ 
+ 
37if9 
50 
+ 
50 
1385 
363 
17^9 
31 
Value 
1-81 
Value 
2.07 
1.78 
if. 05 
+ 
9.70 
+ 
9.80 
27 
+ 
0.276 
3.62 
0.68 
^.30 
.08 
in Crores, 
Increase^decre 
23^ in value 
63^ in value 
60^ in value 
8^% i n Qty. 
^•2^ in va lue . 
paisa same 
-70^ in value 
+21^ in q ty . 
-17^ in value 
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Countries 
4ty 
1970"80 
Value Qty 
I28O18I 
Value 
Increase/Dec 
tfest Asia & N»J^rica: 
Dubai 
I ran 
Kuwait 
Saudi i r a b i a 
Others 
37 
22 
+ 
0.19 86 
1+0 
o. i i f 105 
0.12 88 
+ + 
0.08 
0.50 
0.27 
+ 
Sub-Tota l^O" 0.71 3 9 r ~ " 1 ^ 132^ In Qty. 
118^ in Value 
Africa; 97 0.88 11+if 0.60 
Grand Total= 51,21 18.0if 7^,^5 20.59* Qty+0.if5^ 
Value, 01l^^ 
*In 1981-82 i 
was Bs.i9.27c 
TABLE -XIV 
2 . FOOTWEAR COMPONENTS: 
Countries 1979-80 I98O-8I 
Value in Crore 
Increase/Decrease 
West Europe; 
E.C.M.C0UNTHIS5; 
Dennjark 
I t a l y 
U.K. 
West Germany 
Others 
3.00 
1.66 
l . l f l 
1.98 
+ 
0.90 
1.if8 
1.26 
1.67 
+ 
- 1 1 ^ 
-1 
Sub-Total= 8T37 j:w -3»+^ in value 
Other K,Countries + 
Total west Europe 8.80 
E.B.&.C.Countries "" 
I . Germany 8.38 
U.S.S.R. 3»68 
Others + 
6.17 
1*58 
0.36 
+ 
Sub-Total= 1 2 ; ^ 2.05 in value 
S j 0 6 j (t^J 
1. 2. 3» ^. 
North ^ e r i c a 
U.S.1# 6.27 
Canada 0,02 
6.30 
East & South Asia: 
Japan _1.«?1 
Total -1/72 
West i s i a & North Africa: 
0.02 
Africa 0.02 
Grand Total 29.56 
7.72 
0.21 
7.9^ 
0.72 
0.02 
0.01 
16.9lf* 
+26^ in value 
-^3^ 
* In 1981-82, i t was Rs.59.03 Cror« 
SOURCE: E.P.C.Kanpur. 
I t was clear from the Jbotwear Export table that increase 
in no.of pairs^jjas-:Rot correspondinf'^eo~We increase in their valu 
Increase in^qu^ity was h'^% and increase in value was only 1k%* 
The main regioinsTrootwear export are ECM( 9.70 Crores) North 
America( Rs.if.l^ O crores) and West Asia )Bs.1.55 crores in I98O-8I). 
The disparity in increase in quantity and value shoij»J(| tha 
price is becoming compaiitive factor/" which is especially true for 
yv "— 
IGM where increase in quality was ^h% which increase in value was 
h2%. 
In the footwear components exports taible, only North 
America had shown posi t ive figures(26j^ inc rease ) . The disastrous 
figures was shown in the case of EB&C countr ies who export figure 
f e l l down from 12.69 crores in 1979-80 to 2.05 crores in 1980-81* 
TABLE -Xy. 
ViLUE MP %MJE IHGBEASE/DECREASBCSHOViH IN BRJKETS) IM PREyiOUS YE 
Value in Crores indicated in bra 
I971+-75 75-76 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 
Footwear I9 . I8 2^.75 19«61 I5.OO 18.0+ 20.^9 I9.27 
(19) (3^) i'26) (-22) (20) (llf) (-7) 
Ibotwear i,if3 .98 6.10 15.3I 8.37 29.^6 16.9if 59.03 
CoQiponents 
(-32) (522) (I50) (-^6) (253))(-i+3) (2if8) 
SOUHCE: E.P.C.Kanpur. 
The figures indicates tha t the Footwear component export 
i s showing tremendous success in foreign market, i l though fluctua-
t ion is also seen here . Footwear lea ther export f igure has to 
reach and cross her own 1976-77 figures when i t s export was 25.75 
c ro r e s . 
The Market; 
During the l a s t few years , the exports of Footwear have 
not shown progress . The export of Footwear compenents has shown sc 
pos i t ive r e su l t s hut i t has not been very s t a b l e . The main reasons 
• 106: ^c; 
are* poor qual i ty of lea ther used for the manufacture of shoes 
unat t rac t ive designs, weak and i r regular construct ion, use of 
sub-standard aux i l i a r i e s and components and inadequate f i n i s h . 
Since the demand for l ea ther footwear in the domestic market i s 
i ne l a s t i c any subs tan t ia l increase i n production can take place 
only by way of increase in expor t s . 
The main competition for Indian l ea ther footwear and 
components comes from South Sast Asian countr ies l i k e Taiwan, 
Hong Kong, Korea, gfao moat 
The three most important aspects in segmentation of market 
are p r i ce , quali ty and s t y l e , i&th the help of these c r i t e r i o n s , 
one can divide the market into ; -
- low Price Sector . 
- Medium price,medium quali ty shoes. 
- Fashion shoe si. 
- High p r i p ^ h i g h qual i ty shoes 
So tcyt^ the developing countr ies were only able to eatabli^ 
themselves in the low pr ice Sector . This i s a d i r e c t r e s u l t of the 
f ac t , t ha t with th i s type of shoes( gym shoes, s and i l s , house shoes 
made from t e x t i l e materials e t c . ) European manufactures do not find 
i t possible to compete, mainly because of ever r i s i n g wage c o s t s . 
The medium price and quali ty segment consis ts of mainly 
of shoes having leathers uppers and soles made from synthet ic 
mate r i a l s . 
* I .G.G.mrket Report, 1979-80. 
: l o6 ; ifif 
High Pr ice and qual i ty shoes are made fully from lea ther 
Style /are c l a s s i c , workman ship excel lent and the mater ia l very 
durable and expected to l a s t long» 
Like garments, fashion plays i t s ro le in footwear industry 
a l s o . 
For t r a d i t i o n a l items l i k e sandals , house shoes , leather 
uppers, there i s considerable scope for expor t . According to an 
IGGC Report,1979, due to non a v a i l a b i l i t y of p rec i s i a shoe making 
machinery, the Indian footwear Industry has not been able to make 
any s ign i f i can t break-through into the sophis t ica ted Vfestern 
market. This d i f f icu l ty is mainly faced by the manufacturers of 
Closed Shoes, v/hich i s no doubt the ©ost jiroCitable sec tor , but 
BS one which is t o t a l ly dominated by the highly developed countrie 
Therefore i t hardly seems possible for the Indian footwear Industi 
to enter t h i s sector within the next 5 to 10 years , unless workmar 
ship and qual i ty of shoes can be brought up to the required 
standard( See also Annexure I & I I ) . 
gPRBIGN CiLLQBORATIOM MP JOINT VENTURE 
With the r i s i n g cost of labour and decreasing population 
growth,developed countries were forced to confine themselves to 
highly mechanised methods of producing very h i ^ qual i ty and high 
price lea ther manufacture^. Low and medium quali ty and pr ice 
manufactures and labour in tens ive techniques were l e f t for develop 
tng coun t r i e s . Developed countries shif ted t he i r technology to 
th i s developing countr ies . Taiwan,Hongkong,Singapore and South 
Korea have been main beneficiaries^^fe±a:l nowv-
India with t h e i r ^^ileep labour and abondant Raw Material 
could be a fine place for the foreign col laborat ion and jo in t 
venture> 
I t generally takes two years or more for an approval for 
foreign col laborat ion to reach the stage of production. Follow up 
of the approval and watching the implementation thereof i s the 
respons ib i l i ty of the administrat ive minis t r ies and no cent ra l i sec 
information i s avai lable about the no.of approvals which have 
frae£if ied and the p ro f i t s i f any made by these Gompanys. 
TiBLE-XTI 
* LIST OF fORBIGN POLL ABO RATION C.4SBS APPK)7SD BY THE GOVT. 
. " " » ~ # ~ » • " • ' • • " • " . " ' . • " 
S.No.Kame of the Industry. 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981(Upto June 
Leather,Leather Goods ^ ^ 6 2 l+ -
and p icke r s . 
Total ifO 39 Industries+1 Mis- ^^„ ^ .„ ^-„ ^. _ ^ . .^ 
227 267 307 267 526 I69. 
ceHaneous 
M» A * * • " * A ^ • " A " * A * * A * * * * * A * * A * * • * * A**** * " * A " * A * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * A * * «* * * A * * A " * ^ A * " A * * A " A * ' * ^ ^ . * * • * • 
SOURGEj Answer to a question in the Parliament,Nov., 1981. 
Figures are not avai lable for Joint ventures abroad.(See 
Annexure VIII for names and address of Indian Co and t h e i r foreign 
Gollaboratirs in footwear). 
* * * * * 
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CHAPTER I I I / 2 
Summary of Findings 
1. Despite the presence of enormous in^ SjiBLts l ike large 
l ivestock population, cheep labour and other resources , 
India has not made much progress in overal l f inished 
leather and lea ther manufactures export, since 1976-77, 
2. There i s a ban on the export of raw hids eind sk ins . 
Semifinished leather and finished l e a t h e r ' s export are 
discouraged by the government. Now only export of 
leather manufactures are encouraged by the government. 
3 . There i s no common agreement on the precise def in i t ion 
of finished lea ther . However, about 1000 items come under 
the category. 
4 . Due to government ban on cow slaughter in many s t a t e s in 
pa r t i cu la r and people 's a t t i tude towjirds animal slaughters 
in general , most of th^hidai and skins are obtained from 
fal len animals. H i ^ are generally not obtjl^jed from 
slaughtered animals which are of compar^ively good qual i ty . 
So they/axe generally of poor quali ty suffering from grain 
defa;3T e t c . However, indus t r ies i s in be t t e r posi t ion in 
10? 
regard to ava i l ab i l i t y of skin as compared to that of h ides . 
Poor heal th of animals in India also distjijih§::^the^ quali ty 
of skins of h ides . 
5. Cost of production of finished leather mainly depends on 
the cost of hides and skin, and i t s cost i s very f luctuat ing 
in domestic market, 
6. Manufacture-exporters complain that quali ty chemical 
mater ia ls and f inishes are not available in the market. 
Although much progress has been made in chemical sector , 
i t i s yet to reach the in te rna t iona l s tandards . 
7. The machineries are avai lable in the market or allowed to 
be importedunder OGL e t c . , but most of the Cos are not 
u t i l i z i n g t h i s f a c i l i t y . 
8. Employees are not well paid . Incet ives and benef i ts are 
inadequate. I t may be due to f luctuat ing nature of the 
leather t r ade . 
9 . Factories with 50 l ^ o u r s and 2 HoursVowers__are charged^ 
with Excise duty ^ i c h r e s t r i c t s *iie employment of more 
r^ur and further progress . 
10. Very l i t t l e Inventry i s kept by the exporting Cos. I t i s 
hardly of one or two months. The reason i s unstable demands 
of leather and leather products. 
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11. Tanners or finished leather manufacturers blame the footwear 
and leather good manufaoutrers for t h e i r i n a b i l i t y to 
produp;fe^^e leather due t o : (a) I n a b i l i t y to forecast 
demand pat tern for colours , quality material speci f ica t ions 
e t c . (b) Inab i l i t y to maintain even minimum inventory of 
R.M. (c) I nab i l i t y to pay pr ice as per market p a t t e r n . 
12. Quality i s 'Visual ly ' chec^d at tliree occasion namely 
at the purchase of R.M. processing, and before shipment 
by the manufactures exporters . Standard set by Indian 
Standard I n s t i t u t e ( ISI) are not followed. They say that 
i t i s d i f f icu l t to be followed. The only o f f i c i a l check 
which i s done v isua l ly at shipment stage I s through the 
customer Authorit ies for the award of C C S . I . S . I , 
c e r t i f i c a t i on marks scheme available for a large number 
of leather products, semifinished lea ther and R.M. i s 
operated only on voluntary bases . So there are tfery few 
Cos who are adopting t h i s scheme. There are some items 
for which Indian Standards s t i l l remain to be developed. 
Expert Inspection Council (see up under the export 
Q. & Inspection Act, 1964), does not come in to the pic ture 
at al 1, 
13. For ident i fying prospective foreign markets or introducing 
themselves to f o r e i ^ buyers, majority of exporters in Kanpur 
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seldom use government and non govt, f a c i l i t i e s avai labie in 
India . Most of them are ignorant of IIFT , TDA, TPA e t c . 
They believe in personal v i s i t s on t h e i r own for the above 
mentioned purpose. Taking recourse to only one source, 
they do not have contact with fashion c i r c l e s , e t c . 
Available publicat ions afe seldom u t i l i z e d . 
14. Due to lack of adequate information and contact with fashion 
c i r c l e s and o thers , planning - product or business finds 
low place in the Scheme whole of the expor ters . 
15. I t i s buyer 's market. Prices are not set by s e l l e r s but 
accepted by them. Indian leather exporter mojjblj;_dp the i r 
business with middle pr ice segments or low pr ice segment of 
the market. However, non-price factors l ike qua l i ty , 
fashion charges, have the i r own importance and s ignif icance. 
16. I t i s generally a business with low inventary. The reason 
i s changing fashion and unstable demand. Importers in 
developed countries keep very low inventry of finished goods. 
So constant and prompt supply i s very important here . 
17. Majority of concerns in Kanpur are , manufacturer-exporters, 
who deals t h e i r export sale d i rec t ly with r e t a i l e r s , irtiole-
saler and importers. Agents do not come into the p i c tu r e . 
Mostly direct sa les to r e t a i l e r s are preferred especial ly 
I l l 
in the case of footwear. Bulk buying i s made at trade 
f a i r s , there on personal v i s i t s of s e l l e r s . 
18a. All the exporters in Kanpur perform sarffe form of sales 
promotion measures to a limited extent . Their promotion 
budget i s neg l ig ib le . In most of Cos. no sales promotion 
l i t e r a t u r e i s found for in te rna t iona l adver t i s ing . They 
advertise in journals only. They complain about the lack 
of f a c i l i t i e s for successful sa les promotion. 
b . Most of the exporters do not give a brand name to the i r 
products. So brand loyalty which i s sometime must for 
fashion goods, i s not j o i n e d . 
c. Vi s i t s fg r -^o l^gn couiftry i s no problem. However, they 
do not take the help of TFA. Footwear exporters complain 
that t he i r odd pa i rs of shooes which they have in the i r 
v i s i t s , are dutied every time they enter a country. I t 
i s causing hardship to the exporters . No pub l i c i t y -
planning i s done by them. 
19. A large number of | o « t . f a c i l i t i e s for promotion of exports 
are avai lable in India . Some are described in the Export-
Import Policy announced every year . Export incentives are 
given by Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of Finance. 
Commerce Ministry provide C.G.S., AFS, REP, MDA e t c . 
Finance Ministry gives D.D., Income tax Rebate, a l locat ion 
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of ;forelgn exchange, blanket permits e t c . Various 
I n s t i t u t i o n s l i k e , EPC IIPT, TPA, TDA, ECGC e t c . provide 
various services to exporters . Apart from these f a c i l i t i e s , 
there are Export Award Committee, Scope Committee, Export-
Import Advisory Committee e t c . ^ i c h act for the benefi t 
of Exporters in India . 
(a) Prom the various f a c i l i t i e s offered in export policy 
only OGL are u t i l i z e d . REP licence which i s t r a n s -
ferable , are t ransferred to o the r s . According to 
some of them, unimportant items are included for th i s 
f a c i l i t y which i s useless for them. 
(b) From the various f a c i l i t i e s offered by two minis te rs , 
only CCS, A.F.S. and Duty drawback, f a c i l i t i e s are 
u t i l i s e d by great majority of them. Payment under 
C C S . and APS i s no problem. Duty drawback takes years 
for clearance. 
(c) MDA and EMPA are not generally u t i l i zed by Kanpur 
exporters . G.S.P. i s always u t i l i zed by exporters . 
(d) They receive no assis tance from IIPT, TDA, TPA e t c . 
EPC- Kanpur i s providing some ass i s tance , but i t i s 
very limited^nfEven fake addresses as complained by 
them, are supplied. ECGC i s of course helping them 
very much. 
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20a. Exporters of finlshp<!rleather and leather maaufactures 
favour and a d o p ^ three methods of payments in order of 
p r i o r i t y namely Irrevocable and Confirmed Let ter of Credit , 
Cash against documents (CAD), Documents against acceptance 
(DA). 
b . All export units received pre-shipment finance from 
commercial banks in the name of •Packing Credi t ' for which 
no complain was made. They were quite s a t i s f i ed with i t . 
Their only demand was re la ted to the extension or further 
l i be r a l i s a t i on of credit l im i t . 
c . The surveyed uni ts do not receive Post-shipment finance. 
No problem was mentioned in th i s regard. 
21. The time for processing of an export-order var ies according 
to the quali ty and type of the order. Generally an order 
of Rs.lO lacs takes about one month for meeting the require-
ments of the importers. 
No publicat ion ajid act are consijited by exporters for 
processing of an export ordel*. Commission agents complete 
most of the formal i t i es . Air way b i l l s , which i s required 
for applying for cash incent ives reach very l a t e to the 
Exporters. Custom au thor i t i e s do not complete t h e i r home-
work on time. 
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Further s implif icat ion and l i b e r a l i s a t i o n of procedures 
are demanded by exporters . 
22. The share of finished leather of I n d i a ' s lea ther trade 
was 60% in 1981-82. Aftet 1978-79 (73%) i t s share has 
been decreasing which me^ be due to govt ' s a t t i t ude of 
discouragement of eacport of finished leather and encourage-
ment to leather manufactures. 
I t s major importers are found in ff. Europe, East Europe 
and Communist countries ( E . E . & C ) , North America, East and 
South Asia and West Asia in decreasing order . To recent 
past exports increased with EESG countries and West Asia 
( I ran S. Arabia) more in value than in quant i ty . Here 
per unit value Increased considerably. Trade developments, 
Authority p red ic t s more trade with these a reas . 
For good export in foreign market quali ty requirements 
must be met. c^ndirarTr§"TjGiradvantageous posi t ion in respect 
of buffalo lea ther which has unique grain pa t t e rn and Goat 
skin l e a the r s . Quality cow Noppa i s also in great demand 
in West, 
23a. The average share of t o t a l leather goods, has been 5.3% 
in t o t a l f inished leather and leather manufactures exports 
in the l a s t 8 years . However, i t s growth has been very 
f luc tua t ing . 
US 
Our area of a threa t I s West, where leather goods 
exports came down from Rs.18.27 Crores to Rs.11.75 in 
19 80-81 and pa r t i cu l a r ly West Germany whose import 
decreased from Rs. 5.52 Crores to Rs.3,59 Crores. Besides 
qual i ty , the main fault l i e s with d i s t r ibu t ion channel. 
90% leather goods business i s done through agent in Europe, 
whereas Kanpur exporters never engage agents for d i s t r i -
bution of goods. The West i s dominated by fashion leather 
good l ine whereas East European countr ies are dominated by 
non-fashion leather goods l i n e . 
Areas of opportunit ies are South East Asia and West 
Asia. In South east Asia market i s segmented on the bas is 
of P r i ce . High pr ice and medium pr ice and segments have 
the l ion share in t o t a l market. 
Fashion plays very Important role in the lea ther goods 
trade a l l over the world. 
U.S.A. and W. Germany are the two larges t importers of 
leather goods in the world, 
(b) India leather garments industry i s in infancy, 
special iz ing only in the exports of man and women 
j acke t s . 
Market and leather garments i s segmented on the basis 
of quali ty p r i c e , s ty le colour, the v a r i e t i e s of leather 
used and the type of garments manufactured. Quality 
and pr ice are the most important fac tor . 
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High quali ty ledither garments export business i s the 
monopoly of developed countr ies . Medium and low 
quantity segment i s for India . 
24. Since 1976-77 footwear, export i s making progress . In fact 
Rs.25.75 Crores export in 1976-77 was the highest one. On 
the other hand export of footwear components i s showing 
dramatic progress , although some set-bac&s may be seen in 
between. Now i t i s as high as one Rs.59.03 Crores 
(1981-82) approximately. For footwear expor ts , important 
things are quality of leather used for the manufacture of 
shoes design, strong and regular construct ion, use of 
standard aux i l i a r i e s and components and excellent f in i sh . 
All must meet the fashion requirements. 
The segmentation of market i s l ike that oT lea ther 
garments. 
25, The main threat to leather industry may be ennumerated as 
follows? 
( i ) The proposed complete ban on animal slaughter^, 
( l l ) Rapid change In fashion, 
( i l i ) Development of synthetic subs t i tu tes l ike Coform, 
Quox and Velvon in the Western count r ies . 
i n 
( iv ) Main Competitors: In finished leather - B raz i l , 
Argentina; closed shoes - dominated by highly developed 
count r ies ; leather footwear and i t s components - South 
Asian countries l ike Taiwem, Hong Kong, Korea and East 
Euoropean countries l ike Hungary and Czechoslovakia; 
lea ther goods - I t a l y ( in high priced fashion lea ther 
goods), Taiwan, Hong Kong. S. Korea, Braz i l , lea ther 
garments - Hong Kong, Taiwan, S. Korea, Mexico, 
(v) Hesi ta t ion in the use of modern methods. 
26. Very few foreign collaborations are found in leather and 
leather good, area. I t takes two years or more for an 
approval for foreign collaboration to reach the stage of 
production. 
2T. There i s difference between domestic p r ice and export pr ice 
of finished lea ther and leather goods. Domestic pr ice i s 
higher than in te rna t iona l market p r i c e . 
28. Footwear are generally sent through t|j,€r^hips instead of 
a i r Cargo while leather goods l ike hand-bags, saddlery e t c . 
are mostly sent by air f re igh t , 
29. Most of the leather-exporters in Kanpur, are 100% exporter . 
They do not have backing of domestic sa les of t h e i r product 
in home market. Although wide f luctuat ions have been 
l i s 
noticed In in te rna t iona l leather markets. They s t i l l have 
preference for export business over home business . 
30. Most of the exporters in Kanpur are regis tered with Small 
Scale Industry (SSI) . 
CHAPTER I I I / 3 
Suggestions and Recommendations 
Various measures may be taken to enhance the exports of 
finished leather and leather manufactures. This requires closer 
co-operation and contact between leather industry and government. 
In the following l ines some suggestions are given to achieve the 
desired r e s u l t s , 
1, As the quality of leather depends on the quali ty of R.M. 
and f inal ly on the l ine-s tocks , effor ts should be made to 
develop animal husbandary on healthy l i n e s . Animals eire 
our asse t , but due to government policy and people 's 
a t t i tudes they have become a l i a b i l i t y for us. So r e a l i s t i c 
po l ic ies should be adopted and ban or r e s t r i c t i o n s on 
slaughtering should be l i f t ed at once. Free slaughtering 
wi l l be helpful in the elimination of unprofitable and 
unhealthy l ive-s tock population. 
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2. Periodic market feed-back i s essen t ia l to enable local 
tanners to redesign and readjust t h e i r production programme. 
This could be achieved i f the representat ives from t rade , 
research i n s t i t u t e s , marketing organisation and government, 
who do study export markets, meet the tanners on return and 
give the benefit of the i r experience to the industry as a 
whole. 
3 . Exporters must be conscious of basic requirements of buyers 
and aim at achieving reputation for r e l i a b i l i t y . 
4 . I t i s necessary that finished leather tanners which are 
not properly equipped should be ass i s ted in evolving rig;ht 
type of product - mix for export. This i s necessary to 
ensure r ight image of suppl iers as well as the country. 
^* Human side of leather enterprize should never be ignored. 
Labours in the leather industry in p i t i a b l e condit ion. They 
are generally i l l paid aid i l l t r ea t ed . Owners should take 
due care to improve the i r l o t . The government and the trade-
union movement in the country should make pos i t ive efforts 
to organise them on the healthy l i n e . Only then, you can 
motivate them to work with the i r heart and soul, 
6. To s t a b i l i s e the pr ices of hides and skin and H.Ms, 
government should make arrangements of buffer-stocks ti^ich 
may prevent wide f luctuat ions in the pr ices and would also 
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guarantee adequate and continuous supply of R.M. and 
other inputs . 
7. There should be an exemption from excise duty onus ing 
more than two horse power and 49 workers. I t wi l l be very 
helpfMr=ToF^he progress of the indus t ry , because most of 
exporters are member of S .S . I , uni ts or come under Cottage 
Industry, 
8a. Fromotion: This would involve frequent v i s i t s to foreign 
markets by exporters for conducting market surveys, feasibilijty 
s tud ies , appointment of marketing agencies and in some cases, 
t ie -ups with foreign firms such export promotion ac t iv i ty 
should not only be encouraged but f inancia l support should 
also be provided under the market development Fund (MDF). 
Efforts should be made to co-ordinate these a c t i v i t i e s and 
i t s benefi ts should be made available to other exporters a l s o . 
b . F a c i l i t i e s should be /^ov ided to the exporters for the 
preparation of sjn.es promotion l i t e r a t u r e s . For t h i s purpose 
t ax - r e l i e f may be given to the spent amount. 
e. B^randing with the maintenance of good qual i ty may c r e a t e 
loyalty in the mind and heart of the foreign buyers. For 
th i s purpose I n d i a ' s image should also be improved through 
publ ic i ty in in te rna t iona l markets. 
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d. As e x p e r t ^ s pay dut ies in each country on odd pair of shoes 
(samples), on the i r foreign tours , government should compensate 
i t to Improve exports performance. 
e. Agencies l ike TDA should provide free service for the select ion 
of correct media for export promotion. 
9, In REP Licences f a c i l i t y , more important items should be 
Included in the l i s t to make t h i s f a c i l i t y more useful . 
Export Finance 
10, The duty drawback procedures, i n sp l t e of the recent s impli-
f ica t ion continues to be very complicated and time consuming 
so that maximum time limit should be fixed for the disposal 
of the drawback claims. After expiry of the date , immediate 
payment should be made to the concerned p a r t i e s . The payment 
may be adjusted af ter actual acceptance of the claim. 
A New Scheme; The EEC and several other countr ies have introduced 
the value added tax (VAT) system which enables a manufacturer 
to pay tax dues and at the same time get c r ed i t for tax 
already paid. VAT i s not charged d i rec t ly on exports and i t 
provides measures for rebating the fu l l incidence of tfixes 
entering d i rec t ly or Ind i rec t ly in to export cost at a l l stages 
of production, 
India should also have similar scheme l ike of foresaid 
na ture . 
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11. Although the ra t e of In te res t on export finance i s r e l a t i ve ly 
lower than for domestic purposes, the cost of c redi t in India 
I s s t i l l higher than Korea, Japan and other competing countries 
(See economic trends 1, august, 1981, an ICCI's magazine) so 
(a) bring down the r a t e of in t e res t to 10% both for p r e -
shipment and post-shipment finance. 
(b) the period of replenishment credi t at concessional ra te 
should be extended from the present 90 days to minimum of 
180 days as was prevalent t i l l 19 74. 
(c) concerned banks should also be advised to convert the 
pre-shipment credi t into post-shipment c red i t i f the exporters 
so des i re , as soon as the documents are produced and handed 
over to the banks. I t i s must because these days goods are 
sent to Importers on sight bas is for 30 to 60 days i . e . 
exporters are paid ythen goods are sold by importers . 
Transportation and Air freight 
12a. Freight r a t e s on export goods should be b r o u ^ t down by 50% 
In the case of railways. 
b . Until Air-India has establ ished adequate cargo capacity other 
In ternat ional air l ines should be permitted to operate 
freighter service , Including char ters for cargo exports and 
Alr-Preight subsidy (AFS) should also be applicable to them. 
c . The difference in a i r freight charges between Indian Air Lines 
(domestic) and Air India ( In te rna t iona l ) should be ended for 
export cargoes. 
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13, Some South-Sast Asian Countries l ike South-Korea, Singapore, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong have made great progress in t he i r finished 
lea ther goods exports in the world market. A study of these 
countries leather Industry and i t s progress wil l prove helpful 
for us. BrazHean, Argentinean leather industry should also 
be studied, they are our competitors in f inished leather 
exports . Assistance should he provided for quick moderniza-
t i o n s . 
l"*^ * Quality image should be improved. The quality demands 
should therefore be met as standardized by I . S . I , or required 
by importers. Stringent measures should be taken to implement 
the same. For th i s purpose incent ives may also be given. 
In finished leather growth of fungus should be checked. 
Attempts should also be made to eliminate swelling of the 
leather goods by the use of synthet ic oiL.in tanning of 
l ea ther . Chemioals should be standardized for the l ea the r s . 
15. Fashion p l ^ s very importeoit role in leather t r ade . Industry 
should be aware of the fashion changes. Clo^e oontaots are Lo^  
needed between European fashion leaders and Indian Exporters. 
In South-East Asian nations a l so , Indian products should 
follow the European fashion, quality and f inish for exploit ing 
the demand po ten t i a l s in these markets. 
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16. Thje^ccessorles such as Zips, but tons , locks, r i v e t s , frames 
and carness, buckles e t c . indigeneously manufactured £ind 
current ly used in leather goods are not of acceptable 
q u a l i t i e s . Only imported f i t t i n g s should be used. 
17. Concentrate then Exoandt Exporters of finished leather shoulc 
concentrate t he i r marketing effor ts tn EEC countries and 
West Asian countries and other high pro^^i-t^areas. Buffalo 
l ea ther , goat skin and cow Nappa are' in great demand in these 
areas - more pa r t i cu la r ly in the former. 
As U.S.A. and West Germany are largest importers of 
lea ther goods in the world, exporter should further t ry to 
penetrate the two markets, besides other th ings . For any 
product, past trend should never be ignored. 
18. Dis t r ibut ion Channel; Our marketing network i s not very 
wide and stable to there i s a need of r ight d i s t r ibu t ion of 
channel for leather exports . As 90% of the lea ther goods 
business i s done through agents in Europe, exporters from 
India must u t i l i z e th i s channel for exports . For other 
products sui table channel should be chosen. 
19. Besides men and women jao^cets, India should also produce 
other leather garments l ike s h i r t s , t rousers e t c . 
20. As leather good markets ere segmented on the bas i s of qual i ty , 
p r i ce , colours , var ie ty of leather used e t c . , special e f for t s 
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sfa should be made to know the characteristics of the different 
segments of the market, and product planning should be done 
accordingly. So first concentrate in one market segment and 
then expand in others. 
21. For footwear exports, important things are price quality and 
style - all with excellent finish. Finishing should be 
mechaniarexT; Duty freFlmports of capital goods are finishing 
machines which are not indigenously produced may help exporters 
to a great extent. 
22. Development of synthetic substitute is a threat to the leather 
Industry. CLRI and related institutions should work in a 
planned way to meet the threat and they should guide the 
industry in the technological field. For this purpose close 
co-operation between industry and CLRI (and other institutions 
engaged in the work) are needed. Regular feedback from 
industry is also a must. 
23. Foreign Collaboration and joint ventures: Foreign 
collaboration in India and joint ventures abroad shall be 
encouraged by the government. The lead lime between the 
approval of foreign collaboration and actual production should 
be minimized though minimum paper work, financial help and 
fewer restriction on foreign Cos. The success of South Korea, 
Taiwan, Hong Kong etc. lies in their ability to attract 
foreign companies. 
t i e 
24. An Indo-European Leather Industry Association needs to be 
formed to bring together representat ives of India and 
European leather indus t r i es on a common platform, so that 
healthy growth of Indian industry could be planned and 
co-operation may be obtained. 
25, Dissemination of Information; (a) As i t was found tha t 
most of the exporters are not aware of th^ government 
f a c i l i t i e s in the f ie ld of exports , measures should be adopted^ 
to educate and inform the exporters . For t h i s purpose, daily 
programmes on different aspects of export-import should be 
broadcasted on Radio and T.V. (b) j ^ a r t from the above 
there i s a need of a cent ra l i sed information system (CIS) 
for the benefit of exporters . The government has already 
agreed to set-up a National Trade Information Centre 
(Economic, Trends, 1.8.1981; an ICCI's magazine). Effective 
measures have yet to be taken for i t s implementation. This 
has to be expedited, (c) Trade section of Indian Embassies 
sha l l be well equipped to provide quick and de ta i led 
information. 
26. Trade S t a t i s t i c s and monitoring of Export Performance: 
Directorate General of Commercial In te l l igence and S t a t i s t i c s 
(DGCI and S) Calcutta takes 15 to 20 months to supply ' l a t e s t 
data on foreign trade and s t a t i s t i c s . I t should get i t s e l f 
fully equipped to supply the same within a t l eas t 2 or 3 
1^7 
months (as many countries for less developed than India are 
doing) because business decisions are based on these data . 
27, Commercial Prac t ices ; Once a market has been penetrated 
manufacturers should s t r i c t l y observe the accepted commercial 
pract ices of the country concerned, in pa r t i cu l a r the following 
(a) Delivery schedule 
(b) Confirm!ty of shipment with sample and orders . 
(c) Acceptance by the exporters of legi t imate complaints 
by importers. 
28. Manufacture^.^-'^-flx^porters (especia l ly those reg i s te red as SSI* 
unit) should be provided with more f a c i l i t i e s and assis tance 
than Merchant-Exporters, because the manufacture-exporters 
are d i rec t ly involve in the job and they are taking more 
r i sks than others . So i t m^ be made obligatory to leather 
exporters to mention on the i r l e t te r -heads that whether they 
are merchant-exporter or manufacture-exporter. This wi l l 
f a c i l i t a t e the importers to contract d i r ec t l y with manufacture-
exporters . 
29. I t was suggested that a Free Trade Zone (PTZ) l ike that of 
Kandla (Gujrat) and Santa Cruz (Bombay) should be establ ished 
in Kanpur for 100% leather exporters which should be provided 
with a l l the modern f a c i l i t i e s , technol igical know-how 
incent ives e t c . 
* SSI = Small Scale Industry) 
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30. Combination Export Manager (CEM)> In India the system of 
CEM i s s t i l l not in operation, but we can s t a r t now. In 
t h i s system small manufacturers can take advantage of the 
services of the OEMs, who work for several princij 
the same time. Here two or three firms can ymja together 
to appoint a GEM. The GEM uses the le t te rheads and signs 
as an export Manager of the firm he seeks to represent , 
while handling a pa r t i cu l a r t ransac t ion . The foreign 
customer feels that he i s d i rec t ly dealing with the producer. 
The costs of operating through a GEM are evidently lower 
as overheads are d i s t r ibu ted over a large number of Cos. 
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1. Tanninj aachines r e - u i r e d for f i n i s h e d u n i t s . 
2 . % d r a u l i / i n j e c t r o a i c flu^hina, machines* 
3 . Hydraulic/peneumatic sammying machines 
k. Combined hydrau l ic seeming and s e t t i n g machines. 
5» Hydrau l ic -Pneumat ic / ln jec ton ic s e t t i n g mdchines. 
6 . Hydraulic shaving machine. 
7 . Vibra t ion-Hydrau l ic hi^h output s t a k i n g machine. 
8 . AxT b l a s t dust removiiis machines. 
9» Hydraulic buff ing uachine , 
10 . Cer t a in cool ing machine. 
1 1 . Automatic padding machine, sp ray ing machine and dry iag 
maching. 
12. VacGua d ry ing machine. 
13• Automatic t a g g l i n g and drawing machine. 
^h^ Hydraulic/Semi AutoQiatlc p l a t i n g i r o n i n g machine. 
15* Hydraulic i ron ing and embossing p r e s s . 
16 . Hoto p r e s s for l e a t h e r p r i n t i n g . 
17• ikobassing p l a t e s and engraved r o l l e r s for l e a t h e r . 
18 . Leather th ic i iness measuring gauge. 
19 • Blades for l e a t h e r shaving and s p i t t i n g machines. 
20 . Hydraul ic sulphide a p p l i c a t i o n . 
2 1 . Motorised hides and sk ins stamping machine. 
2 2 . Leather p o l i s h i n g machine and c r e a s i n g machine. 
2 3 . P o r t a b l e PH Meter f o r t e a i e r i e s . 
2k» Ga lo r i -me te r , 
25* Pneunat ic g laz ing machines. 
• 2 • 
26 . pa s t e dry in j?^  u n i t s . 
27 . Seco Therrn type dry ing u n i t s . 
( i i ) Leather loofiwear ciac^jinery, l e a t h e r goods machinery 
and machinery for l e a t h e r a p p a r e l . 
(1) Strap cutu ing machine. 
(2) Strap fo ld ing machine. 
(3) Upper fo ld ing machine. 
(k) I n s o l e cover ing machine. 
(5) S l a t iDed-double needle sewing machine. 
(6) Pos t b e d - s i n g l e needle sev/ing machine. 
(7) Post bed-douole needle sewing machine. 
(8) Post oed-s ing le needle under edge t r imming. 
(9) Paised cord sewing machine. 
(10) Sewing machine z i g - z a g f l a t bed. 
(11) Sewing aiachine c y l i n d e r bed. 
(12) iu tomat ic lock s t i t c h i n g c y l i n d e r bed b a t r a c k e r . 
(13) Coarse s t i t c h sewing machine fo r r u f f l e d work and 
genuine mocass ius . 
(14) P u l l i n g over machines. 
(15) P u l l i n g Jver and cement l a s t i n g machines. 
(16) Tack l a s t i n g machines. 
(17) Kambosion l a s t i n g machines. 
(18) Out s o l e s t i t c h i n g machines. 
(19) Heel s ea t cement l a s t i n g machine, 
(20) Mokay s t i t c h i n g machines. 
(21) iu tomat ic punching and e y e l e t t i n g machine. 
(22) Band Imife s p l i t t i n g machines. 
(23) S t r i n g l a s t i n g machines. 
(2U ) Buckle s t a p i n g machines. 
(25) C l ick ing machine hydraul ic (beffom) 
s 3 : 
(26) Inso le a t t a c h i n g machines. 
(27) Fore p a r t l a s t i n : : machines ( Astra t y p e ) . 
(28) Side l a s t i n g machine{hydraul ic ) . 
(29) Edge t r inminu machines. 
130) CSonfer moulding aachirBS. 
(31) Counter t i g h t e n i n g machines. 
(32) Heel b r a s t i n g machines. 
(33) Heel b u i l d i n g machines. 
(3^) Std,mping machines l o r u p p e r / l i n i n g / s o c k s . 
(35) Up :.'e r f Jrmin g aiac h i n e s . 
(36) Upper p e r f o r a t i n g aach ines . 
(37) P a t t e r n s grading machines. 
(38) Upper seem rubbing machines 
(39) Upper r e i n f o r c i n g machines. 
(^0 Upper cementing machines, 
(^1) Mocassion linin._, trimming machines. 
(^2) Mocassion l i n i n g t r i L u i n g machines. 
(^3) Mocassion l i n i n g performing tr iarLing machines. 
(M+) Band knife s p l i t t i n g machines i n c i s i n g d e v i c e . 
(^-5) Heavy l e a t h e r I s p l i t t i n g machines. 
(i+6) Folding machines for s ides for b r i e f c a s e s . 
ik7) Blind c y l e t t ing machines (jiutomatic ) . 
( H $ 0 High speed corner s t i t c h i n g machines. 
('49) High s u i t c a s e s t i t c h i n g machines. 
(50) Heavy duty C2> l i n d e r bed i n d u s t r i a l sewing machines, 
(51) T^ J^ n e e d l e s , lock s t i t c h i n n machines heeds on ly . 
(52) Button h o l e ( e y e l e t s end) machines, heed o n l y . 
(53) Button sewing machine 
: h i 
( i l l ) Kachines for the manufactures oi v/oven l e a t h e r . 
(1) j S l e c t r i c a l l e a t h e r for c u t t i n g and s l a n t i n g s t r a p s . 
(2) ij-Jtamatic o-iachines to c o n t r o l , to s l a n t and t o glue 
l e a t h e r s t r a p s , 
(3) Elec t ro-pneumat ic weaving machines for l e a t h e r . 
(M ) Boboin machines v/ith c o u n t e r . 
( Iv ) p a t t e r n making machines. 
(1) Pat 'cera binding machines. 
(2) P i t t e n i corner c u t t i n g and b i n d i n g machines. 
(3) Hole pane hin g mac hi n es . 
Qi ) She a r s f o r cu t - in., pa t t eI'n. 
(5) Vice for holdin^^, p a t t e r n . 
(6) Punches for model room. 
(7) Knife making e4.uipment for cold s t e e l . , and forged s t e e l . 
(6) Gold s t e e l knife mat ions and m a t e r i a l s for making forged 
k n i v e s . 
(9) Punches of a l l v a r i e t i e s . 
Closing room machines. 
Up p e r e mbo s s in g ma c h in e s . 
Gomenting machines and ceraentirig June . 
Upper edge inking machines. 
i i-i toaatic l a c i n g machines. 
S t i t c h viorking machines. 
L iv ing trimming machines 
Toe cap a p p l i c a t i o n thermop3.astiC3. 
Sewing machines. 
High speed f l a t bed s ing l e needle i n d u s t r i a l sewing 
machine( more than 3OOO s t i t c h e s per m i n u t e ) . 
(v) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4 ) 
(5) 
(6) 
it) 
(vii) 
( I ; 
( v i l ) Unit S o l e / c o u n t e r s / l n s o l e s / h e e l e s . 
(1) Ghanne11in g and gr oo v in g. 
(2) Automatic roughing machines for s o l e and. i n s o l e s . 
(3) Heel a t tachin^: machines, 
ik) Mett(hand) a t t a c h i n ^ machines. 
(5) i ieel and so l e brushing machines, 
(6) Heel and s o l e buff ing machines, 
(7) Evening and rouhging machines for s a l e s & u n s o l e s . 
(8) Mge inking oiachines for s o l e s . 
(9) Heel Malt ing machines. 
10) Edge pre-tr iaiming machines. 
(11) Lecess ing and roughing s o l e s . 
(12) Recessing v/e l t . 
(13) Scouring ana blending machines. 
(1 'T) Studs a t t a c h i n g machines, 
(1 ;>') He e l b u i l d i n g ma ch iaes . 
(16) Heel cover ing machines pneumatic . 
(17) Leather cover c u t t i n g machines for h e e l s . 
(1u) Heel attacxhing machines, 
(19) Screwing machines. 
(20) Loose nalin^, machines. 
(21) Top l i f t lugging machines. 
(22) Channel c l o s i n g machines, 
(23) Humidifier for uppers . 
(2^) I r o n i n g and cond i t ion ing machines. 
(25) Sole l e v e H i n g machines. 
(26) Twin so le a t t a c h i n g machines. 
(27) K e a c t i v a t i n . p lan t for shoes and s o l e s , 
(28) Last removing raachines-pneumatic/hydraulic 
(29) Sdee s e t t i n g machines. 
jaJNEXCJRE Y-A 
IMK)RMA!riOH PERTAIMIMG TO I S I Gia^TIFIClTIQN MARKS SCHEMB 
INDIAN STAHDARDJRD 
1. 18:578-1971 Full chrome 
upper leather 
2 . IS:583-1969 Ankle boots 
for general purpose. 
IS: 1989(part I ) - 1978 
Leather Safety boots and 
Shoes for miners* 
LICENSEE 
1) Leather Corporation of 
Orissa Ltd, 
Ifiiit: Tltlagarb Tannery. 
i ) Leather Corporation of 
Orissa Ltd. 
Unit: Shoe Factory,Cuttacl 
i i ) U.P.State Leather Develop-
ment & Marketing Corporate 
Ltd., Agra. 
i i i ) H.Maula Bukhsh Sons & Co. 
Kanpur. 
i ) Ruby Industr ies, Kanpur 
i l ) TAFGO,Kanpur. 
i i i ) Ra^  Raman Industries,Kanpi 
Bihar State Leather Indus-
t r i e s Development Corpora-
tion (P) Ltd. 
iv) Unit: Ranehi 
v) Unit: Darbhanga 
v i ) Unit: Bettiah 
v i i ) R.I.C.Ltd.,Calcutta. 
v i i i ) Leather Copporation of 
Orissa Ltd. 
Ifiiit: Shoe Factory,Cuttack 
INDIJN STJUDJ^ RD 
; 2 
LICENSES 
ix) H.mula Bokhsh jSsns & Co*,Kanpur» 
x) Eastern Industries, Kanpur* 
x i ) Safety Products & Services,Calcutta 
x i l ) Jadav Leather Works,Sangli. 
x i i i ) <Aishoka Boot Factory,igra. 
imim ^ummi 
6. 
xiv) U»P.State Leather Development & 
Marketing Corporation Ltd.,Agra, 
XV) New ^Advance Sihoe Factory, Agra, 
X\rt) Hiron Stnall Scale Industries,calcut 
xvii)Ghotanagpur Leather, Jaipshedpur. 
13:2573-1975 i ) Shraksha Udyog,Calcutta. 
Leather Gauntlets 
and mittents 
IS J 699^ (part I ) 
-1973 Industrial 
safety Gloves: i) Suraksha Udyog, Calcutta. 
part I Leather and 
Cotton Gloves) 
Type 15)» 
INDIM SIMDARDS OH LEATHER MB LSAIHER PRODUCTS 
a) Raw Baterials: 
18:7656-1975 Code of practice for curing of cow 
hides and g^at and sheep skins. 
13:3939-1979 Guidelines for grading of raw hides an* 
skins* 
I S : 1960-1979 Guidelines for fricUMag'Indisnhides an( 
ca t t l e hides, 
18:9^26-1980 Guidelines for procurement of hides am 
skins• 
18:9663-1980 Code of Practice for Flaying of Hides 
and skins, 
b) ^ml Finished Leathers: 
18:1639-1960 Bast India tanned kips and skins 
^ I35503^-I960 Chrome goat skin in wet-blue condition 
IS*5570-1969 Goat skins, pickled. 
13:8121-1976 Chromed buff-calf skin in wet blue 
condition. 
c) Finished Leathers; 
i ) 18:8170-1981 Guidelines for identification of 
fihished leathers for export (Second 
revision). 
i i ) Glove leathers: 
ISs5866-1979 Chrome leather for high a l t i tude gloves 
(for defence use) 
i i i ) Industrial leathers: 
18:580-1973 Harness leather (second revision) 
18:581-1976 Vegetable tanned hydraulic leather 
^Second revision) 
18:1637-1971 Qycle saddle l ea ther ( f i r s t revision) 
18:295^1978 Vegetable tanned leather for belting 
( f i r s t revision) 
: 2 : 
ISS3020-1976 
18:9155-1976 
iv) Lining leathers 
ISs38i+0-1976 
v) Shoe upper leathers: 
13:576-1971 
13:578-1971 
13:2961-1973 
v) 3ole leathers: 
IS:579(Pt I) 1973 
Leather for oil seals(first revision) 
Leather for gas meter diaphragms. 
Lining leather first revision) 
Glazedkid for shoe uppers(first revisior 
Full chrome upper leather(Second revioni 
Chrome retan finished upper leather 
(firsr revision) 
IS:579(Pt.II) 1973 
13:1936-1960 
Sole leather: Part I Vegetable tanned 
sole leather(second revision) 
Sole leather: Part I I water res is tent 
vegetable tanned sole leather (Second 
revision)* 
Chrome waxed sole leather 
v i i ) ^ports goods leathers : 
13:3985-1966 Leather for rugby ball 
13:^102-1967 Leather for shttlecock caps 
13:1+191-1966 Leather for volleyball 
IS:if207-1967 Leather for football 
13:^553-1967 Leather for cricket ba l l 
13:5597-1970 Leather for boxing gloves 
13:5609-1970 Leather for hockey b a l l , 
v l l i ) Upholstry leathers; 
13:577-195^ l5)holstery leather . 
ix) ^scellaneous leather: 
13:1017-1966 Chamois leather ( f i r s t revision) 
IS:2960-196if Bookbinding leather 
IS:39'f6-1966 Leather for leg guard. 
s 3 $ 
d) L^s^ther Products: 
i ) Footwear; 
ISs 583-1969 
ISs58if-196if 
IS;1938-1969 
IS;1989< Pt I ) -1978 
IS;1989(Pt.II)1978 
13:2050-1967 
18:2051-1976 
IS;2060-1962 
IS:if128-1980 
IS;if 585-1968 
13:5259-1969 
13:5332-1969 
13:5333-1969 
13:5689-1970 
13:5853-1970 
13:6^+78-1972 
IS:6»f93-197l 
13:6519-1971 
I«:7555-197^ 
13:7568-1975 
^ k l e boots for general purpose 
( f i r s t revision) 
Chaplis, frontier pattern, for 
general purposes(revised). 
Sizes and f i t t ings of footwear 
( f i r s t revision) 
Leather safety l3O0ts and shoes for 
minBrs( third revis ion) . 
Leather safety boots and shoes for 
heavy laetal industries ( third revision. 
Glossary of footwear terms. 
Leather footwear, methods for samplini 
of ( f i r s t revision). 
Gents leather shoes 
Fireman^s leather boots. 
Football boots. 
Gir l ' s and maid's school shoes 
Boy's and Youth's school shoes. 
Leather cricket boots. 
inkle derby boots. 
Open-toe wedge sandal for nurses 
Shoes for nurses. 
Leather sandal for men. 
Selection, care and repair of safety, 
footwear code of practice for 
CJode of practice for the manufacture 
of ankle boots for ^nera l purposes 
Direct moulded sole ankle boots for 
general purposes. 
: h J 
IS:8085(pt I)-1976 Ebotwear, method of t es t fbr t Fart 1 
Dimensions, f i t t ing and adhesion test 
18:8751(Pt I)-1978 Footwear sizes in mondopoint system, 
Part I - Fundamental characterj?tics 
13:8751 (Pt 11)-1978 Footwear sizes in mDndopoint system 
Part I I - Length grading. 
i i ) Other Leather Products; 
13:^16-1978 Cricket and hokey hal ls 
13:1015-1956 Leather pump buckets nade from vegeta 
tanned leather. 
13:1225-1972 Leather picking bands for looms 
13:1273-1958 Leather pump buckets made from chrome 
tanned leather 
18:1903-1977 Recommendations on shape and diftensio 
of jute loom pickers. 
IS:22ifO-1976 Vegetable tanned leather belting for 
power trans miss ion ( f i r s t revision) 
18:22^1-1976 Bound leather belting for small 
machines( f i r s t revis ion) . 
18:2^+72-1969 Protective gaiters 
18:2573-1975 Leather gauntlets and mittens 
( f i r s t revision) 
18:3031-196^ Leather cash bags. 
18:5^58-1969 Rounders ba l l 
18:5^59-1969 Base b a n 
13:51160-1969 Soft balls 
13:5535-1969 Rugby ball 
IS:699^( Ft I)-1973 Industrial safety gloves:Part I Leathe 
and cotton gloves. 
13:7721-1975 Chrome tanned leather laces for heavy 
duty footwear. 
18:795^-1976 Suitcases 
18:8087-1976 Brief cases 
8 5 t 
IS;8155-1976 PortaBolios 
13:8517-1977 Bag,air t ravel 
18:8518-1977 Suitcase, a i r t rave l 
IS: 85^6-1977 Hequirements for leather or raw-hides 
exclusively used in the manufacture 
of pickers 
IS:9023-1978 Hand Bag l ady ' s . 
A V / J 
a ) RAW U^HEdliiL 
1) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of hides and skins on weight and 
area "basis. 
i i ) C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of de f ec t s in hides and s k i n s . 
b ) FlrllSii^D LxC i^iuEHS; 
i ) Glove l e a t h e r - Dress , suede, ' U t i l i t y , 
i i ) Lining suede . 
i i i ) t p p e r l e a t h e r - A n i l i n e , semi a n i l i n e , 
i v ) Upper l e a t h e r - Shrunken g r a i n . 
v ) Upper l e a t h e r - Kappa/sof t ie . 
v i ) Cloth ing l e a t h e r s . 
v i i ) K a t t a i l e a t h e r , 
v i i i ) Bunwar l e a t h e r . 
ix) Leather for s u i t c a s e . 
c ) Lg.a^bJiIxi GOODS; 
Footi^ear : 
i ) sa fe ty l e a t h e r shoes for women workers i n mines . 
i i ) tfethods of t e s t for footwear . 
i i i ) Code of p r a c t i c e for manufacture of s a f e t y boots 
i v ) Boxing b o o t s . 
v ) Horse ridi-ng s h o e s . 
v i ) Spiked boots ' . 
v i i ) Sking b o o t s . 
v i i i ) i-iountainesring shoes . 
i x ) p r o t e c t i v e footwear for o i l f i e d workmen. 
L.g.d:hili PiiJDUGTSt 
i ) Dust s h i e l d s , 
i i ) Leather bel3.ows . 
i i i ) Leather s e a l i n g cupfe o ther than 'U' cups , 
i v ) safe ty l e a t h e r "gloves ( P a r t I I ) . 
Ml^ IEXURS -VI 
C50i#!0nrTY-WlSi!; ViLUtil OF RISKS OOYEMD 
Values in Bs.Cror 
1973 '197^ '1975 *1976 1*977* *197S * *1979 GosModity 
1 . Engineer ing 
go3d with ^5.i,.9 73.1^3 11^0.72 178.79 179.79 210.59 99-88 
s t s e l 
2 . Read.]?made 
garments 31 .61 48.20 58.20 86.63 75.90 92.^3 31.11 
23.30 19.86 29.37 62.ii-5 71.85 88.38 62.05 
25.97 21.10 25.^5 38.if7 82.53 68.52 30.57 
33.if7 3^.5+0 22.28 31.01+ 53.98 63.59 22.82 
6 . Gotron c l o t h 26.78 3'i .^7 3''--11 51.92 86 .25 61.39 2^.59 
7 . Jwel lary & 5.37 7-91 19.58 30-50 ^2.07 5 7 . 7 ^ 28.82 
3 . L e a t h e r . 
5 . Ju te 
8. Ghesiicals 5.Mf 10.32 16.10 I5.67 20.10 2O.38 9.07 
9. Others 73*67 61.88 82.7I 121.99 I5 I .86 1^+3.99 81.85 
252.88 292.39 ^4li+.47 573.79 7^5.02 78I.02 377.16 
2 . 5.G.G.G. RISK V.iUS LlQEii TOLICl-lc>,(JU^..uTjiES & SPEGI.i SGI^ dltiEIS 
(Rs.Lakh) 
1978 
P o l i c i e s . Spec i f ic p o l i c i e s 37.25 
s t andard p o l i c y . 73-^77 
Guarantees Paekine c r e d i t Qua. 2969,57 
Post-Shipment Gua-t 255,38 
Export F i n . a i a . 20,73 
Ezpor t .P rod .F in Qua. 30,70 
Export Per for .Gua. 66,30 
Special scheme. Transfer Gua, 5,35 
Line of c r e d i t 20,39 
Buyers c r e d i t 
Overseas I n v e t . I n s . 
P o l . 
1979 1980 
2^,73 ^7,27 
782,2lf 1016,91 
373k,kk 
331,88 
16,27 
20,26 
82,80 
78 
6,19 
if014,79 
972,^0 
13,38 
11,22 
211,25 
2,18 
-8,8i+ 
TOTM. = kTh9fW 4695776" 6303,24 
te.iii Lakh 
3* Gurantees in Force: 
1978 1979 _ 1980 
No. No. No. 
Poeking Credit Gurarantee IOI9 671,25 6 ^ 793I8 568 838^^ 
Post-shipment Guarantee 825 5635 766 I5677 69I 31237 
£]xport Fin Guarantee 376 1367 282 II67 226 I09I 
Export-Prod. Fin. Guarantee 53 I99O k-^ 129if 125 100? 
Export Performance 
Guarantee 1,158 8111 1732 l4if,67 2166 29722 
TOT^ = 13 f^33 8if2,28 31+7I 1119,23 37,76 11+690 
AII-JEXUHS - ? I I 
31.No.Name and address Na-^ ie and address of I tem of manufactur 
of Ind i an Company, fo re ign collaboratdipia under c o l l a b o a t i o n 
1 . M/s south Bast Jl/s S p e t t l b l e Galzu- r p a t h - r Po^twp-^r 
Footwear L t d . , t r i f i c i c I t a l l y (Tech- -^^axn-cr jjOD-cwear 
Kadras . n i c a l ) and M/S Mihai la 
Sashhara S^^/itzerland 
( F i n a n c i a l ) 
2 . M/S Aruna Footwear i.:/s Bally I n t e r n a * 
E n t e r p r i s e s Fo j t - t i o n a l L t d . . , 
wear L td . ,ii)rnbay Bil ly Shoe Factory 
L t d . , Sw112 e r l a n d . 
Leather Footv/ear 
3* M/S Baerian Shoes M/S Schon and GIE 
L td . ,Chand iga rh . SJibh and f ; ^ S i e n e - .^^^ Footwear 
Gknoi 'West Germany. 
M/S GIT I n d u s t r i e s 
Inc *JJ3A* 
h* K / S Tannery & Fo j t M/S GITC I n d u s t r i e s 
wear Gorpn.of I n d i a INC USA Leather Footwear 
L td . Kanpur. 
5 . M/S B r i t i a m i i a B i s - M/S Glarks L td .o f Lea the r Footwear 
c u l t s Go.Ltd.,Bombay England. 
6 . Ws F lor ind Shoe, M/S F l o r i a Shine,USA Lea the r Footwear 
Madras, 
?• M/S Liber ty Sn te r - M/S Techno imp ex, 
p r i s e s , Karna l . ^^^ Konsumex Leather Footwear 
M/S I n t e r Corpora t ion , 
Buda P o s t , 
Hun gary. 
8 . M/S Eaiunath Exports 
(P) Ltd.,New S e l h i . - do - Leather Footwear. 
G.^ lBGQKI-WlSiil HUHlii'Ixi HM'D Y^UE OJ' U^JSI LICENCES ISSUED 
DUHIHG 1979-80,1980-81 Ml) 1981"82(IJPTO KSaBi-31H^l981). 
Mumber Actua's 
Value I Rs.Crores 
SI.No. Cateeory. ' 1979-80 "^980-81 ____i9^.1-§| 
_ 1 - J L ^ ,,. ., „ _ (upto Bee,81) 
Nuaiber Value rluaiber Value -^^^/^^^^ ^^^ 
• • • • 
1. iptudl users 
(Hon I n d u s t r i a l 225^ 205.30 I856 23H .6^ 1166 37*97 
2. -Actual Users I n d l . 
(lion DGTDjNon Sdl) 1266 686.I^f 1001 1190.9^ 789 1^55.80 
^ ' Units) ^^^^^^^^™ ^^^^ 755-06 3571 7^3-36 29^9 9^3-89 
h. Small Scale Indus- 8125 211*59 766^ 2I5.97 55k6 I7U.33 
t r i e s . 
5 . Registered Expor-
t e r s (HEP) 3^275 1089.57 ^8780 1if21.99 3if222 1235.1i 
6 . Capital Goods 3^98 6if7.l8 ifl83 980.09 2680 1188.5^ 
^* p S n t s f ' ' ^ ' ' ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^^ ^9.96 7k- 11.7.28 69 kk.V 
8. Adhoc 305 95.^9 '+21 86.I4-9 2ifO 39.2; 
9 . Customs Clearance ^ 
permits . 1303 68.00 1538 67.^|i- 1286 5 3 . ^ 
10. State Trading 
Agencies 253 207.89 230 205.66 . 79 ' 11 .7I 
1 1 . DGS & D Contracts k6 1.29 36 2.9I 1+1 2.5; 
12. Railway contracts 599 89.80 1 I7 35*95 68 I5.; 
13 • Governaient or 
against fovt . 78 9'k2 53 1.^9 51 2.if; 
contracts 
1^. Replacement L i e 55 ^6.08 'H2 O.93 36 1 .^, 
15. Others 118 3.!43 200 5.I9 ^571 22*8 
TOTsJ. =6009^ 4-206.20 69766 53hG,k-3 53793 5536.2 
» — . . . . « • • . ~ « • — • • — • • • " " • " • " • « • " . . — . " • " • — » — . — . " . " » — » " « • 
AHHEXgRB IX A 
FULL CHROME FINISHED LB^HBB 
Present status of the Industry: 
The manufacture of finished leather from hides i s predominar 
t ly being done in the saal l scale sector and cottage sector, DGTD 
contributes hardly about 20jg to the to ta l production. In case of 
skins the contribution of the DGTD units i s about 7Q%» i l l the 
available raw hides and skins are being converted into semi-fini-
shed leather and finished leather and the present instal l / l icensed 
capacity for a l l the sectors i ,e» organised sector, cottage sector 
and small sector is about "ik Bullion pes, of hides and 69 million 
t)cs» of skins* JbSditional capacity covered by way of industr ial 
l icenses/ le t ters of Intent e t c . under implementation is 2.^million 
pes, of finished leather from hides and l^ t-.OO million pes .from 
skins. 
$B) Production; 
Name of the item 1980 1981 
Finished leather from hides 2.7 million pes ^..9 million pes 
Finished leather from skins 23.5 -do- 25,if -do-
(The above production is in respect of organised sector) 
(C) Demand; 
111 the available raw hides and skins are being converted 
into finished leather and after motting the internal demand, the 
same are being exported. 
(D) Licensing Policy 
As regards finished leather i s concerned any tanning unit 
would need an industrial licence if the labour employ is more 
than 50 without power or 100 with power. 
(E) Imports/gyports; 
Name of the Item Year Imports Exports 
Qty. Value Qty. Value 
Finished leather 1979-80 - Es.266.00 Crores 
I98O-8I - Hs.186.00 Crores 
AI\fNEXURB-IX B 
SHDE UPPERS AND LEATHER FOOTWEARS 
Present s t a tus of the Industry 
(a) Capacity : Shoe Uppers 
(b) Production 
There are a t present 8 Ifriits borae 
on the l i s t of DTD engaged in the 
manufacture of shoe uppers for a 
t o t a l capacity of ¥+«76 lakhs pairs 
I ndus t r i a l l i cence /Le t te r s of inter 
have been issued to five uni t s for 
addi t iona l capacity (of 18.29 lakh 
p a i r s . Thus the present i n s t a l l e d / 
l icenced approved capacity )a.dds upt 
63.05 lakh organised s ec to r . 
As r e ^ r d s l ea the r footwear the 
t o t a l i n s t a l l ed capacity in the 
organised sector(DGTD) i s around 
21.5 mil l ion pa i r s and addi t iona l 
capacity by way of i ndus t r i a l 
l icences/Sectors of in tent i s covei 
-d to the extent of 9*5 adl l ion 
pa i r s 
Year 
1979 
1980 
Leather footwear Productior 
Shoe uppei 
12.2 mill ion 
pa i r s 
16.3 mill ion 
pa i r s 
8.28 lakh 
pa i r s 
5.25 lakh 
p a i r s 
( The above production is in respect of organised sector onli 
• 2 • 
(c) |)emand : 411 the Shoe uppers produced are 
being exported. For a l l types of 
footwear, the demand a t the end of 
6th plan would be 330 mil l ion pairs 
whose capacity recLuirement would bf 
-^00 mil l ion p a i r s . 
(d) Licensing pol icy; 
(e) Import/Export : 
Year Import 
Qty. 
Leather 1979-80 N A 
Shoe uppers 
1980-81 N/A 
Leather 1979-80 -
Footwear 
The items lea ther shoe/uppers/shoe£ 
are reserved for development in the 
small scale s ec to r . I t i s a lso four 
in cottage s ec to r . 
Export 
Value Qty. 
N/A N / A 
Value(Rs.Crorej 
Rs.29.58 
fis.16.9^-
Bs.10.05 
1980-81 - es.20.59 
x y V 
" Problems faced by Exporters of finished lea ther and l ea the r 
manufactures of Kanpur" - A case study. 
1. Name of the concerned. 
2 . Year of Establishment. 
3» Type of concern- Merchant Exporter/Manufacture Exporter/ 
Export house/Manufacture only. 
k* When did you s t a ted Export Business. 
5. Which major item you produce or eiqportC Productwise) 
Manufacture:- f inished leather ,footwear, Travel goods, 
L.garments, other L.goods Export : -
6. To which countries a re you exporting( give n%me of the counti 
7. What fo age of your t o t a l production was exported l a s t year . 
QUALITY CDMTHDL; 
1. At howmany p t s . qua l i ty , checked before Export ? 
2 . What means you adopt for ^.C. 
3 . Problems faced by you In ^tO» 
k. Problems faced by you in adopting ISO: standards ? 
SNYEMTOHY P(Ei8SITI0MtA»B.G.Jtoalysis): On what basis to you c la r i fy 
your inventory. hi |h^consumpti-/unit cos t / lmpor tance /ava i lab i l i ty / 
other 
1 
1 
1 
i tem' 
« 
1 
f 
B itemS C 
1 
1 
t„ 
item 
—f 
I 
1 
1 
r 
KXVI 
% age of cost ? R.M.& chemicals - Total cost of the 
product. 
Inventor ies ; -
R.Materials'Monthly » Stock 
'requirementJ kept . 
\ Finished I'stock § Monthly 
^^^^' \_ '^  delivery 
- Problems of Inventories : -
- lifhat type of storage f a c i l i t i e s you have : 
1 . 
PBR33NNEL I I I 
What i s your organisat ion structur'e ? 
2. 
(a) 
(c) 
2. 
HOW many employees a re there ? 
(b) Non-Executive 
(d) Casual. 
Executive 
Regular employees 
IX) you have any separate export Deptt .? 
Howmany persons may be categorised as (a) Ski l led 
(b) Un-skilled (c) Serai-skilled. 
Wage & salary (a) Minimum monthly salary including aliowanc 
(a) Minimum monthly sa la ry , (b) I^-ily wage. 
JOC V I I 
: 3 : 
What type of Incentives and benefi ts give to your 
employees ? 
6. Hov/many labour unions are found, in your concern. Give 
the name of prominent ones with t he i r a f f i l i a t i o n s . 
7. Employees and Employer re la t ionsh ip 
(a) Str ike 
(b) Lockout 
(c) Others 
8 . What ireyour personnel problems ? 
MAHKEIIHG & FINMCE-IV 
1. i r e you a member of any leather organisat ion ? Yes/No 
I f yoa mention the names of the organisa t ion . 
2 . To which oiganisation you are most r e la ted in your 
export business. 
Promotion Products Internaiio]4SLl|:jj 
2 . Doyou adver t i se in In t e rna l Market ? Yes/No. 
X>c VtH 
3. Objection in Advertising ? 
Medium used. Budeet a l io t ed . 
Trade Fairs 
Exhibi t ion. 
V i s i t s . 
' No.of t imes ' P laces . 
' 1 ' 
Problems 
1. How do you come to know about the demand of your product or< 
or How do you Indentify the p r o f i t f o r e i a i market ? 
Branch Strology; 
Which brand strology you adop for your products in Export 
business = Your own brand/No.of brand/dis t r ibutory brand. I f you 
are using your own brand, name the brands 
In Export;- ( Family brand/individual brand) 
Product l ive/Br t Sales growth 
i tems. ^Increasing/decreasing/{l,D, S,F 
^~ -^  — ^ - ^ — ^ . — 
'Profitability :^arket share 
I 
stable/fluetuaiity. I 
^ • New Product Development Strategy: 
1. Do you have permanent ^&keting Research dept t - Yes/No. 
2 . How many personnels are tte re ? 
3» How many new and modified products were produced by you 
in the l a s t 5 years( give names) 
k. Which are p rof i t ab le 
5. How many products abondoned by you( give names a l so ) ? 
6. Reasons. 
><.Y !X 
: 5 ; 
Tariffs & lion Tariff bar r les exchange control e t c . 
State your problems in d e t a i l s . 
B. 
G. 
D. 
U) 
Promoting Export Production. 
Sbr Educing Price disadvantages. 
In marketing of produces. 
Other f a c i l i t i e s . 
(a) Important f a c i l i t i e s as ac tua l Users. 
( a ) lmpor t an t~ fac i l i t i e s^ t i l i 2eT l t em produced 'imount {Problem'Oou: 
ties/iio . capi ta l good jspent 'and , ' t r i 
* ffor which faci ! V snapss-. / f ac i j 
l l i t i e s were » 
'(Utilized. ,' 
S U g ^ S T 
t i o n s . ' 
1 . O.G.L. 
2. Automatic Licence 
for r e s t r i c t e d items 
3 . Supplementary Licence 
(B)Ifflport Replenishment 
(b) Licence for Register-
ed Exportir 
1. RSP Licence for Export 
already made. 
2 . Advance l i cences . 
3« Import l icence before 
Export take place 
(Imprest l i c e n c e ) . 
1. Foreign Collaboration 
2 . Indus t r i a l R.M.lssitance 
Centre(R.T.MAC) 
Xy)c 
i 6 J 
B. Other 
1. Duty drawback. 
2. Gash compensatory 
support. 
3« l*&nufacture in Bond 
k* M.T Freight Subsidy. 
5. Tax concession for 
Import of Technics 
knowhow 
6. i tegistrat ion of long 
term con t r ac t . 
7 . Others 
(G). Making Development 
issistance. 
2. Export Market Devf 
illowances. 
3 . G.S.P. 
Source of Information 
I n s t i t u t i o n . F a c i l i t i e s u t i l i z e d Problem & Suggestion 
by you. 
1. I IFT. 
2 . EPG -Kanpur. 
3 . Trade Development 
Authority. 
k* Trade Fair iu thor i ty 
5« Govt .arranged houde 
se t up by R.D.A. 
6. Foreign Trade Infor-
mation system se t up 
by T.D.A. 
?• Others. 
METHOD OF PAYMENTS 
Wheat 'Methods of Payments ' are adopted by you for receiving 
payments from importers, Also s t a te your problem. 
Export Finance 
2 . Pre-shipment finance Receiving/Not deceiving 
T 
Sources iRLsks or 
icosts i t 
,over. 
iBate of < Amount. '^  Problems & Suggestions 
I i n t e r e s t ' i 
Post-shipment finance 
Sources Risks or 
'costs i t 
'over. 
\ Rate of 
I in te re st 
I 
Amount. ' Problems & Suggesti' 
Export documents and Procedures 
1. Generally how much time is heeded in the processing of a 
Export order. 
2. Problems is the regard. 
3. Names the most important Acts/Publication what are consult 
by you( as exporter) in connection with the proceeding of 
an Export order. 
•+. Important documents which are usually demanded by the 
Importer. State the r e l a t i v e problems a l s o . 
5» Time required for obtaining clearance of the Excise iu thor i 
+Procedural problems. 
6. Time required for f u l f i l l i n g export order . 
7 . Export Inspection i.gency — Problem. 
8 . Marine Insurance - Problems 
9« Outside Storage and warehousing f a c i l i t i e s - problems and 
suggestion. 
10. Shipping b i l l - Problems. 
11 . State Trading. 
12. Other problems & suggest ions. 
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D E P A R T M E N T OF T H E T R E A S U R Y 
UNITED STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE 
(1) IMPORTER'S NUMBER 
(2) MANUFACTURERS NO. 
(3) DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
(^) CATEGORY 
(5) MATERIALS OF SOLE 
(6) MATERIALS CHIEF VALUE OF SOLE 
(7) MATERIALS OF UPPER 
(8) MATERIAL CHIEF VALUE OF 
UPPER 
(9) MATERIAL CHIEF VALUE OF 
ENTIRE SHOE 
(10) PERCENT BY 
WEIGHT OF 
ENTIRE SHOE 
LEATHER 
LEATHER BOARD 
WOOD 
RUBBER 
ADHESIVE, THREAD, 
HARDWARE, 
FINISHING MTBL. ETC, 
( I I ) PERCENT BY AREA OF MATERIAL 
OF EXTERIOR SURFACE OF 
UPPER 
4 
(12) GENDER 
( « ) T Y f E 
.(14) HEIGHT 
(IS) NUMBER OF PAIRS' 
( I t ) VALUE PER PAIR 
(17) TOTAL VALUE 
(18) IF SUCH OR SIMILAR FOOTWEAR 
IS SOLD FOR HOME CONSUMPTION 
STATE PRICE 
INVOICE DETAILS OF FOOTWEAR a'M.'l'Nr48.R0«8 
1 
1 
1 
1 
f 
1 
1 
J 
Customs Form S"^ "?^  n.4.74\ 
, 
1 
* • 
1 
' 
SIGNATURE OF SELLER, SHIPPER OR AGENT 
DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
U N I T E D S T A T E S C U S T O M S S E R V I C E 
19 U . S . C . 1481, 1482. 1484 
SPECIAL CUSTOMS riVIVOlCE 
(Use separate Invoice for purchased and non-purchased goods) 
Form Approved 
O. M. B. No. 48 - RO 342 
I. SELLER 
3. CONSIGNEE 
2. DOCUMENT NR* 
4. REFERENCES* 
3. INVOICE NR AND DATE* 
6. BUYER (if other than consignee) 
7. ORIGIN OF GOODS 
8. NOTIFY PARTY* 9. TERMS OF SALE, PAYMENT AND DISCOUNT 
"kDDITIONAL TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION* 
I I . CURRENCY USED 12. EXCH. RATE I 13. DATE ORDER 
(if fixed or agreed) ACCEPTED 
14. 
MARKS AND NUMBERS 
ON SHIPPING PACKAGES 
IS. 
NUMBER OF 
PACKAGES 
16. 1 17. 
FULL DESCRIPTION OUANTITY OF GOODS 1 WUArMMiT 
UNIT PRICE 
18 HOME 
MARKET 
19. 
INVOICE 
20. 
INVOICE 
TOTALS 
21. D i the production of these goods involved furnishing goods or services to the seller (e. g., assists such as dies, molds, t*ols, engineering work) and the value is not included in the invoice price, check box (21) and explain below. 
22. PACKING COSTS 
27. DECLARATION OF SELLER/SHIPPER (OR AGENT) 
I declare : 
If Viere are any rebates, drawbacks or 
(>) Q bointies allowed upon the exportation 
ofgiods, I have checked box (A) and 
itenlzed separately below. 
''"'•th«r declire that there is no other invoice 
merinj from his one(unless otherwise described 
fa''°w\^ryU.ffert: all statements contained in this 
IIJ)''''^) declaration are true and correct. 
If the goods were not sold, or agreed to be sold. I 
/g) have checed box (B) and have indicated in colu.mn 
19 the price I would be V^illing to receive. 
(C) SIGNATURE OF SELLER/SHIPPER (OR AGENT) 
23. OCEAN OR 
INTERNATIONAL 
FREIGHT 
24. DOMESTIC 
FREIGHT CHARGES 
25. INSURANCE 
COSTS 
26. OTHER COSTS 
(Specify Below) 
28. SPACE FOR CONTINUING ANSV/ERS 
ti I nvoice required generally if rate of duty based upon or regulated by value of goods and purchase price or value of shipment exceeds $ 500. Otherwise use commercial invoice. 
/^,._*. . ^ r r r i r / i m 
